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ITEM F.l: LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) REVIEW

I. INTRODUCTION:

Licensee Event Reports (LERs) are submitted by licensees in
accordance with reporting requirements set forth in the plant
technical specifications. For the most part, the events reported
have minimal, if any, impact on plant safety. The LER reporting
requirement establishes an operational feedback mechanism by
which design deficiencies, systems interactions, procedural,
training, operational, equipment and other inadequacies can
be identified and corrected to improve plant reliability.

Due to similarities in the design and construction, common
equipment types, procedural guidelines and personnel histories
between Indian Point Units 2 and 3, the. LERs for both units
were combined for this study in order to provide a broader
data base for examination and to better identify commonalities
in the events reported for each unit. LERs for Units 2 and 3
submitted during-the period 1971-1979 were reviewed to identify
potential design, procedural and training, and man-machine/
human factors inadequacies as required by Item F.1 of the
February 11, 1980 Confirmatory Order. Each LER so identified
was placed into one of the following three categories as
appropriate:

(1) Design/Fabrication/Installation Events-
The events in this category are those which could be
attributable to equipment design, fabrication and/or
installation.

(2) Procedural and Training Events-
This category includes all events which could be at-
tributable to operating, maintenance, calibration,
testing, training or administrative procedures and/or
the training of operators in these procedures.

(3) Man-machine/Human Factor Events-
The events identified in this category are those which
could be attributable to any operation, maintenance
and/or testing activities conducted by plant person'nel.

For those LERs which could be classified into one of the
above three numbered categories of interest, the corrective
action taken or planned to prevent recurrence was once again
reviewed for adequacy and appropriateness. This report ad-
dresses the re-review of these corrective actions.

Those LERs which could not be classified into one of the above
three numbered categories of interest generally involved events
which were due to isolated causes not affecting unit safety,
such as random mechanical or electrical equipment malfunctions,
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instrumentation setpoint drift, generic analytical errors
and external causes.

It should be emphasized that no events were identified for
which appropriate corrective action has not been planned
or completed.
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Ii. SUMMARY OF IDENTIFIED EVENTS AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

1. Design/Fabrication/Installation Events:

A total of 108 items (72 for Unit 2, 36 for Unit 3) wereidntif id as attributable to causes falling w this

general category. These events were divided among the
sub-categories identified in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1

Design/Fabrication/Installation Event
Sub-Categories

Sub-Category Number of Items Reported

Vibration Induced Weld Failures 22
Charging Pump Failure/Degradation 15
Condensate Storage Tank Level Control 12
Containment Air Sample Monitors R-II/R-12

Failures 9
'Boric Acid Transfer Pump Degradation 8
Service Water Pump Failure/Degradation 5
Wiring Installation 4
Refueling Water Storage Tank Level Control 4
Fan Cooler Unit Filter Plugging 3
Motor Control Centers 34 and 39 Overload 3
Instrument Air Failure 2
Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve

Design. 2
Steam Generator Level Indication Design 2
Control Rod Drive Obstructions 2
Electrical Power Supply Redundancy 2
Other (Individual items) 13

1.1 Vibration Induced Weld Failures

A major source of reported items is vibration induced fatigue
failure at welded connections between system main piping
sections and small diameter vent or sample lines. (22
items reporting 36 failures or need for repair). Most of
the reported failures have occurred in piping associated with
the charging system, which is subject to vibrational stresses
due to the nearly continuous operation of the positive dis-
placement charging pumps. In addition * to these vibrational
stresses, the installation of certain flanges and manual
valves in these small diameter lines has aggrevated the
observed failure mode by providing further loading moment
applied to the weld connection. The consequences of any
leaks resulting from these failures have been generally
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negligible due to the small size of the lines and the
fact that the charging system is not an engineered safe-
guards system. Nevertheless, unit shutdowns have been
made to facilitate repairs whenever necessary.. These
lines are presently inspected as per ASME Code Section XI
ISI criteria which should detect potential problems
prior to failure.

This failure cause was identified during early operation
at both units, and a program was instituted to remove
heavy flanges and valves, where possible, and to cap the
remaining small lines, thereby reducing the loading movements.
This program has resulted in a reduction of these failures.

Additional efforts at both units are being focused on
reducing vibrations in the charging system, which have
contributed to all but two of the failures reported since
1976. At present, Unit 2 is planning installation
of suction stabilizers and discharge pulsation dampeners
on each of its charging pumps during the upcoming refueling
outage; Unit 3 has installed suction stabilizers and is
planning installation of discharge pulsation dampeners
during the next refueling outage. These two modifications
(that is, removal of heavy flanges and installation of
charging pump suction stabilizers and discharge pulsation'
dampeners) should be successful in further reducing
overall system vibration resulting in a significant
reduction in this failure cause.

1.2 Charging Pump Failure/Degradation

The 15 LERs (8 for Unit 2, 7 for Unit 3) concerning charging
pump problems include a total of 20 reported failures,
summarized in Table 1.3.

Table 1.3

Charging Pump Failure/Degradation

Failure Type Number of Events

Excessive Seal Leakage 13
Head Gasket Leaks 4
Cracked Fluid Head 2
Broken Coupling 1

These failures are of a periodic nature, although the in-
cidence of seal degradation has been substantially reduced
by an aggressive preventive maintenance program in effect
at both units. The failures have been generally attributed
to cyclical pulsations of the pumps and associated piping
induced by flow surges at each pump stroke. Both units
are currently pursuing the installation of suction stabi-
lizers and discharge pulsation dampeners on each of the chargir
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pumps as described above in item 1.1. Both licensees have
jointly undertaken an engineering analysis and determined that
the addition of suction stabilizers and pulsation dampeners
should preclude such failures. In addition, both Unit 2
and Unit 3 have installed a charging pump recirculation
system to allow break-in of new packing and thus pre-
clude early failure.

1.3 Condensate Storage Tank Level Control

There have been 12 reported events (6 for Unit 2, 6 for
Unit 3) of condensate storage tank level falling below the
minimum level stated in the Technical Specifications.
The majority (9) occurred during blowdown of the steam
generators to maintain acceptable steam generator and
condenser hotwell water quality. The remaining events
occurred due the inadequate water makeup capacity during norma.
operating or hot shutdown conditions. It should be noted
that a common source of demineralized makeup water is
provided for both units. Unit 3 is currently testing an
independent water makeup system which will eliminate its
dependence upon the common water makeup facility. This
will reduce the total demand upon that facility and
dedicate the existing supply capability to Unit 2 except
under abnormal conditions. In addition, an aggressive
condenser inspection and tube plugging program has been
instituted at both units in an effort to minimize condenser
tube leakge, the primary initiator necessitating increased
makeup volumes. This program consists of a helium leak
testing >technique and eddy current inspection of condenser
tubes.

1.4 Containment Air Sample Monitors R-lI/R-12 Failures

The nine (9) reported events (5 for Unit 2, 4 for Unit 3)
involved the seizure or overload of the sample pump
used to motivate containment air through these monitors.
An engineering evaluation determined the need for replace-
ment of the pump. During these pump failures, the
diversity of monitoring equipment was available to
provide indications of the containment environment. The
number of events reported for both units has been sharply
reduced since 1977 because a more reliable pump and motor
unit was installed.

1.5 Boric Acid Transfer Pump Degradation

Excessive seal leakage from the boric acid transfer pumps
is a continuing problem at both units and is attributable
to the pumps' constant operation and to degradation caused
by pumping highly concentrated boric acid. It should be
noted that seal leakage does not render a pump inoperable
in the same manner as would shaft rupture, bearing failure,
etc. Each unit has two redundant pumps, and thus, the
inoperability of any one of these pumps does not affect
unit operation or safety systems availability. An
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aggressive preventive maintenance program and consultations
with the vendor have been instituted at both units in an
effort to reduce the failures associated with the existing
system.

1.6 Service Water Pump Failure/Degradation

Only five instances of service water pump failure have
been reported from both units during the period of this
review. These failures have included bearing seizure
and broken shafts. Adequate redundancy is provided at
both units for multiple pump failures. Unit 3 is currently
installing a new design discharge strainer in an- attempt
to reduce strainer plugging and back pressure at the pump
discharge. Unit 2 is installing improved pump bearings,
bearing sleeves and bearing cooling water equipment and is
evaluating improved discharge strainer designs. The pre-
ventive maintenance programs for these pumps has also been
upgraded to reduce strainer plugging.

1.7 Wiring Installation

Although four instances of improper wiring installation
were reported at Unit 2 during the period from March-
August 1974, all of these instances were discovered during ei.
pre-operational or initial routine systems testing intended
to identify any such conditions and were corrected imme-
diately following identification. There have been no
reports of any further such instances at either unit since
August 1974.

1.8 Refueling Water Storage Tank Level Control

The four reported instances of slightly deficient RWST level
at Unit 2 were due to the very small operating margin which
existed between the maximum RWST capacity (i.e., approx. 354,1
gallons) and the minimum volume required by the technical
specifications (i.e., 350,000 gallons). While the RWST
appeared to be slightly deficient in maximum capacity, the
required technical specification. minimum volume was re-
cognized to be overly conservative. In 1976, the Unit 2
minimum required volume was reduced to 345,000 gallons'
thereby gaining more operational flexbility while main-
taining a more than adequate water supply to insure oper-
ability of all associated systems. This technical
specification change in conjunction with revised RWST level
control procedures has been effective in preventin:g recurrenc4
of this item since 1976.

1.9 Fan Cooler Unit Filter Plugging

Three LERs submitted for Unit 2 between July 1975 and
May 1976 reported excessive differential pressure buildup
across the containment fan cooler units due to dust
accumulation on the demisters. These events were all
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discovered during routine surveillance designed to identify
this condition., The filter units upstream of the fan cooler
demisters were replaced and no additional items of this type
have been reported since 1976. Unit 3 has reported no
anomalies of this nature as the design of the Unit 3 fan
cooler units precludes this type of event.

1.10 Motor Control Centers 34 and 39 Overload

The three reported instances of MCC's 34 and 39 tripping
on an overload condition occurred during a 20 day period of
pre-startup testing on Unit 3. No similar items have occurre(
on Unit 2. In all cases, MCC 39 tripped following a design
load transfer from MCC 34. (The trips of MCC 34 initiating
this transfer were due to a combination of overload relay
setpoints adjusted below operating conditions during the
construction effort.) The overload trip setpoints on both
MCC's were found to be set too low for normal operating
and design load transfer conditions and were reset to provide
adequate protection capability within the range of normal
operating parameters. No further items relating to'these
relays were reported after June 1976.

1.11 Instrument Air Failure

Two incidents of reactor coolant system pressure transients
initiated by loss of instrument air pressure with resulting
closure of the air operated letdown valves occurred at Unit
2 during May 1973 and September 1976. Following the first
event, the air dryers were modified to provide bypass cap-
ability to minimize moisture accumulation in the air lines
following dryer dessicant saturation. The second event
occurred following failure of an air dryer valve during a
period in which the dryer bypass path was inoperable. The
low frequency of this general cause category demon-
strates the overall reliability of the instrument air
system at Unit 2. It should also be noted that a loss of
air pressure will not result in degradation of any'safety
systems capabilities, since all air operated safety system
valves fail to their safeguards actuation positions on
loss of pressure. Furthermore, in 1977/1978 both Units 2 and
3 installed automatic overpressure protection systems which
are designed to preclude this type of event from causing
RCS pressure transients.

1.12 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve Design

Following installation of new pressurizer power operated
relief valves at each unit in 1977/1978, it was discovered thZ
the vendor had supplied valves with a relieving capacity
less than specified but still adequate to handle transient
conditions. The valves on both units were retrimmed to pro-
vide design flow capacity by changing valve internal
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1.13 Steam Generator Level Indication Design

A reanalysis by Westinghouse of potential effects resulting
from the adverse environment following a high energy line
break inside the containment identified that the steam
generator level instrumentation for each unit could
produce artificially high indicated levels. Since the
protection system trip setpoints at each unit were within
the band of conservatism affected by this condition,
only procedures dealing with post-accident monitoring
needed to be modified to correct for this condition.

1.14 Control Rod Drive Obstructions

During pre-operational testing of Unit 2 control rod
drives, two instances of control rod obstruction were
reported. Investigation revealed that foreign debris
which remained in the reactor vessel following construc-
tion had bound the affected components. This debris was
removed during subsequent defueling and system inspection
prior to initial criticality.

1.15 Electrical Power Supply Redundancy

A review of containment isolation valve solenoid
power supplies during 1976 and 1977 identified two cases
at Unit 2 in which a shorted supply or a failure to de-
energize power could produce a multiple component failure
and result in minor leakage paths remaining open. These
deficiencies were corrected to meet the revised single
failure criteria. Unit 3 has reported no such deficiencies.

1.16 Other Events

The thirteen items classified in this sub-category are
distinguished as being non-recurring and unique to the
unit for which they were reported and, as such, have
been considered as isolated cases. The majority of these
items were identified during pre-operational and early
operational system testing, and the affected components
were replaced, modified or repaired to prevent recurrence.
However, four of the reports, all associated with Unit 2,
merit discussion,

a. Condensate Storage Tank

In February 1974, it was reported that the Unit 2
condensate storage tank experience failure of
8 anchor bolts and a 1200 failure of the tank
dome weld. Although no specific failure cause
was identified, improper fabrication of the tank
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was determined to be the probable cause. The tank was
repaired and no other failures of this type have been
subsequently identified in any tanks at the site.
The Unit 3 condensate storage tank was modified prior
to plant operation to preclude a similar failure.

b. Steam Generator Feedwater Line Failure

Following initial unit criticality in May 1973, a
unit trip occurred in November 1973, after which it
was discovered that the feedwater line to steam
generator 22 had experienced a 1800 circumferential
crack. All feedwater lines and the containment liner
were thoroughly inspected for damage and/or additional
fabrication flaws and repairs to the damaged line
were completed. In addition, J-tubes were installed
on the feedwater rings of all four steam generators
and limits p!laced on auxiliary feedwater flow to
reduce the potential for water-hammer. These mod-
ifications were made to both Units 2 and 3 and there
have been no subsequent reports of similar piping
failures or degradation in the six years following
this incident at either unit.

c. Reactor Vessel and Steam' Generator Support Defects

Following installation of the reactor vessel and
steam generator support assemblies, the fabricator
identified possible minor tolerance deviations
associated with the vessel support ring and steam
generator supports. These deviations were evaluated
and their effects upon system structural integrity
were determined to be negligible by both Consolidated
Edison and the AEC at that time (1972).

d. Residual Heat Removal System Leak

In August, 1978, a minor leak was discovered at a
piping support weld joint in the discharge line
from RHR pump 22. The cause of the leak was a
small crack attributed to stresses induced by
the improper installation of the piping support.
The support was relocated and the crack was repaired.
No other failures of this type have been experienced
and the overall seismic design verification program
conducted during the unit's 1979 refueling outage
did not identify any other potential locations in
which supports or restraints could lead to the im-
position of abnormal stresses.
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2. Procedural and Training Events:

A total of 19 events (16 for Unit 2, 3 for Unit 3) were
identified as attributable to causes falling within this
general category and were divided among the sub-categories
listed in Table 2.1. Note that no events for either unit
were attributable to training deficiencies.

Table 2.1

Procedural Event Sub-Categories

Sub-Category Number of Items Reported

Sampling/Qualification Procedural Events 6
Administrative Procedural Events 6
Instrument Calibration Procedural Events 4
Testing Procedural Events 2
Operating Procedural Events 1

2.1 Sampling/Qualification Procedure Events

Of the six items reported in this sub-category, three address(
four instances of minor deviations of boric acid storage tank
concentration which occurred during 1976 and 1977. In all
three items, the cause of the deviation was identified
as an inadequate sampling procedure to monitor concentration
changes during boric acid solution transfer operations.
Both the sampling and the transfer procedures have been
revised and no other incidents of this nature have been
reported since 1977. Two other event reports addressed
inaccuracies in the methodology specified in the site
environmental technical specifications used to quantify
heat rejected to the Hudson River. The quantification
method and the technical specifications have since been
revised to accurately compute the heat rejection rate,
and no additional items have been reported. The final
event in this sub-category addressed non-representative
sampling techniques employed by a contractor in the
collection of offsite water activity data in April 1978.

2.2 Adminstrative Procedural Events

Three of the event reports classified in this sub-category
addressed deviations in the performance of routine sur-'
veillance tests from the frequencies specified in the
Technical Specifications. One of these items resulted
in a revision to administrative controls in effect at
Unit 3 to insure that testing was performed according
to a reviewed schedule. The remaining items addressed
tests which were not performed as scheduled during a Unit
2 shutdown in August 1975 due to the equipment they were
to test being out of service for maintenance personnel
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protection. The tests were performed prior to unit
startup and administrative procedures and plant tech-
nical specifications were revised to account for this
situation. A fourth item addressing the general area
of surveillance testing occurred as a result of an
administrative oversight in failing to revise a test
procedure to accurately reflect component hardware
changes made in the affected system in 1975. Admin-
istrative procedures for system modification
document control were revised to include timely revisions
to any impacted testing or operation procedures, and no
further items of this type have been since reported. The
final two items reported in this sub-category addressed
administrative controls over personnel access. In one
instance, maintenance personnel were allowed to briefly
open both personnel air lock doors with the Unit 2 reactor
critical in September 1973 due to lack of adequate definition
of the requirements for monitoring containment integrity.
The other instance resulted in a significant radiation
dose being received by an operator who entered the reactor
cavity sump area'of Unit 2 while the moveable incore
neutron detector thimbles were withdrawn from the core.
Following this incident, the area was posted and locked,
and strict administrative controls were applied to the
allowable status of these detector thimbles during
personnel entries into the containment. In addition, a
gamma monitor has been installed in the reactor cavity
sump area to provide advanced warning of suddenly in-
creasing radiation levels.

2.3 Instrument Calibration Procedural Events

Of the four items reported in this sub-category, two refer
to a common inaccuracy in the accumulator level instrumentati
calibration methods in use at both units in February 1978.
The calibration procedures were revised to account for the
minor deviations identified, and no further items have
occurred. The remaining events identified a miscalibration
of the high steam flow safeguards actuation setpoint
discovered during Unit 2 startup testing in 1974 and
an inaccuracy in the calibration curves applied to the
Unit 2 rod position indication system. These were both
corrected and no further items have occurred.

2.4 Testing Procedural Events

The events reported in this sub-category both occurred
during special tests performed at each of the units and
resulted in minimal impact upon unit operation or safety
systems status.
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2.5 Operating Procedural Events

The single event identified in this sub-category resulted
in an inadvertent minor dilution of the Unit 2 boric acid
storage tanks during a transfer operation in 1975. The
procedure changes instituted in response to this event
and the related items discussed in sub-category 2.1
have effectively precluded recurrence.
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3. Man-machine/Human Factors Events:

A total of 30 items (23 for Unit 2, 7 for Unit 3) were identified
as attributable to causes falling within this general category. I1
order to facilitate a more detailed review and analysis of
these items, this broad category was divided int- the sub-
categories identified in Table 3.1. These sub-categories were
chosen to differentiate among types of activities during which
the reported events occurred and among generalized personnel
classifications, in order to identify possible unique
susceptibilities for specific performance categories and/or
personnel work groups.

Table 3.1

Man-machine/Human Factors Event Sub-Categories

Number of Items Reported
Sub-Category Unit 2 Unit 3

Information Misinterpretation/Lack of
Attention Events 7 2

Repair/Reassembly/Installation Events 6 1
Equipment Alignment Events 3 2
Component Adjustment/Calibration Events 3 -
Operational Activity Events 3 -
Other Events 1 2

Although the absolute numbers of events reported for Unit 2 and
Unit 3 differed significantly, the relative frequency of occurrenc(
by sub-categories was not substantially different for the
two units, indicating the application of essentially uniform per-
formance standards to all personnel at the site. The higher
number of items reported for Unit 2 may be generally attributed
to the facts that the data base includes approximately five
more years of information for Unit 2 than for Unit 3, and
that a certain level of knowledge and proficiency obtained
as a result of experience at Unit 2 was transferred to person-
nel at Unit 3.

3.1 Information Misinterpretation/Lack of Attention Events

This sub-category of events applies generally to control
room operations personnel and their supervisors. It in-
cludes instances of misinterpretation, lack of attention,
or misapplication of information supplied by data displays,
operational guidelines, procedural limitations, etc.
Table 3.2 summarizes the events reported from both units
which were identified as applicable to this sub-category.
(Note that six of the seven Unit 2 events and one of the
two Unit 3 events occurred during the units' respective
initial cycles of operation).
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Table 3.2

Information Misinterpretation/Lack of Attention Events

Date Events Cause

Unit 2 1/23/74

1/25/74

9/27/74

1/5/75

3/11/76

12/12/76

9/27/77

10/1/76

10/14/78

RCS pressure transient

Critical with rods
below insertion limit

Accumulator level out
of limits
Reactor made critical
with two inoperable
fan coolers
Critical with rods
below insertion limit

Power increase above
50% withAI out 1of band
Power increase above
withOI out of band

Pressurizer oxygen
concentration out of
limits

Quadrant flux tilt
during load reduction

Reactor coolant pumps
started with inadequa
nitrogen bubble in
pressurizer
Incorrect calculation
of estimated critical
condition
Incorrect benchmark
used to check level
Failure to interpret
high,&P as condition
of inoperability
Failure to correctly
compensate for xenon
burnout
Failure to correctly
interpret limits
Failure to correctly
apply limits

Failure to verify con-
centration prior to
exceeding temperature
limit
Lack of understanding
of impact of boration

Unit 3

As is evident from the above Table, all of the events in this
sub-category have occurred during plant startup or load change
transients, during which the operators are responsbile for'the
assimilation and application of a relatively large number of
varying parameters with different levels of operational signi-
ficance. Excluding the first item in the Table, the remaining
events were of negligible significance to overall plant safety
and stability and, although generally specified in operational
procedures and limitations, are indicative of parameters to
which secondary importance is applied during major plant
operational evaluations. The first item is simply attributable
to lack of operational experience, since it was reported during
the initial startup period and has not been a recurring problem.
The item associated with accumulator level deviation represents
a minor departure from established limits with minimal impact
upon the capability of this safeguards system to perform its
design functions. For all the above items, it is noted that
cumulative operator experience together withproper emphasis
in operator training have effectively eliminated these types
of events.
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3.2 Repair/Reassembly/Installation Events

This sub-category of items applies to maintenance and
construction personnel involved with the physical con-
struction and/or reassembly of plant equipment. Table
3.3 summarizes the events reported for both units which
were identifed as applicable to this sub-category.

Table 3.3

Repair/Reassembly/Installation Events

Date Event

Unit 2 9/11/72

9/11/72

8/8/74

12/30/76

4/1/78

7/28/78

12/17/76

Steam generator nozzle debris plug left in pla
during pre-operational test.
Stainless steel debris left in upper core
internals following pre-operational assembly.
Main steam isolation valve packing gland
follower misadjusted
Reactor coolant flow transmitter fitting
improperly installed
Auxiliary feedwater pump turbine temperature
control valves wiring disconnected
Main steam isolation valve packing gland
follower misadjusted

Main steam isolation valves packing misadjusteUnit 3

The first two items in the Table occurred during plant
construction during assembly of the reactor core and
steam generators. The flow transmitter installation
event was due to an oversight in tightening a tubing
fitting and resulted in a minor leak. The disconnected
temperature control valve wiring was discovered during
a refueling outage surveillance test of the affected valves
and could have, therefore, persisted for a significant period
of time prior to detection. However, since the valves are
normally open and designed to fail open on a loss of power,
only the automatic closing circuitry to the valves was de-
feated •and the operability of the turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump was not affected. Reinstruction of maintenanc
personnel has been effective in preventing recurrence of
this type of item. The three events associated with the
misadjustment of main steam isolation valve packing apply
to four separate valves and were discovered when the asso-
ciated valves failed to close. As a result of these events,
specialized instructions were provided regarding adjustment
of valve packing. Detailed procedures also cover maintenance
work performed on these valves. Administrative controls
exist that require that valve stroke testing is performed
at normal operating temperatures following any maintenance
on these valves.
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3.3 Equipment Alignment Events

This sub-category of events applies generally to in-plant
operations personnel assigned the tasks of performing the
necessary valving arid electrical switching operations to
place equipment into normal service or testing configurations
according to written procedures and general equipment
operation practices. Table 3.4 summarizes the events reported
from both units which were identified as applicable to
this sub-category.

Table 3.4

Equipment Alignment Events

Date Event

Unit 2 5/19/73 Safety injection pumps suction valve MOV-1810
left closed following maintenance and not
reopened for pump operation

8/22/74 Diesel generator 23 speed and droop set in-
correctly

8/5/76 Safety injection pumps manual suction valve
846 left closed during pump test

Unit 3 A4/29/76 Incorrect valve lineup during containment
spray pump test

8/30/76 Diesel generator 31 oil drain valve not
closed tightly

These incidents, with one exception, have occurred during
initial unit startup and early operating periods. (The
item reported for 8/5/76 occurred during a prolonged cold
shutdown period in which many systems were taken out of
their normal alignment for maintenance and testing
purposes). Increased operator experience levels, improve-.
ments to procedures and an aggressive training program
at each unit have been effective in precluding this
sub-category of events during the past four years.

3.4 Component Adjustment/Calibration Events

This sub-category of events applies generally to instrumentati(
technicians assigned the tasks of routine component cal-
ibration, adjustment and testing. All three of the items
reported in this sub-category were identified during initial
safety systems instrumentation testing and were attributed
to initial miscalibration following installation. No
events of this type have been reported since August 1973.

3.5 Operational Activity Events

This sub-category of events applies generally to improper
performance of a sequence of manual operations according
to either written procedural or general operating
practice guidelines. Table 3.5 summarizes the three events
which were identified as applicable to this sub-category.
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Table 3.5

Operation Activity Events

Event-Date

12/27/76

8/2.1/77

6./26/78

Operator placed wrong bistable in tripped
mode following instrumentation failure
Operator transferred liquid from holdup
tank 23 too quickly, causing tank to buckle
Operator inadvertently isolated gas compressor
during search for system leakage

Because of the isolated nature of these events and their
relatively minor impact upon plant operations, they are
considered to be insignificant contributors to-this
event category for either unit. General operating
procedures have been revised to preclude recurrence of the
holdup tank incident.

3.6 Other Events

Table 3.6 surmnarizes the three events which were identified
as applicable to this sub-category.

Table 3.6

Other Events

Date Event

Unit 2

Unit 3

2/22/74

6/15/76

10/30/78

Inadvertent safety injection during test
at cold shutdown

Mechanic caused electrical fault at cir-
cuit breaker
Contractor drove vehicle into fire hydrant
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III. CONCLUSIONS

Our review of the Licensee Event Reports and supporting plant
documentation from Indian Point Units 2 and 3 has identified
no design, procedural and training, or man-machine/human factors
inadequacies which could lead'tc significant degradation of.
unit operating reliability or safety systems capabilities.
The data was reviewed and analyzed to develop possible failure
cause commonalities, systems interactions effects, and human
error susceptibilities. In all such identified cases, the
affected licensee(s) has been aware of the problem and has
implemented either engineering solutions or hardware modifi-
cations designed to correc.t the cause of the reported event.
It should be emphasized that no events were identified for
which appropriate corrective action has not been planned or
completed.
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(2) The transport and diffusion estimates include current

and forecast plume position, dimensions and normalized

concentrations at 30 minute intervals. Forecast capa-

bility (provided directly to the computer by contract

with ACCU-WEATHER) up to 24 hours in the future is

provided in three hour increments. These estimates

are included as a portion of the information accessible

for remote interrogation.

(3) The accuracy and conservatism of the models has been

determined from many years of site specific meteoro-

logical research. Further determination of accuracy

and conservatism is planned by a demonstration of the

ARAC system at the Indian Point site. In addition a

field tracer experiment is being developed in cooperation

with NRC Research, NQAA, FEMA, and DOE. The objective of

the program will be to obtain direct data to confirm

computer diffusion models both in the near field

((5 miles) and from the far field (out to 50 miles)

from the site. This program is currently planned for the

first half of 1981.

4' ():1 The meteorological system has the capability of being

remotely interrogated simultaneously by Con Edison/PASNY,

emergency response organization and the NRC.

(2) The meteorological data and effluent transport and diffu-

sion estimates are in the format indicated in Enclosure 1

of NUREG-0654/FEVA-REP-l.

(3) The systems have a dial-up connection for 300 BAUD ASCII

terminal of 80 columns via telephone lines (e.g., output

format of RS232C in FSK).

-4-



A functional backup communications link is provided on an

interim basis via telephone lines routed through a

separate telephone company central office from the primary

circuits. The permanent functional backup communications

link will consist of a microwave -radio system utilizing

towers to Manhattan. Access to the meteorological

system will be able to be made via telephone to Manhattan.

This permanent backup system is scheduled to be operational

by January 1981.

(4) The system has the capability of recalling 15-minute

averages of meteorological parameters from atileast

the previous 12-hour period.

(5) The resolution of the data meets the system specifications

of accuracy given in Section C.4 of Regulatory Guide 1.23.

The capabilities to satisfy Annex 1 to the Confirmatory

Order described above represent only part of the capabi-

lities being provided at the Indian Point site to support

emergency response activities. A Sperry-Univac V77-800

.mini computer has been installed at the Buchanan Service

Center at the site. The MIDAS computer program package

supplied by Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc. is also

available in this computer. Various support systems for

the meteorological systems include an uninterruptable

power supply dedicated ventilation systems, halon fire

protection, and new dedicated communications.

Con Edison and the Power Authority recognize that the

requirements contained in Annex 1 to the Confirmatory

Order represent the latest draft of proposed criteria as

they existed in February 1980. Since then, changes in

-5-



proposed requirements have occurred. We have provided

sufficient excess capabilities in our systems to accomo-

date reasonable changes in requirements. Our personnel

are ready to work directly with the NRC Regulatory Staff

to accomplish such desired changes.

-6-
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10 CFR 20 - Standards for Protection Against Radiation

(a) The regulations of this part establish standards for
protection against radiation arising out of activities under
licenses issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission...

RESPONSE:

The Authority's compliance with all requirements of 10CFR20 is
under constant review and is the primary responsibility of the
Radiological and Environmental Services Superintendent. Com-
pliance with these regulations is regularly inspected by NRC
specialists. Most recently the Authority was intensively audited
by an NRC Radiological Assessment Team of five health physics
specialists from March 10 to March 21, 1980. During this audit
no items of non-compliance were reported.



10CFR 50.34(b) - Contents of Applications: Technical Information:
Final Safety Analysis Report

(b) Final safety analysis report. Each application for
a license to operate a facility shall include a final safety anal-
ysis report. The final safety analysis report shall include information
that describes the facility, presents the design bases and the limits
on its operation, and presents a safety analysis of the structures,
systems, and components and of the facility as a whole, and shall
include the following:

(1) All current information, such as the results of environ-
mental and meteorological monitoring programs, which has been devel-
oped since issuance of the construction permit, relating to site
evaluation factors indentified in Part 100 of this chapter.

(2) A description and analysis of the structures, systems, and
components of the facility, with emphasis upon performance requirements,
the bases, with technical justification therefore, upon which such
requirements have been established, and the evaluations required
to show that safety functions will be accomplished. The description
shall be sufficient to permit understanding of the system designs and
their relationship to safety evaluations.

(i) For nuclear reactors, such items as the reactor core, reactor
coolant system, instrumentation and control systems, electrical
systems, containment system, other engineered safety features, auxili-
ary and emergency systems, power conversion systems, radioactive waste
handling systems, and fuel handling systems shall be discussed insofar
as they are pertinent.

(ii) For facilities other than nuclear reactors, such items as the
chemical, physical, metallurgical, or-nuclear process to be performed,
instrumentation and control systems, ventilation and filter systems,
electrical systemsi auxiliary and emergency systems, and radioactive
waste handling systems shall be discussed insofar as they are pertinent.

(3) The kinds and quantities of radioactive materials expected
to be produced in the operation and the means for controlling and
limiting radioactive-effluents and radiation exposures within the limits
set forth in Part 20 of this chapter.

(4) A final analysis and evaluation of the design and perfor-
mance of structures, systems, and components with the objective stated
in paragraph (a) (4) of this section and taking into account any
pertinent information developed since the submittal of the preliminary
safety analysis report.

An analysis and evaluation of ECCS cooling performance follow-
ing postulated loss-of-coolant accidents shall be perforimed in accord-
ance with the requirements of §50.46 for facilities for which a license
to operate may be issued after December 28, 1974.

(5) A description and evaluation of the results of the ap-
plicant's programs, including research and development, if any, to
demonstrate that any safety questions identified at the construction
permit stage have been resolved.

(6) The following information concerning facility operation:



(i) The applicant's organizational structure, allocations or
responsibilities and authorities, and personnel qualifications
requirements.

(ii) Managerial and administrative controls to be used to
assure safe operation. Appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants" sets forth the
requirements for such controls for nuclear power plants and fuel
reprocessing plants.. The information on the controls to be used for
a nuclear power plant or a fuel reprocessing plant shall include a
discussion of how the applicable requirements of Appendix B will
be satisfied.

(iii) Plans for preoperational testing and initial operations.

(iv) Plans for conduct of normal operations, including mainten-
ance, surveillance, and periodic testing of structures, systems, and
components.

(v) Plans for coping with emergencies, which shall include-the
items specified in Appendix E.

(vi) Proposed technical specifications prepared in accordance
with the requirements of §50.36.

(vii) On or after February 25, 1979, applicants who apply for oper
ating licenses for nuclear power plants to be operated on multiunit
sites shall include an evaluation of the potential hazards to the
structures, systems, and components important to safety of operating
units resulting from construction activities, as well as a description
of the managerial and administrative controls to be used to provide
assurance that the limiting conditions for operation are hot exceeded
as a result of construction activities at the multiunit sites.

(7) The technical qualifications of the applicant to engage
in the proposed activities in accordance with the regulations in this
chapter.

(8) A description and plans for implementation of an operator
requalification program. The operator requalification program
shall as minimum, meet the requirements for those programs contained
in Appendix A of Part 55 of this chapter.

RESPONSE:

(b) General -

The Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No. 3 Final Facilit
Description and Safety Analysis Report was initially submitted by
the Consolidated Edison Company of New York on 12/4/70 in support
of an operating license application. It was subsequently amended on
thirty-two separate occasions during the USNRC design review process
to incorporate design changes.

(1) Chapter 2, Site and Environment of the IP3 FSAR sets forth
site and environmental data and formS the basis of criteria for designii
the facility and for evaluating the effects of routine and accidental
effluent releases. Section 2.6, specifically addresses meterological
conditions at the site and the surrounding area as they affect site
factors identified in 10 ýCFR 100. Section 2.9 included a description



of thE environmental monitoring programs conducted prior to the
initial operation of Indian Point Unit No. 1 as well as those
monitoring programs which are conducted on a continuous basis.

(2) (i) Chapter 3, of the IP3-FSAR presents a complete description
of the mechanical, thermal, hydraulic and nuclear characteristics
of the IP3 reactor. The reactor coolant system including performance
objectives, system design and operation, evaluation and safety limits
and conditions is discussed in Chapter 4 of the IP3 FSAR. Chapter
5 describes the reactor containment structure, the containment iso-
lation, ventilation, and post-accident venting systems. Engineered
safety systems including safety injection, containment spray, con-
tainment air recirculation, cooling and filtration, isolation valve
seal water, containment penetration and weld channel pressurization,
leakage detection and hydrogen recombiner are described and analyzed
in FSAR Chapter 6. Chapter 7 presents system description and analysis
of instrumentation and control systems including protective, regulating
nuclear instrumentation, process instrumentation, in-core instrument-
ation, and operating control systems. Electrical Power Systems are
detailed in FSAR Chapter 8. Chapter 9 presents descriptive and analy-
tical information, on the chemical and volume control, auxiliary
coolant, sampling, fuel handling, building and control room ventilation
systems. Steam and Power Conversion Systems are addressed in FSAR
Chapter 10, while Chapter 11 provides details of waste disposal and
radiation protection systems.

(2) (ii) Not applicable to IP3.

(3) The kinds and quantities of radioactive materials expected
to be produced during plant operation were estimated during the design
phase of the plant and were included in Section 11.1.3, Design Eval-
uation, and accompanying tables. The systems for controlling and
limiting radioactive effluents and radioactive exposure to the limits
of 10 CFR 20 are described and analyzed in FSAR Sections 11.1, Waste
Disposal System, and 11.2, Radiation Protection.

(4) Each structure, system /or component which could jeopardize
the public health and safety was analyzed and evaluated when design
details were established to a sufficient degree to facilitate a
meaningful analysis. These analyses were incorporated into the
sections discussing these systems as outlined above. Included is
a discussion of safety margins during anticipated operation
occurences as well as an evaluation of each of these systems with
regards to their adequacy in the prevention and mitigation of
accident consequences.

An analysis and evaluation of the ECCS cooling performance
following a LOCA in accordance with the requirement of §50.46
was included (see response to §50.46)

(5) Facility modifications required as a consequence of
Regulatory Staff review have been made as listed in Section 1.6 of
the NRC SER for IP3, dated 9/21/73.

Research and Development Programs required for plant operation
are described in FSAR Section 1.5.



(6) (i) At the time of FSAR submittal, Consolidated Edison
was the applicant and would operate Unit No. 3 in addition to the
existing Units 1 and 2. Since that time, Units No. 3 was trans-
ferred from the Consolidated Edison Company to The Power Authority
of the State of New York (Amend. No. 12 to the FOL, dated 3/8/78).

reason, the original FSAR submittal reflected the or-
ganizational structures, responsibilities and authorities, and
personnel qualifications requirements of the Consolidated Edison
Company.

As part of the transfer, The Power Authority submitted all
information required by this subpart relating to organizational
structure in its 3/11/77 application as supplemented by letters
dated 8/9/77, 10/27/77, 12/14/77 and 12/20/77.

-(6) (ii) For the reasons stated above, the managerial and
administrative controls described in the IP3 FSAR are those planned
by the Consolidated Edison Company and not the Authority. The
Authority submitted the information required on the controls used
to satisfy the applicable requirements of Appendix B, "Quality
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing
Plants" in its 3/11/77 application and supplemental letters. This
submittal was reviewed and subsequently approved by the NRC on
3/8/78 (Amend. 12 to FOL).

(6) (iii) Plans for preoperation testing and initial opera-
tion were detailed in Chapter 13 of the IP3 FSAR including tests con-
ducted prior to initial fuel loading, initial reactor operation and
operating restrictions.

(6) (iv) Plans for the conduct of normal operations, including
maintenance, surveillance, and periodic testing of structures,
systems and components are outlined in the FSAR Section related to
each specific structure, system or component and in the IP3,Technical
Specifications.

In addition, in the Authority's 3/16/77 application to operate
IP3, Exhibit C contains Section 13 entitled, "Conduct of Operations".

(6) (v) Plans for coping with emergencies are addressed in Section
12.6, Contingency Plans of the IP3-FSAR.

Subsequent submittals by the Authority provide the required
plans. See the response to 10 CFR 50 Appendix E for details re-
garding the Authority's emergency plan license submittals.

(6) (vi) Proposed technical specifications for the Indian Point
Unit No. 3 were submitted as part of the original FSAR submittal in
Chapter 15, and have subsequently been incorporated by reference
into the Facility Operating License and amended.

(6) (vii) This item is not applicable to the IP3 FSAR because the
operating license application was-submitted on 12/4/70.

(7) For the reason previously stated, the IP3 FSAR was amended
to address the technical qualifications of the Authority.

(8) This item is not applicable to the IP3 FSAR since this re-
quirement was promulgated in September 1978 after the FSAR was
docketed on 12/4/70.



However, the retraining program employed at IP3 to assure
continuing competence of our operators licensed under the pro-
visions of 10 CFR, Part 55 is described in Section 13.2 of
Exhibit C to the Authority's 3/16/77 application to operate IP3.



10 CFR 50.34 - Contents of Applications; Technical Information;
(c) Physical Security Plan.

Each application for a license to operate a production or 'utilization
facility shall include a physical security plan. The plan shall consist
of two parts. Part I shall address vital equipment, vita areas
and isolation zones, and shall demonstrate how~the applicant plans
to comply with the requirements of Part 73 of this Chapter, if
applicable, at the proposed facility. Part II shall list tests,
inspections and other means to be used to demonstrate compliance
with such requirements, if applicable.

RESPONSE:

The Indian Point Unit 3 Nuclear Power Plant Security Plan, Revision
5 was approved by the USNRC and effective February 23, 1979, and meets
the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55. The plan details the Authority's
program for plant physical security and details vital equipment,
areas and isolation zones.

Chapter 10 of the Indian Point Unit 3 Security Plans entitled
'Tests and Inspections', details the Authority's program used to
demonstrate compliance with the applicable requirements of
10 CFR 73.



10 CFR 50.34 - Contents of Applications: Technical Information;
(d) Safeguards Contingency Plan

Each application for a license to operate a production or utiliza-
tion facility that shall be subject to cc73.55 or 73.60 of this

chapter shall include a licensee safeguards contingency plan in
accordance with the criteria set forth in Appendix C to 10 CFR
Part 73. The safeguards contingency plan shall include plans for
dealing with threats, thefts, and industrial sabotage, as defined
in Part 73 of this Chapter, relating to the special nuclear material
and nuclear facilities licensed under this chapter and in the
applicant's possession and control. Each applicant for such a
license shall include the first four categories of information
contained in the applicant's safeguards contingency plan. (The
first four categories of information, as set forth in Appendix C
to 10 CRF Part 73, are Background, Generic Planning Base, License
Planning Base, and Responsibility Matrix. The fifth category of
information, procedures, does not have to be submitted for approval.)

RESPONSE:

The Indian Point Unit 3 Nuclear Power Plant Safeguards Contingency
Plan was initially submitted to the USNRC on March 23, 1979.
Questions were asked by the USNRC on two occasions subsequent to
the initial request and responses were submitted on-April 25, 1980
and June 20, 1980. The submittal of June 20, 1980 will provide
answers to outstanding questions: The plan will be approved by
the NRC in the near future in accordance with 10 CFR 73.5b
Appendix C.



10 CFR 50.34a - Design objectives for equipment to control releases
of radioactive material in effluents-nuclear power reactors.

(a) An application for a permit to construct a nuclear power reactor
shall include a description of the preliminary design of equipment to
be installed to maintain control over radioactive materials in gaseous
and liquid effluents produced during normal reactor operations, in-
cluding expected operational occurrences. In the case of an applica-
tion filed on or after January 2, 1971, the application shall also
identify the design objectives, and the means to be employed, for
keeping levels of radioactive material in effluents to unrestricted
areas as low as is reasonably achievable. The term "as low as is
reasonably achievable" as used in this part means as low as is reason-
ably achievable taking into account the state of technology, and the
economics of improvements in relation to benefits to the public health
and safety and other societal and socioeconomic considerations, and
in relation to the utilization of atomic energy in the public interest.
The guides set out in Appendix I provide numerical guidance on design
objectives for light-water-cooled nhclear power reactors to meet the
requirement that radioactive material in effluents released to
unrestricted areas be kept as low as is reasonably achievable. These
numerical guides for design objectives and limiting conditions for
operation are not to be construed as radiation protection standards.

(b) Each application for a permit to construct a nuclear power reactor
shall include: (1) A description of the preliminary design of equip-
ment to be installed pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section;
(2) An estimate of: (i) The quantity of each of the principal radio-
nuclides expected to be released annually to unrestructed areas in
liquid effluents produced during normal reactor operations; and
(ii) The quantity of each of the principal radio-nuclides of the gases,
halides, and particulates expected to be released annually to unre-
stricted areas in gaseous effluents produced during normal reactor
operations. (3) A general description of the provisions for packaging,
storage, and shipment offsite of solid waste containing radioactive
materials resulting from treatment of gaseous and liquid effluents and
from other sources.

(c) Each application for a license to operate a nuclear power reactor
shall include (1) a description of the equipment and procedures for
the control of gaseous and liquid effluents and for the maintenance
and use of equipment installed in radioactive waste systems, pur-
suant to paragraph (a) of this section;'and (2) a revised estimate
of the information required in paragraph (b) (2) of this section if the
expected releases and exposures differ significantly from the estimateE
submitted in the application for a construction permit.

RESPONSE:

In February of 1977 Consolidated Edision and The Power Authority of th4
State of New York submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission a
report entitled, "An Evaluation to Demonstrate the Compliance of the
Indian Point Reactors with the Design Objectives of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix I" which specifically addresses compliance with 10 CFR
50.34a and 50.36a.



10 C .FR 50.36 - Technical Specifications

(a) Each applicant for a license authorizing operation of a
production or utilization facility shall include in his application
proposed technical specifications in accordance with the requirements
of this section. A summary statement of the bases or reasons for such
specifications, other than those covering administrative controls,
shall also be included in the application, but shall not become part
of the technical specifications.

tin (b) Each license authorizing operating of a product or utiliza-
tinfacility of a type described in 950.21 or §50.22 will include

technical specifications. The Technical Specifications will be derived
from the analyses and evaluation included in the safety analysis re-
port, and amendments thereto, submitted pursuant to §50.34. The
commission may include such additional technical specification as
the Commission finds appropriate.

(c) Technical specifications will include items in the follow-
ing categories:

(1) Safety limits, limiting safety system settings, and limiting
control settings. (i) (A) Safety limits for nuclear reactors are limits
upon important process variables which are found to be necessary to
reasonably protect the integrity of certain of the physical barriers
which guard against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity. If any
safety limit is exceeded, the reactor will be shut down. The license
shall notify the Commission, review the matter and record the results
of the review, including the cause of the condition and the basis for
corrective action taken to preclude reoccurrence. operation shall not
be resumed until authorized by the Commission.

(B) Safety limits for fuel reprocessing plants are those bounds
within which the process variables must be maintained for adequate
control of the operation and which must not be exceeded in order to
protect the integrity of the physical system which is-designed to guard
against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity. If any safety limit
for a fuel reprocessing plant is exceeded, corrective action shall be
taken as stated in the technical specification or the affected part
of the process, or the entire process if required shall be shut down,
unless such action would further reduce the margin of safety. The
licensee shall notify the Commission, review the matter and record the
results of the review, -including the cause of the condition and the
basis for corrective action taken to preclude reoccurrence. If a
portion of the process or the entire process has been shut down, opera-
tion shall not be resumed until authorized by the Commission.

(ii) (A) Limiting safety system settings for n 'uclear reactors
are settings for automatic protective devices related to those variables
having significant safety functions. Where a limiting safety system
setting, is specified for a variable on which a safety limit has been
placed, the setting shall be so chosen that automatic protective action
will correct the abnormal situation before a safety limit is exceeded.
If, during operation, the automatic safety system does not function as
required, the-licensee shall take appropriate action, which may include
shutting down the reactor. He shall notify the Commission, review the



matter and record the results of the review, including the cause of
the condition and the basis for corrective action taken to preclude
reoccurrence.

(B) Limiting control sett-1- 4 r, = es na plants
are settings for automatic alarm or protective devices related to
those variables having significant safety functions. Where a limiting
control setting is specified for a variable on which a safety limit
has been placed, the setting shall be so chosen that protective action,
either automatic or manual, will correct the abnormal situation be-
fore a safety limit is exceeded. If, during operation, the automatic
alarm or protective devices do not function as required, the licensee
shall take appropriate action to maintain the variables within the
limiting control-setting valves and to repair promptly the automatic
devices or to shut down the affected part of the process and if re-
quired to shut down the entire process for repair of automatic devices.
The licensee shall notify the Commission, review the matter, and record
the results of the review, including the cause of the condition and
the basis for corrective action taken to preclude reoccurrence.

(2) Limiting conditions for operation. Limiting conditions
for operation are the lowest functional capability or performance
levels of equipment required for safe operation of the facility. When
a limiting condition for operation of a nuclear reactor is not met,
the licensee shall shut down the reactor or follow any remedial action
permitted by the technical specification until the condition can be
met. When a limiting condition for operation of any process step in
the system of a fuel reprocessing plant is not met, the licensee shall
shut down that part of the operation or follow any remedial action
permitted by the technical specification until the condition can be
met. In the case of either a nuclear reactor or a fuel reprocessing
plant, the licensee shall notify the Commission, review the matter,
and record the results of the review, including the cause of the con-
dition and the basis for corrective action taken to preclude re-
occurrence.

(3) Surveillance requirements. Surveillance requirewents are
requirements relating to test, calibration, or inspection to assure
that the necessary quality of systems and components is maintained,
that facility operation will be within the safety limits, and that the
limiting conditions of operation will be met.

(4) Design features. Design features to be included are those
features of the facility such as materials of construction and geo-
metric arrangements, which, if altered or modified, would have a
significant effect on safety and are not covered in cateaor~es de-
scribed in subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3) of this paragraph (c).

(5) Administrative controls. Administrative controls- are
the provisions relating to organization and management, procedures,
recordkeeping, review and audit, and reporting necessary to assure
operation of the facility in a safe manner.

(d) (1) This section shall not be deemed to modify the technical
specifications included in any license issued prior to January 16,
1969. A license in which technical specifications have not been des-
ignated shall be deemed to include the entire safety analysis report
as technical specifications.



(2) An applicant for a license authorizing operation of a
production or utilization facility to whom a construction permit has been
issued prior to January 16, 1969, may submit technical specifications
in accordance with this section, or in accordance with the require-
ments of this part in effect prior to January 16, 1969.

(3) At the initiative of the Commission or the licensee, any
license may be amended to include technical specifications of the scope
and content which would be required if a new license were being issued.

RESPONSE:

(a) Proposed Technical Specifications were submitted as part
of the IP3 - FSAR, Chapter 15. A summary statement of the bases
for those technical specifications was included with the appropriate
sections.

(b) The Technical Specifications were derived from the analyses
and evaluations included as part of, or referenced by, the IP3 - FSAR
and various amendments to the Operating License.

(c) (1) (i) (A) Safety limits, as defined in this section, for
the IP3 reactor are detailed in Section 2 of the Technical specifications
Specifically addressed are reactor core safety limits, reactor coolant
system pressure limits, and limiting safety system settings for
protective instrumentation. If any safety limit is exceeded, the
reactor will be shutdown and the action required by this section will
be taken as stated in Section 6.7 of the IP3 Technical Specifications.

(c) (1) (i) (B) Not applicable to nuclear power units.

(ii) (A) Limiting safety system settings for automatic protection
devices related to signif~icant safety function variables were submitted
in Section 2.3,' Instrumentation, of the IP3 Tech. Specs. Failure of a
system subject to a limiting safety system setting will be reported to
the Commission per Section 6.9.1.7 of the IP3 Tech. Specs.

(b) Not applicable to nuclear power units.

(2) Limiting conditions for operation of IP3 facility were
submitted in Section 3 of the IP3 Tech.. Specs. Included in
this section are performance levels or functional limits for the reactor
coolant system, chemical and volume control system, engineered safety
features, steam and power conversion system, instrument systems,
the containment system, auxiliary electrical systems, refueling,
fuel handling and storage, radioactive materials management, control
rod and power distribution limits, moveable in-core instrumentation,
river level, shock suppressors and fire protection and detection systems.
Reporting Requirements are specified in Section 6.9.1.7 of the
IP3 Tech. Specs.

(3) Surveillance requirements to assure that the quality of
systems and components is maintained through tests, calibration
or inspection were detailed in Section 4 of the IP3 Tech. Specs. Included
are operational safety review, primary system surveillance, reactor
coolant system integrity testing, containment tests, engineered safety
feature tests, emergency power periodic tests, main steam stop valve
surveillance, auxiliary feedwater system surveillance, steam generator
tube inservice surveillance, seismic instrumentation, shook suppressors



fire protection and detection systems.

(4) Other design features of the IP3 facility including site
attributes, containment, reactor, and fuel storage which could have
a significant effect on safety are detailed in Section 5 of the IP3
Tech. Specs.

(5) Administrative controls relating to the safe operation of
the IP3 facility were submitted in Section 6 of the IP3 Tech. Specs.
Included in Section 6 are administrative controls regarding responsibility
station staff organization, personnel qualifications, review and audit,
reportable occurrence actions, safety limit violations procedures,
record retention, radiation and respiratory program high radiation area
requirements.

(d) (1) No response required.

(2) The Indian Point Unit 3 construction permit was issued
on 8/13/69. The IP3 Technical Specifications were prepared in
accordance with the regulations effective 1/16/69 as described above.



10 CFR 50.36a - Technical specifications on effluents from nuclear
power reactors.

(a) In order to keep releases of radioactive materials to unrestricted
areas during normal reactor operations, including expected operational
occurrences, as low as is reasonably achievable, each license
authorizing operation of a nuclear power reactor will include
technical specifications that, in addition to requiring compliance with
applicable provisions of §20.106 of this chapter, requite:

(1) That operating procedures developed pursuant to §50.34a(c) for the
control of effluents be established and followed and that equipment
installed in the radioactive waste system, pursuant to §50.34a(a)
*be maintained and used.
(2) The submission of a report to the appropriate NRC Regional Office
shown in Appendix D of Part 20 of this chapter within sixty (60) days
after January 1 and July 1 of each year specifying the quantity of each
of the principal radio-nuclides released to unrestricted areas in
liquid and in gaseous effluents during the previous six (6) months
of operation, and such other information as may be required by the
Commission to estimate maximum potential annual radiation doses to the
public resulting from effluent releases. Copies of such report shall
be sent to the Director of Inspection and Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C. 20555.

If quantities of radioactive materials released during the reporting
period are significantly above design objectives, the report shall cove:
this specifically. On the basis of such reports and any additional
information the Commission may obtain from the licensee or others, the
Commission may from time to time require the licensee to take such
action as the Commission deems appropriate.

I

(b) In establishing and implementing the operating procedures described
in paragraph (a) of this section, the licensee shall be guided by the
following considerations: Experience with the design, construction and
operation of nuclear power reactors indicates that compliance with
the technical specifications described in this section will keep
average annual releases of radioactive material in effluents at small
percentages of the limits specified in §20.106 of this chapter and
in the opeiating license. At the. same time, the licensee is permitted
the flexibility of operation, compatible with considerations of health
and safety, to assure that the public is provided a dependable source
of power even under unusual operating conditions which may tempo-
rarily result in releases higher than such small percentages, but still
within the limits specified in, §20.106 of this chapter and the
operating license. It is expected that in using this operational
flexibility under unusual operating conditions, the licensee will
exert his best efforts to keep levels of radioactive material in
effluents as low as is reasonably achieveable.

The guides set out in Appendix I provide numerical quidance on limitinc
conditions for operation for light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors
to meet the requirement that radioactive materials in effluents releasE
to unrestricted areas be kept as low is reasonably achievable.



RESPONSE:

In February 1977 Consolidated Edison and The Authority submitted
to the NRC a report entitled "An Evaluation to Demonstrate the
Compliance of the Indian Point Reactors with the Design Objectives
of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I". This document specifically
addresses compliance with 10 CFR 50.34a and 50.36a.



10 CFR 50.44 - Standards for combustible gas control system in light
water cooled power reactors

This subpart states in part: Each boiling or pressurized light-water
nuclear power reactor filled with oxide pellets within cylindrical
zircaloy cladding, shall.. .include means for control of hydrogen gas
that may be generated, following a postulated loss-of-coolant accident...

-RESPONS',:

Indian PointýUnit 3 provides systems for the control of hydrogen gas
potentially generated following a LOCA in accordance with the require-
ments of 10 CFR 50.44. Hydrogen production and accumulation is con-
sidered from the following sources:

1. Zirconium - water reaction. Both analytical models used for
IP-3 assume 5% zirconium - water reaction released immediately
to containment atmosphere.

2. Corrosion of plant materials.
3. Radiolysis of core and sump water.

A complete discussion of hydrogen production and accumulation is
provided in Section 14.3.6, "Hydrogen Production and Accumulation"
of the IP3 - FSAR.

Indian Point Unit 3 is provided with two flame hydrogen recombiner
systems, each designed to prevent the hydrogen concentration in the
containment atmosphere from exceeding 2% by volume following a LOCA.
The Post Accident Containment Atmosphere Sampling System provides a
means for determining hydrogen concentration in the containment at-
mosphere. Implementation of NUREG-0578 Section 2.1.9 requirements
ensure direct and continuous hydrogen concentration display in the
control room. A complete discussion of the hydrogen recombiner and
sampling systems is provided in.Section 6.8, "Hydrogen Recombination
System", of the IP3-FSAR.

Mixing to assure that pockets of hydrogen do not exceed the lower flame
limit is provided by the minimum reliable air circulation rate of the
"Containment Air Recirculation Cooling and Filtration System", de-
scribed in FSAR Section 6.4. The 2% design concentration for operating
the recombiners pr6vides more than adequate margin for effective opera-
tion of the system following a LOCA.

In addition, Indian Point Unit 3 has the capability for controlled
venting of the containment atmosphere to limit the hydrogen concentra-
tion in the containment to 3%. A complete discussion of venting
capability is provided in Section 5.4, "Post Accident Containment Venting
System" of IP3-FSAR.



10 CFR 50.46 - Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Sy-tems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors

... Each boiling and pressurized light-water nuclear power reactor

... shall be provided with an emergency core cooling system (ECCS)
which shall be designed such that its calculated cooling perform-
ance following postulated loss-of!coolant accident conforms to
the criteria ... of this section ...

RESPONSE:

The Authority's response to this subpart is included in the
Appendix K response, "ECCS Evaluation Models."



10 CFR 50.54 - Conditions of Licenses. Whether stated therein or
not, the following shall be deemed conditions in every license
issued:

(a) (Deleted 32 FR 2562.)

(b) No right to the 'special nuclear material shall be con-
ferred by the license except as may be defined by the license.

(c) Neither the license, nor any right thereunder, nor any
right to utilize or produce special nuclear material shall be
transferred, assigned, or disposed of in any manner, either
voluntarily or involuntarily, directly or indirectly, through
transfer of control of the license to any person, unless the
Commission shall, after securing full information, find that the
transfer is in accordance with the provisions of the act and give
its consent in writing.

(d) The license shall be subject to suspension and to the
rights of recapture of the material or control of the facility
reserved to the Commission under section 108 of the act in a state
of war or national emergency declared by Congress.

(e) The license shall be subject to revocation, suspension,
modification, or amendment for cause as provided in the act and
regulations, in accordance with the procedures provided by the
act and regulations.

(f) The licensee will at any time before expiration of the
license, upon request of the Commission submit written statements,
signed under oath or affirmation, to enable the Commission to
determine whether or not the license should be modified, suspended
or revoked.

(g) The issuance or existence of the license shall not be
deemed to waive, or relieve the licensee from compliance with,
the antitrust laws, as specified in subsection 105a of the act.
In the event that the licensee should be found by a court of
competent jursidiction to have violated any provision of such
antitrust laws in the conduct of the licensed activity, the Com-
mission may suspend or revoke the license or take such other
action with respect to it as shall be deemed necessary.

(h) The license shall be subject to the provisions of the act
now or hereafter in effect and to all rules, regulations, and orders
of the Commission. The terms and conditions of the license shall
be subject to amendment, revision, or modification, by reason of
amendments of the act or by reason of rules, regulations, and
orders issued in accordance with the terms of the act.

(i) Except as provided in §55.9 of this chapter, the licensee
shall not permit the manipulation of the controls of any facility



by any person who is not a licensed operator or senior operator
as provided in Part 55 of this chapter.

(i-i) Within three months after issuance of an Operating
License, the licensee shall have in effect an operator requali-
fication program which shall, as a minimum, meet the requirements
of Appendix A of Part 55 of this chapter. Notwithstanding the
provisions of §50.59, the licensee shall not, except as speci-
fically authorized by the Commission, make a change' in an approved
operator requalification program by which the scope, time allotted
for the program or frequency in conducting different parts of the
program is decreased.

Holders of operating licenses in effect on September 17,
1973 shall implement an operator requalification program which, as
a minimum, meets the requirements of Appendix A of Part 55 of this
chapter which was submitted for approval by the Atomic Energy
Commission.

(j) Apparatus and mechanisms other than controls, the operation
of which may affect the reactivity or power level of a reactor,
shall be manipulated only with- the knowledge and consent of an
operator or senior operator licensed pursuant to Part 55 of this
chapter present at the controls.

(k) An operator or senior operator licensed pursuant to Part
55 of this chapter shall be present at the controls at all times
during the operation of the facilities.

(1) The licensee shall designate individuals to be responsible
for directing the licensed activities of licensed operators.
These individuals shall be licensed as senior operators pursuant
to Part 55 of this chapter.

(m) A senior operator licensed pursuant to Part 55 of this
chapter shall be present at the facility or readily available on
call at all times during its operation, and shall be present at
the facility during initial start-up and approach to power, re-
covery from an unplanned or unscheduled shutdown or significant
reduction in power, and refueling, or as otherwise prescribed in
the facility license.

(n) The licensee shall not, except as authorized pursuant to
a construction permit, make any alteration in the facility consti-
tuting a change from the technical specifications previously in-
corporated in a license or construction permit pursuant to §50.36.

(o) Primary reactor containments for water cooled power re-
actors shall be subject to the requirements set forth in Appendix J.

(p) The licensee shall prepare and maintain safeguards con-
tingency plan Procedures in accordance with Appendix C of 10 CFR
Part 73 for effecting the actions and decisions contained in the



Responsibility Matrix of the safeguards contingency plan. The
licensee may make no change which would decrease the effective-- I A- C:art '
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73 of this chapter, or of the first four categories of information
(Background, Generic Planning Base, Licensee Planning Base, Respon-
sibility Matrix) contained in a licensee safeguards contingency
plan prepared pursuant to §50.34(d) or Part 73, as applicable,
without prior approval of the Commission. A licensee desiring
to make such a change shall submit an application for an amend-
ment to his license pursuant to §50.90. The licensee may make
changes to the security plan or to the safeguards contingency
plan without prior Commission approval if the changes do not
decrease the safeguards effectiveness of the plan. The licensee
shall maintain records of changes to the plans made without prior
Commission approval for a period of two years from the date of the
change, and shall furnish to the Director of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards (for enrichment and reprocessing facilities)
or to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (for nuclear re-
actors), U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C.
20555, with a copy to the appropriate NRC Regional Office speci-
fied in Appendix A of Part 73 of this chapter, a report containing
a description of each change within two months after the change is
made. Prior to the safeguards contingency plan being put into
effect, the licensee shall have:

(1) All safeguards capabilities specified in the safeguards
contingency plan available and functional.

(2) Detailed Procedures developed according to Appendix C
to Part 73 available at the licensee's site, and

(3) All appropriate personnel trained to respond to safeguards
incidents as outlined in the plan and specified in the detailed
Procedures.

The licensee shall provide for the development, revision,
implementation, and maintenance of his safeguards contingency plan.
To this end, the licensee shall provide for a review at least every
12 months of the safeguards contingency plan by individuals indepen-
dent of both security program management and personnel who have
direct responsibility for implementation of the security program.
The review shall include a review and audit of safeguards contin-
gency procedures and practices, an audit of the security system
testing and maintenance program, and a test of the safeguards
system along with commitments established for response by local
law enforcement authorities. The results of the review and audit,
along' with recommendations for improvements, shall be documented,
reported to thelicensee's corporate and plant management, and kept
available at the plant for inspection for a period of two years.

RESPONSE:

(a)-(h) No response required.



(i)-(1) On March 8, 1978, the date of issuance of the IP3
Operating License, the Authority had in effect an operator re-
qualification program in accordance with the requirements of
Appendix A of 10 CFR 55. The Authority has and will continue toprovide the Craiiso i-l i.1omto ea~ n n l

proposed changes to the operator requalification program well in
advance of their effective date. Details of this program were
submitted in our March 16, 1977 application for-an Operating License
transfer from Consolidated Edison to the Authority.

(j)-(m) The Authority has implemented a program which assures
manning of reactor controls pursuant to this section.

(n) The Authority has made no changes to the IP3 facility that
could be considered as a change from Technical Specifications with-
out the full knowledge and approval of the Commission.

(o) See the Authority's response to 10 CFR 50 Appendix J.

(p) The Indian Point Unit 3 Nuclear Power Plant Safeguards
Contingency Plan was initially submitted to the USNRC on March.23, 1979.
Questions were asked by the USNRC on two occasions subsequent to the
initial request and responses were submitted on April 25, 1980 and
June 20, 1980. It is anticipated that the submittal of June 20, 1980
will provide answers to outstanding questions and that the plan will
be approved by the USNRC in the near future in accordance with
10 CFR 73.55 Appendix C.



10 CFR 50.55 a - Codes and Standards. Each operating license for a
boiling water or pressurized water-cooled nuclear power facility
shall be subject to the conditions in paragraph (g).

Paragraph (g) Inservice Inspection Requirements:

(1) For a boiling or pressurized water-cooled nuclear power
facility whose construction permit was issued prior to January 1,
1971, components (including supports) shall meet the requirements of
paragraphs (g) (4) and (g) (5) of this section to the extent practicable.
Components which are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
and their supports shall meet the requirements applicable to components
which are classified as ASME Code Class 1. Other safety-related
pressure vessels, piping, pumps, and valves shall meet the require-
ments applicable to components which are classified as ASME Code
Class 2 or Class 3.

Paragraph (g) (4)

Throughout the service life of a boiling or pressurized water-cooled
nuclear power facility, components (including supports) which are
classified as ASME Code Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3 shall meet the
requirements, except design and access provisions and preservice
examination requirements, set forth, in Section XI of editions of the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and Addenda ...

Paragraph (g) (5)

The inservice inspection program for a boiling water or pressurized
water-cooled nuclear power facility shall be revised by the licensee,
as necessary, to meet the requirements of paragraph (g) (4) of this
section

RESPONSE:

The Indian Point Unit 3 Nuclear Power Plant meets the requirements of
10 CFR 50.55(a) to the extent practicable. Since the construction
permit for this plant was issued prior to January 1, 1971, the first
40-month interval Inservice Inspection Program was developed in accor-
dance with 10 CFR 50.55(a) and the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code Section XI, 1970 Edition.

This program was submitted to the NRC and implemented for two sub-
sequent Inservice Inspections during the 1977 and 1978 refueling
outages. The results of these Inservice Inspections were approved by
the Authorized Inspection Agency, as required by the ASME Code.
Summary reports were submitted to the NRC.

During 1978, in accordance with paragraph (g) (5), the Inservice
Inspection Program for Indian Point Unit 3 was revised to meet the
requirements of the later editions of 10 CFR 50, which at that time
accepted the 1974 Edition of the ASME Code Section XI. Presently, the
program is undergoing review and revision to also meet the 1977 Edition,
including Addenda to Summer of 1978, as required in 10 CFR 50.



In accordance with paragraph (g) (4), the revised program reclassified
systems important to safety as Code Class 1, 2, and 3. Programs for the
Inservice Inspection of welds and pipe supports classified as Class 1,
2, and 3 were developed in accordance with the 1974 Edition, in-
cluding the Surmner 1975 Addenda of the ASME Code Section XI. A Pump
and Valve Surveillance Testing Program, in accordance with para-
graphs (g) (4) and (g)-(6), was also developed for the Indian Point
Unit 3 Nuclear Plant. This program ensures testing of pumps and
Valves in accordance with ASME Section XI and complies with both the
1974 and 1977 Editions of the Code.

The revised programs have been submitted to the NRC for review and
approval. Revision 0 has been reviewed by the NRC and agreement was
made on resubmitting a revised program for approval.



10 CFR 50.59 - Changes, Tests, and Experiments

The holder of a license authorizing operation of a production or
utilization facility may make changes in the facility ... make
changes in the procedures ... conduct tests or experiments not
described in the safety analysis report, without prior Commission
approval unless the proposed change, test, or experiment involves
a change in the Technical Specifications ... or an unreviewed
safety question ... A proposed change, test, or experiment shall
be deemed to involve an unreviewed safety question if ... the
licensee shall maintain records of changes in the facility and of
changes in procedures ... the licensee shall also maintain records
of tests and experiments carried out ... annually ... a report
containing a brief description of such changes, tests, and experi-
ments, including a summary of the safety evaluation of each.

RESPONSE:

Before changes are made in either the facility or a procedure or
before a test or experiment is performed, the change, test, or
experiment is reviewed to determine if an unreviewed safety question
exists or if a change to the Technical Specifications is required.

If an unreviewed safety question exists, or a change in the Technical
Specifications is required, then the Nuclear Requlatorv Commission
will be notified for approval before utilization of the change, test,
or experiment. If a change is desired to the Technical Specifications,
or if tests or experiments not described in the safety analysis report
which involves an unreviewed safety questions are to be conducted,
then an'application for amendment will be submitted.

If an unreviewed safety question does not exist or a change to the
Technical Specifications is not required, changes are implemented with
a modification procedure prepared in accordance with the plant ad-
ministrative procedures.

Records of tests, experiments, and changes in procedure or facility
are maintained. These records contain documentation providinq the
basis for determininq whether or not an unreviewed safety question
exists.

Annual summary reports of chanqes, tests, and experiments, including a
summary of the safety evaluations of each, are submitted to the Director
of Inspection and Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
These reports are in the proper format and are being made a part of
the public record.



10 CFR 50.70 - Inspection

Each licensee and each holder of a construction permit
shall permit inspection, by duly authorized repre-
sntatives of the Commission, of his records, premises,

activities and of licensed materials in possession or
use...

RESPONSE:

Duly authorized representatives of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
are permitted to inspect Power Authority records, premises, activi-
ties and licensed materials in its possession or use. Such repre-
sentatives receive access to the facility equivalent to regular
plant employees following proper identification, radiological pro-
tection and safety control measures.

Each licensee and each holder of a construction permit
shall upon request by the Director, Office of Inspection
and Enforcement, provide rent-free office space for the
exclusive use of the Commission Inspection Personnel.

RESPONSE:

The Power Authority has provided rent f ree of fice space on site f or
the, Resident Inspector for both Indian Point 2 and 3 since their
assignment.

As set forth in our February 6, 1980 letter (IP-WHD-7698) to Boyce
H. Grier (NRC, Region I), the Authority considers that the current
Resident Inspector facilities meet the requirements set forth in
10 CFR 50.70 for a single reactor with two inspectors assigned.



10 CFR 50.71 - Maintenance of Records, Making of Reports

Each licensee and each holder of a construction permit shall
maintain such records and make such reports, in connection
with the licensed activity, as may be required by the condi-
tion of the license, or permit or by the rules, regulation,
and order of the Commission

RESPONSE:

All reports required by the facility operating license, Technical
Specifications, FSAR, and requirements of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations are being maintained in accordance with re-
quirements of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Each licensee and each holder of a construction permit shall,
upon each issuance of its annual financial report, in-
cluding the certified financial statements, file a copy
thereof with the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation...

RESPONSE:

Upon each issuance of the Authority's Annual Financial Report, a
copy, along with certified financial statements, is submitted to the
Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

Records which are required by the regulations in this
part, by license condition, or by Technical Specifica-
tions, shall be maintained for the period specified...
If a retention period is not otherwise specified, such
records shall be maintained until the Commission
authorizes their disposition. Records which must be
maintained pursuant to this part may be the original,
or a reproduced copy or microform if such reproduced
copy or microform is duly authenticated by authorized
personnel and the microform is capable of producing a
clear and legible copy after storage...

RESPONSE:

Records which are required are stored in accordance with Techhical
Specifications and Administrative Procedures. All lifetime records
and non-permanent records are stored with documents assuring the
authenticity and quality of such records and with proper documenta-
tion to assure its storage for the required time period. Records
which are maintained pursuant to this part that are not original are
a reproduced copy or microform. Such reproduced copy or microform
are duly authenticated by authorized personnel. Clear anrd legible
copies can be produced after the required storage period.



Each person licensed to operate a nuclear power reactor
pursuant to the provisions of 50.21 and 50.22 shall up-
date periodically, as provided in paragraph (e3) and
(e4) of this section, the final safety analysis report
(FSAR) originally submitted as part of the application
for the operating licenise...

RESPONSE:

The Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) will be updated to assure
that the information contained in the FSAR is the latest material
developed. Included in this update will be all changes made to the
Facility or procedures as described in the FSAR, Safety Evaluations
performed, and Analyses performed on new safety issues, since the
last FSAR supplement.

The July 22, 1982 submittal will include all required copies, will
be properly certified, and will be in the same format as the
original IP3-FSAR submittal. This updated FSAR will be current to
within six months of July 22, 1982.

Thereafter, revisions will be submitted annually and will reflect all
changes up to six months prior to the filing date.

K



10 CFR 5.0.72 Notification of Significant Events.

(a) Each licensee of a nuclear power reactor licensed under
§50.21 or §50.22 shall notify the NRC Operations Center
as soon as possible and in all cases within one hour by
telephone of tile occurrence of any of the foLlowing s-J
nificant events and shall identify that event as being
reported pursuant to this section:

(1) Any event requiring initiation of the licensee's
emergency plan or any section of that plan.

(2) The exceeding of any Technical Specification Safety
Limit.

(3) Any event that results in the nuclear power plant
not being in a controlled or expected condition while
operating or shut down.

(4) Any act that threatens the safety of the nuclear power
plant or site personnel, or the security of special
nuclear material, including instances of sabotage or
attempted sabotage.

(5) Any event requiring initiation of shutdown of the
nuclear power plant in accordance with Technical
Specification Limiting Conditions for Operation.

(6) Personnel error or procedural inadequacy which, during
normal operations, anticipated operational occurrences,
or accident conditions, prevents or could prevent, by
itself, the fulfillment of the safety function of
those structures, systems, and components important to
safety that are needed to (i) shut down the reactor
safely and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition,
or (ii) remove residual heat following reactor shut-
down, or (iii) limit the release of radioactive material
to acceptable levels or reduce the potential for such
release.

(7) Any event resulting in manual or automatic actuation
of Engineered Safety Features, including the Reactor
Protection System.

(8) Any accidental, unplanned, or uncontrolled radioactive
release. (Normal or expected releases from maintenance
or other operational activities are not included.)

(9) Any fatality or serious injury occurring on the site
and requiring transport to an offsite medical facility
for treatment.

(10) Any serious personnel radioactive contamination re-
quiring extensive onsite decontamination or outside
assistance.



(11) Any event meeting the criteria of 10 CFR 20.403 for
Notification.

(12) Strikes of operating employees or security guards,
or honoring of picket lines by these employees.

(b) With respect to the events reported under subparagraphs
(1), (2), (3), and (4) of paragraph (a) of this section,
each licensee, in addition to prompt telephone notifica-
tion, shall also establish and maintain an open, contin-
uous communication channel with the NRC Operations Center,
and shall close this channel only when notified by NRC.

RESPONSE:

The Authority has written and implemented Administrative Procedure
AP-8, entitled "Reporting of Significant Occurrences", which
assures compliance with this subpart.



10 CFR 50 Appendix A: General Design Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants.

Criterion 1 - Quality Standards and Records. Structures, systems
and components important to safety shall be designed, fabricated,
erected, and tested to quality standards commensurate with the
importance of the safety functions to be performed. Where generally
recognized codes and standards are used, they shall be identified
and evaluated to determine their applicability, adequacy, and
sufficiency and shall be supplemented or modified as necessary
to assure a quality product in keeping with the required safety
function. A quality assurance program shall be established and
implemented in order to provide adequate assurance that these
structures, systems and components will satisfactorily perform
their safety functions. Appropriate records of the design,
fabrication, erection, and testing of structures, systems and
components important to safety shall be maintained by or under the
control of the nuclear power plant licensee throughout the life
of the unit.

RESPONSE:

The following list of IP3 FSAR Sections detail the quality standards
used in the design, fabrication, erection and testing of structures,
systems and components important to safety. Each section identifies
those specific codes and standards used, including the scope of
each, and any supplements or modifications.

A Quality Assurance plan has been implemented; see the Authority's
response regarding 10 CFR 50, Appendix B - Quality Assurance
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants.



§3.3.3.1
§4.1.2

§4.1.7

§4.3.1

§4.5
§5.1.1.1

§5. 1. 1.5
§6.2.1
§6.3.1
§6.3.5
§6.8.5
§9.2.1

§9.2.5

§9.3.1
§9.3.5
§9.5.5

- Fuel Quality Control
- Reactor Coolant System Quality

Standard and Records Requirements
- Reactor Coolant System Codes and

Classifications
- Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel, Methods

of Quality Assurance
- Reactor Coolant System Inspections and Tests
- Quality Standards, Performance Standards and

Records Requirements Containment System
-Codes and Standards, Containment System
- Codes and Clsssifications, Safety Injection System
- Codes and Classifications, Containment Spray System
- Inspections and Tests, Containment Spray System
- Inspections and Tests, Hydrogen Recombination System
- Codes and Classification, Chemical and Volume

Control System
- Tests and Inspections, Chemical and Volume Control

System
- Codes and Classifications, Auxiliary Coolant System
- Tests and Inspection, Auxiliary Coolant System
- Tests and Inspections,, Fuel Handling System

Chapter 13 - Initial Tests and Operation

Appendix Al - 1.0 Definition of Seismic Design Classifications
- 4.0 Class I Design Criteria for Vessels and Piping



Criterion 2 - Design Bases for Protection Against Natural Phenomena.
Structures, systems, and components important to safety shall be
designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as earth-quakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tsunamti, and se•cle- Without

loss of capability to perform their safety functions. The design
bases for these structures, systems, and components shall reflect:
(1) appropriate consideration of the most severe of the natural
phenomena that have been historically reported for the site and
surrounding area, with sufficient margin for the limited accuracy,
quantity, and period of time in which the historical data have been
accumulated, (2) appropriate combinations of the effects of normal and
accident conditions with the effects of the natural phenomena and
(3) the importance of the safety functions to be performed.

RESPONSE:

Class I structures are designed to maintain within the allowable stress
limit a combination of primary steady state stresses with seismic
stress resulting from the application of seismic motion with a maximum
ground acceleration of 0.05g acting in the vertical and 0.lg acting
in the horizontal planes simultaneously. Also, primary steady
state stresses when combined with seismic stress resulting from the
application of seismic motion with a maximum ground acceleration
of 0.10g acting in the vertical and 0.15g acting in the horizontal
planes simultaneously, are limited so that the function of the com-
ponent system or structure shall not be impaired as to prevent a safe
and orderly shutdown of the plant. (1)

The plant is safeguarded from tornadoes by the combined use of
buildings and structures, designed to withstand tornadoes, and of
redundancy of components. All Class I buildings and structures
are designed to withstand tornado winds corresponding to 300 mph
tangential velocities, traverse velocities of 60 mph and a differential
pressure drop of 3 psi in 3 seconds with no loss of function. (2)

Furthermore, using a probable maximum hurricane at the Battery of
130 mph and an inland reduction factor of 0.7, a wind speed of 90 mph
due to hurricane was derived for use in the design at Indian Point. (3)

From the evaluation of flooding conditions at Indian Point, done
by Environmental Science and Engineering consultants, it was con-
cluded that the maximum elevation of water at Indian Point due to
flooding and wave runup is 15 feet or less. (4) The consultants
arrived at the above conclusion after assuming a critical set of
simultaneous occurrences of the following three severe conditions:



1. Probably maximum precipitation over the Ashokan Reservoir
resulting in a dam failure.

2. Runoff generated by standard project precipitation over
the Hudson Basin.

3. Peak storm surge resulting from standard project hurricane
for the New York Harbor area.

Although the simultaneous occurence of the above three conditions
is extremely remote, using the above conditions or various other,
conditions described in FSAR Vol. 6, Page 02-7-1 to Page 02 8-2,
the flood effects are not governing the design of the plant. The
combination of the elevation of the plant structures the load-
bearing capacity of the intake structure and the Technical Speci-
fication requirements on plant operation and service water pump
protection, result in acceptable conditions to protect the plant
against flooding.

From the total group of meteorological conditions using a wind
speed of 30 mph, an effective fetch length of 3.2 miles (27.400 feet)
and an average water depth of 25 feet, the significant wave height
at the site will be 2.8 feet with a significant wave period~of
5.9 sec. Maximum wave height according to Technical Report #4
will be 5.0 feet. (5)

During a probable maximum hurricane condition, using a wind speed
of 90 mph a water depth of 35 feet and a fetch of 5.2 miles the
wave height at the site will be 9.1 feet. (6)

From the above, it is evident that design loads due to the effects
of tornadoes, hurricanes and flood were determined after consi-
dering the most severe of the natural phenomena that have been
historically reported for the site and surrounding area. It is
also evident that sufficient margin for limited accuracy, quantity,
and period of time in which historical data have been accumulated
was appropriated for each phenomenon.

Furthermore, the response spectra were developed from the average
acceleration velocity displacement curves presented in TID-7024,
Nuclear Reactors and Earthquake, for large-magnitude earthquakes
at moderate distances from the epicenter. As such, the curves are
made up of the combined normalized response spectrum determined
from components of four strong-motion ground accelerations, El
Centro, California, December 30, 1934; El Centro, California,
May 18, 1940; Olympia, Washin ton, April 13, 1949 and Taft,
California, July 21, 1952. (77



In investigating the overall and local structural effects, the
fo11owng appropr• ate combinations of the effects of normal and

accident conditions with the effects of the natural phenomena were
made.

The maximum tornado wind load was combined with missile load, dead
load and live load, or with 3 psi negative pressure, and missile
loads yielding the most conservative load combination and/or the
highest stress condition. (8)

Since tornado loads act independently of other severe loads, tornado
loads were found to be small in comparison to seismic loading. (9)

With the exception of containment all other Class I structures used
the following load combinations:

1. Primary steady state stresses were combined with the
seismic stress resulting from the application of
seismic motion with a maximum ground acceleration of
0.05g acting in the vertical and 0.lg acting in the
horizontal planes simultaneously. Under this com-
bination the stresses were maintained within the
allowable stress limits accepted as good practice and,
where applicable, set forth in the appropriate design
standards; e.g., ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
USAS B31.1 Code for Pressure Piping, ACI 318 Building
Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete, and AISC
Specifications for the Design and Erection of Structural
Steel' for Buildings. (10)

2. Primary steady state stresses were combined with the
seismic stress resulting from the application of
seismic motion with a maximum ground acceleration of
0.10g acting in the vertical and 0.15g acting in the
horizontal planes simultaneously. Under this combina-
tion the stresses were limited so that the function of
the component, system or structure shall not be im-
paired as tobprevent a safe and orderly shutdown of
the plant. 1)

In the case of the containment the following load com-
binations were made: (12)

a. The dead load of structure was increased or decreased
by 5 percent and each separate result was added to the
accident pressure which was increased by 50 percent
and to load -due to maximum temperature and load exerted
by the liner based upon temperatures associated with
1.5 times accident pressure, or

C = 1.0 D + 0.05 D + 1.5 P + 1.0 (T + TL)



b. As in 'a.', the dead load was added to the accident
pressure which was increased by 25 percent and to
the load due to maximum temperature gradient through
the concrete shell and mat based upon temperatures
associated with 1.25 times the accident pressure and
to the load exerted by the liner based upon temperatures
associated with 1.5 times accident pressure, and to the
load resulting from operational basis earthquake in-
creased by 25 percent. Or,

C = 1.0 D ± 0.05 D + 1.25 P + 1.0 (TI + T'L) + 1.25 E

c. As in 'a.', the dead load was added to the accident
pressure load to the load due to maximum temperature
gradient through the concrete shell and mat based upon
temperature associated with the accident pressure to
the load exerted by the liner based upon temperatures
associated with the accident pressure to the load
exerted by the liner based upon temperatures associated
with the accident pressure and to the load resulting
from design basis earthquake. Or,

C = 1.0 D + 0.05 D + 1.0 P + 1.0 (T" + TL") + 1.0 E'

d. As in 'a.', the dead load was added to tornado wind
load and to pressure drop effect. Or,

C = 1.0 D ± 0.05 D + 1.0 W'

Symbols used in the above formulea are defined as
follows:

C = Required load capacity section
D = Dead load of structure and equipment loads
P = Accident pressure load as shown on pressure -

temperature transient curves
T = Load due to maximum temperature gradient

through the concrete shell and mat based upon
temperature associated with 1.5 times acci-
dent pressure

TL= Load exerted by the liner based upon temperatures.
associated with 1.5 times accident pressure

T'= Load due to maximum temperature gradient thrui•Q
the concrete shell and mat based upon temperatnirfs
associated with 1.25 times accident pressure

TL'=Load exerted by the liner based upon temperatur-c
associated with 1.25 times accident pressure



E = Load resulting from operational basis earth-

E'= Load resulting from design basis earthquake
T"= Load due to maximum temperature gradient

through the concrete shell, and mat based
upon temperature associated with the acci-
dent pressure

TL"=Load exerted by the liner based upon
temperatures associated with the accident
pressure

W'= Tornado wind load and the pressure drop effect

Electrical

All electrical systems and components vital to plant safety, in-
cluding the emergency diesel generators are designed as Class I
and designed so that their integrity is not impaired by the
maximum potential earthquake, windstorms, floods or disturbances
on the external electrical systems. Power, control and in-
strument cabling, motors and other electrical equipment required
for operation of the engineered safety features are suitably pro-
tected against the effects of either a nuclear system accident or
of external environment phenomena in order to assure a high degree
of confidence in the operability of such components in the event
that their use is required. (13)

The physical locations of electrical distribution system equipment
is such as to minimize vulnerability of vital circuits to physical
damage as a result of accidents. The 6900 V switchgear and 480 volt
load centers are located in areas which minimize their exposure to
mechanical, fire and water damage. The 480 volt motor control centers
associated with nuclear steam supply system are located in the Primary
Auxiliary Building. (14)

The diesel generating units are located in a Class I structure located

near the control building. (15)

Mechanical

Systems and components important to safety either have been designed
to withstand the effects of, or measures have been taken in the plant
design, to protect against earthquakes, high winds, sudden barometric
pressure changes, flooding and other natural phenomena. (16)

FSAR Appendix Al discusses the systems and components important to
safety which have been designed to withstand the effects of earth-
quakes without loss of function. Seismic design criteria are pro-
vided in FSAR Appendicies Al and A3.

Appropriate load combinations of the effect of normal and accident
conditions with the effects of an earthquake are provided in FSAR
Table A.1-2 of Appendix Al.



Systems and components important to safety are protected from
the effects of tornadoes by either being housed in structures de-
signed to withstand such loadings or by providing sufficient
systems and equipment redundancy. FSAR Appendix A2 describes the
method of protection for these systems and components.

Flooding at the site would have to reach 15'-3" above mean sea level
before it would seep into the lowest elevation of any of the buildings
and thereby possibly affecting safety related systems and components. (17)
Different flooding conditions governing the maximum flooding eleva-
tion at the site were investigated. Results confirmed the maximum
water elevation to be lower than the critical elevation noted
above. (18)

REFERENCES:

1) IP3-FSAR, Appendix A - p. Al-8
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3) IP3-FSAR Supplement 10, January 1973, p. Q2.11-6

4) IP3-FSAR, p. 1-17

5) IP3-FSAR, p. Q2.9-3
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7)

8)
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Criterion 3 - Fire Protection. Structures, systems, and components
important to safety shall be designed and located to minimize, con-
sistent with other safety .requirements, the probability and effect
of fires and epsn Noncombustible and heat resistent materialsý
shall be used wherever practical throughout the unit, particularly
in locations such as the containment and control room. Fire detec-
tion and fighting systems of appropriate capacity and capability
shall be provided and designed to minimize the adverse effects of
fires on structures, systems and components important to safety.
Firefighting systems shall be designed to assure that their rupture
or inadvertent operation does not significantly impair the safety
capability of these structures, systems, and components.

RESPONSE:

The Authority conducted a review of the Indian Point Unit 3 Fire
Protection Program in response to a NRC request dated June 10, 1976.
This review compared the existing fire protection provisions at
Indian Point 3 with the guidelines setforth in Standard Review
Plan 9.5.1, "Fire Protection", dated May 1, 1976. This review
further described the implementation of modifications or changes
underway to meet the guidelines, and deviations from these guidelines
and the basis therefor. As a result of this report and associated
correspondence, the Commission issued Amendment No. 24 on March 6,
1979 to the Indian Point Unit No. 3 Operating License which included
a Fire Protection Safety Evaluation Report. The SER was later
supplemented to resolve open items in the original issuance.

Section 2.0 of the March 6, 1979 SER~entitled, "Fire Protection
Guidelines of the IP3 Fire Protection SER" cites GDC-3 as the
basic criterion for fire protection and "Appendix A" of Branch
Technical Position 9.5-1 as guidance for the implementation of
GDC-3.

The detailed evaluation represented by the Authority's analyses
and the Commission's subsequent statements regarding these analyses,
provide more in-depth review than is practicable to present here.
The conclusion of the Commission's SER, as amended on May 2, 1980
states, in-part that the provisions of Section 2.0 are satisfied.



Criterion 4 - Environmental and missile design bases. Structures,
systems, and components important to safety shall be designed to
accommodate the effects of and to be compatible with the environmental
conditions associated with normal operation, maintenance, testing
and postulated accidents including loss-of-coolant accidents.
These structures, systems and components shall be appropriately
protected against dynamic effects including the effects of missiles,
pipe whipping and discharging fluids that may result from equipment
failures and from events and conditions outside the nuclear power
unit.

RESPONSE:

All piping, components and supporting structures of the Reactor
Coolant System are designed as Class I equipment and therefore are
capable of withstanding:

1. The Operational Basis Earthquake acceleration within code
allowable working stresses.

2. The Design Basis Earthquake acceleration acting in the horizontal
and vertical direction simultaneously with no loss of function.

The Reactor Coolant System is located in the containment building.
In addition to being a Class I structure, the design of the con-
tainment structure also considers accidents and other applicable
natural phenomena. Details of the containment design are given in
Chapter 5 of the IP3 FSAR.

The dynamic effects during blowdown following a loss-of-coolant
accident have been evaluated during the detailed layout and design
of the high pressure equipment and barriers which afford missile
protection. Support structures have been designed with consideration
given to fluid and mechanical thrust loadings.

The Indian Point Unit 3 steam generators are supported, guided and
restrained in a manner which prevents rupture of the, steam side of
a generator, the steam lines and the feedwater piping asia result of
forces created by a Reactor Coolant System pipe rupture. These
supports, guides and restraints also prevent rupture of the primary
side of a steam generator as a result of forces created by a steam
or feedwater line rupture.

The mechanical consequences of a pipe rupture are restricted by design
features so that the functional capability of the engineered safety
features is not impaired.(I)

Reactor Coolant System Components are surrounded by a 3-foot thick
concrete wall which serves as a missile and partial radiation shield.
A 2-foot thick reinforced concrete floor covers the reactor coolant
system. A reinforced missile shield completely surrounds that portion
of the pressurizer which protrudes above the operating floor thereby
protecting the containment liner from postulated v We piece or
instrument missiles connected to the pressurizer.



A structure is provided over the control rod drive mechanism to
block any missiles generated from fracture of the mechanisms.

Systems and components containing hot pressurized fluids which might
affect the engineered safeguards components have been carefully
checked against the possibility of being missile sources.. Provisions
have been taken, when necessary, against the generation of missiles
rather than allow missile formation and try to contain their effects.

Once the requirement that the above systems are not sources of
missiles has been set forth,the identification of potential deficiencie
and the generation of corrective design modifications was initiated
through the quality assurance program.(3)

Incoming and outgoing lines which penetrate the reactor containment,
are normally or intermittently open during reactor operation, and
are connected to closed systems inside the containment are protected
from missiles throughout their length. (4)

REFERENCES:

(1) IP3-FSAR, Section 4.1.2 - Reactor Coolant System General
Design Criteria; pp. 4.1-3 through 4.1-5

(2) IP3-FSAR, Section 5.1.2 - Containment System Structure
Design-General Description; p. 5.1.2-2

(3) IP3-FSAR, Section 5.1.2-5 - Containment System Structure
Design - Missile Protection; p. 5.1.2-10

(4) IP3-FSAR, Section 5.2.2 - Containment Isolation System
Design; p. 5.2-6



Criterion 5 " Sharing of Structures, Systems and Components.
Structures, systems and components important to safety shall not
be shared among nuclear power units unless it can be shown that
such sharing will not significantly impair their ability to perform
their safety functions, including, in the. event of an =accient
in one unit, an orderly shutdown and cooldown of the remaining
units.

RESPONSE:

The only structure important to safety that is shared by the
nuclear units at the site is the cooling water discharge channel
which carries the safety related service water system discharge
to the river. Since this channel is of sufficient capacity to
handle the discharge flow from both operating units, sharing of
this structure will in no way impair the ability of safety related
systems in either of the nuclear units to perform their safety
functions.

There are no safety related systems shared by the nuclear units
at the site. However, there are three gas turbine generators
provided which are shared by the two operating units and which
can be used to supply the safeguard power requirements. Two of
these are located near the Buchanan Substation, while the third
is at the Indian Point site. The gas turbines are connected to
the distribution system at 13.8 kV. The 13.8 kV feeders and the
gas turbines are connected to the 6.9 kV buses via autotransformers.
While each of the 13.8 kV feeds is normally assigned to one unit,
interties at the substation permit the cross feeding from any
line to any unit. (See pages 8.1-2, 8.2-1 through 8.2-4 of FSAR
and Figure 8.2-1.)

In addition, the city water supply system provides a backup source
of water to the condensate water storage tank for the auxiliary
feed water systems of Units 2 and 3.

The Fire Protection systems formerly shared between units are
currently being divided to provide separate fire protection
capability. Details of the system modification are addressed in
the Authority's response to GDC 3.

The only components important to safety that are shared by the
two operating nuclear units are the backup fuel oil storage tanks
for the emergency diesel generators. The fuel oil storage tanks
dedicated to Unit 3 have a capacity sufficient to assure con-
tinuous operation of two of the Unit 3 three diesels P1 rnnimum
safeguards load for a total of 48 hours. The additional fuel oil
required for continuous operation for a minimum of seven days will
be transported by truck from the 200,000 gallon fuel oil -storage
tank at the Buchanan Substation located immediately across Broadway
and/or from other local oil supplies. (Ref. FSAR page 8.2-13(a).)



Criterion 10 - Reactor design. The reactor core and associated
coolant, control, and protection systems shall be designed with
appropriate margin to assure that specified acceptable fuel de-
sign limits are not exceeded during any condition of normal
operation, including the effects of anticipated operational
occurrences.

RESPONSE:

The reactor core, with its related control and protection system,
is designed to function throughout its design lifetime without
exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits. The core design, to-
gether with reliable process and decay heat removal systems, pro-
vides for this capability under all expected conditions of normal
operation with appropriate margins for uncertainties and antici-
pated transient situations, including the effects of the loss of
reactor coolant flow, trip of the turbine generator, loss of normal
feedwater and loss of all off-site power.

The reactor Control and Protection System is designed to actuate a
reactor trip for any anticipated combination of plant conditions,
when necessary, to ensure a minimum Departure from Nucleate
Boiling (DNB) ratio equal to or greater than 1.30.

The integrity of fuel cladding is ensured by preventing excessive
clad heating, excessive cladding stress and strain. This is
achieved by designing the fuel rods so that the following con-
servative limits are not exceeded during normal operation or any
anticipated transient condition:

a) Minimum DNB ratio equal to or greater than 1.30

b) Fuel center temperature below melting point of U02

c) Internal gas pressure less than the nominal external pressure
(2250 psia) even at the end of life

d) Clad stresses less than the Zircaloy yield strength

e) Clad strain less than 1%

f) Cumulative strain fatigue cycles less than 80% of design
strain fatigue life.



The ability of fuel, designed and operated according to these
criteria will withstand postulated normal and abnormal service
conditions as shown by analyses described in Chapter 14 of the
FSAR. These analyses have been amended as necessary by Westinghouse
for each cycle, Ref. 2.

Indian Point Unit 3 Technical Specifications also provide that:

1) Except during low power physics tests, the reactor shall
not be made critical at any temperature above which the
moderator temperature coefficient is positive.

2) When the reactor coolant temperature is below the minimum
temperature specified in 1. above, the reactor shall be
subcritical by an amount equal to or greater than the
potential reactivity insertion due to depressurization.

Doppler and Power Coefficients

The Doppler coefficient is defined as the change in neutron mul-
tiplication per degree change in fuel temperature. The co-
efficient is obtained by calculating neutron multiplication as
a function of effective fuel temperature.

In order to know the change in reactivity with power, it is
necessary to know the change in the effective'fuel temperature
with power as well as the Doppler coefficient. It is very
difficult to predict the effective temperature of the fuel using
a conventional heat transfer model because of uncertainties in
predicting the behavior of the fuel pellets. Therefore, an em-
pirical approach is taken to calculate the power coefficient,
based on operating experience of existing Westinghouse cores. FSAR
Figure 3.2.1-12 shows the power coefficient as a function of power
obtained by this method. The results presented do not include any
moderator coefficient even though the moderator temperature changes
with power level.

REFERENCE:

1) IP3 FSAR Section 3.2.1 - Nuclear Design and Evaluation, Re-
activity Coefficients; pp. 3.2.1-8 through 3.2.1-11.

2) Reload Safety Evaluation. IP-3 Nuclear Plant, Cycle 3,
August 1979.



Criterion 11 - Reactor inherent protection. The reactor core and
associated coolant system shall be designed so that in the power
operating range the net effect of the prompt inherent nuclear feed-
back characteristics tends to compensate for a rapid increase in
reactivity.

RESPONSE:

Prompt compensatory reactivity feedback effects are assured when
the reactor is critical by the negative fuel temperature effect
(Doppler effect) and by the non-positive operational limit on
moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity. The negative
Doppler coefficient of reactivity is assured by the use of low en-
richment fuel, the non-positive moderator temperature coefficient
of reactivity is assured by administratively controlling the dis-
solved absorber concentration or by burnable poison.

The response of the reactor core to plant conditions or operator ad-
justments during normal operation, as well as the response during
abnormal or accidental transients, is evaluated by means of a de-
tailed plant simulation. In these calculations, reactivity co-
efficients are required to couple the response of the core neutron
multiplication to the variables which are set by conditions ex-
ternal to the core. Since the reactivity coefficients change
during the life of the core, a range of coefficients is established
to determine the response of the plant throughout life and to es-
tablish the design of the reactor control and protection system.

The moderator temperature coefficient in a core controlled by
chemical shim is less negative than the coefficient in an equivalent
rodded core. One reason is that control rods contribute a negative
increment to the coefficient and in a chemical shim core, the rods
are only partially inserted, Also, the chemical poison density is
decreased with the water density upon an increase in temperature!.
This is directly proportional to the amount of reactivity controlled
by the dissolved poison.

In order to reduce the dissolved poison requirement for control of
excess reactivity, burnable poison rods have been incorporated in
the core design. The result is that changes in the coolant density
will have less effect on the density of poison and the moderator
temperature coefficient will be reduced.

The burnable poison is in the form of borated pyrex glass rods ,clad
in stainless steel. The moderator temperature coefficient is nega-
tive at operating conditions with burnable poison rods installed. A
new design utlizing Boron carbide in aluminum is currently being con-
sidered. This design will result in a lower residual poison rod
worth of the end of an operating cycle.



The effect of burnup on the moderator temperature coefficient is
calculated and the coefficient becomes more negative with in-
creasing burnup. This is due to the buildup of fission products
with burnup and dilution of the boric acid concentration with
burnup. The reactivity loss due to equilibrium xenon is controlled
by boron and as' xenon builds up, boron is taken out. The cal-
culated net effect and the predicted moderator temperature co-
efficient equilibrium xenon at full power BOL is -0.84 x 10- 4 /OF.
The predicted Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC) at HFP BOL
Eg.Xe is about -0.8 x 107 4 /0F.. The MTC becomes more negative
with decreasing boron concentration. At HFP EOL Eg.Xe and no
boron, the MTC is about -3.5 x 10- 4 /oF.

The reactor coolant pumps provided for the plant are supplied with
sufficient rotational inertia to maintain an adequate flow coast-
down-and prevent core damage in the event of a simultaneous loss
of power to all pumps.

In the unlikely event of a turbine trip from full power without an
immediate reactor trip, the subsequent reactor coolant temperature
increase and volume insurge to the pressurizer results in a-high
pressurizer pressure trip and thereby prevents fuel damage for this
transient. A loss of external electrical load of 50% of full power
or less is normally controlled by rod cluster insertion together
with a controlled steam dump to the condenser space to prevent a
large temperature and pressure increase in the Reactor Coolant System
and thus prevent a reactor trip. In this case, the overpower over-
temperature protection would guard against any combination of pressure,
temperature and power which could result in a DNB ratio less than
1.3 during the transient.

In neither the turbine trip nor the loss-of-flow events do the changes
in coolant conditions provoke a nuclear power excursion because of
the large system thermal inertia and relatively small void fraction.
Protection circuits actuated directly by the coolant conditions
identified with core limits are therefore effective in preventing
core damage.

REFERENCE:

1) IP3 FSAR Section 3.1.2 - Principal Design Criteria, Reactor
Core Design; pp. 3.1.2-1 through 3.1.2-3.



Criterion 12 - Suppression of reactor power oscillations. The
reactor core and associated coolant, control, and protection
systems shall be designed to assure that power oscillations which
can result in conditions exceeding specified acceptable fuel
design limits are not possible or can be reliably and readily
detected and suppressed.

RESPONSE:

The potential for possible spatial oscillations of power distribu-
tion for this core has been reviewed. It is concluded that low
frequency xenon oscillations may occur in the axial dimension, part
length rods, originally supplied by the vendor, have been removed
from IP3; axial xenon oscillations can be controlled with full
length rods. The core is expected to be stable to xenon os-
cillations in the X-Y dimension. Out-of-core instrumentation is
provided to obtain necessary information concerning power distribu-
tion. This instrumentation is adequate to enable the operator to
monitor and control xenon induced oscillations. Extensive analysis,
with confirmation of methods by spatial transient experiments at
Haddam Neck, has shown that any induced radial or diametral xenon
transients would die away naturally., This is discussed in Reference
1. (In-core instrumentation is used to periodically calibrate and
verify the information provided by the out-of-core instrumentation.)
The analysis, detection and control of these oscillations is dis-
cussed in Reference 3.

REFERENCES:

1. WCAP-7407-L - Power Maldistribution Investigations,
R. F. Barry (1970).

3. WCAP-7113 - Use of Burnable Poison Rods in Westinghouse
Pressurized Water Reactors; P.M. Wood, E.A. Bassler, et. ol.
(1967).



Criterion 13 - Instrumentation and Control. Instrumentation shall
be provided to monitor variables and systems over their anticipated
ranges for normal operation, for anticipated operational occurrences,
and for accident conditions as appropriate to assure adequate safety,
including those variables and systems that can affect the fission
process, the integrity of the reactor core, the reactor coolant
pressure boundary, and the containment and its associated systems.
Appropriate controls shall be provided to maintain these variables
and systems within prescribed operating ranges.

RESPONSE:

The plant is equipped with nuclear, process, and in-core instrumenta-
tion systems to monitor variables and systems for normal operation
and accident conditions to assure safety. Controls are provided to
maintain these variables and systems within prescribed operating ranges.

The nuclear instrumentation system is provided to monitor the reactor
power from source range through the intermediate range and power
range up to 12Q percent full power. The system consists of a total
of six detector assemblies located in instrument wells around the
reactor and associated equipment designed provide indication and
controls in the control room for reactor operation and protection.(1)

The source range neutron detectors are proportional counters with
a nominal sensitivity of 10 counts per sec per neutron per sq cm per
sec. The detectors sense thermal neutrons in the range from 10-1
to 5 x 104 neutrons per sq cm per sec.

The intermediate range neutron detectors are compensated ionization
chambers that sense thermal neutrons in the range from 2.5 x 102
to 2.5 x 1010 neutrons per sq cm per sec and have a nominal sensi-
tivity of 4 x 10-14 amperes per neutron per sq cm per second. These
detectors are located in the same detector assemblies as the pro-
portional counters for the source range channels.

The power range consists of four independent long uncompensated
'ionization chamber assemblies. Each assembly is made up of two sensi-
tive lengths. One sensitive length covers the upper half of the core,
and the other length covers the lower half of the core.

The arrangement provides in effect a total of eight separate ioniza-
tion chambers approximately one-half the core height. The eight
uncompensated (guard-ring) ionization chabers sense thermal neutrons
in the range from 2.5 x 103 to 2.5 x 10U neutrons per sq cm per sec.



Each has a nominal sensitivity of 1.7 x 10-13 amperes per neutron
per sq cm per sec. The four long ionization chamber assemblies
are located in vertical instrument wells adjacent to the four
"corners" of the core. The assembly is manually positioned in
the assembly holders and is electrically isolated from the holder
by means of insulated stand-off rings.

The electronic equipment for each of the source, intermediate and
power range channels is contained in a draw-out panel mounted in
racks in the control room. (2)

The process instrumentation measures temperature, pressure, flow,
and level in the reactorK coolant system, steam system, reactor
containment, and auxiliary systems. Process variables required on
a continuous basis for the startup, operation, and shutdown of the
unit are indicated, recorded, and controlled from the control room.
The quantity and types of process instrumentation provided ensures
safe and orderly operation of all systems and processes over the
full operating range of the plant.

Certain controls' which require a minimum of operator attention, or
are only in use intermittently, are located on local control panels
near the equipment to be controlled. Monitoring of the alarms of
such control systems are provided in the control room. (3)

Redundant instrument channels are provided for all safety systems.
Where wide process variable ranges and precise control are required,
both wide range and narrow range instrumentation are implemented.
Visual and audible alarms are provided in the control room to
annunciate off-normal and abnormal conditions. (4)

The incore instrumentation yields information on the neutron flux
distribution and fuel assembly coolant outlet temperatures at
selected core locations. The system provides means for acquiring
data and performs no operational plant control.

The in-core instrumentation system consists of thermocouples, posi-
tioned to measure fuel assembly coolant outlet temperature at pre-
selected locations; and flux thimbles, which run the length of
selected fuel assemblies to measure the neutron flux distribution
within the reactor core.

The experimental data obtained from the in-core temperature and
flux distribution instrumentation system, in conjunction with pre-
viously determined analytical information, can be used to determine
the fission power distribution in the core at any time throughout core
life. This method is more accurate than using calculational tech-
niques alone. Once the fission power distribution has been es-
tablished, the maximum power output is primarily determined by thermal
power distribution and the thermal and hydraulic limitations de-
termine the maximum core capability.



The in-core instrumentation provides information which may be used
to calculate the coolant enthalpy distribution, the fuel burnup
distribution, and an estimate of the coolant flow distribution.

Both radial and azimuthal symmetry of power may be evaluated by
combining the detector and thermocouple information from the one
quadrant with similar data obtained from the other three quadrants.

REFERENCES:

1. IP3-FSAR, p. 7.4-1

2. IP3-FSAR, pp. 7.4-2 through 7.4-4

3. IP3-FSAR, p. 7.5-1 and Table 7.2-5

4. IP3-FSAR, p. 7.5-4

5. IP3-FSAR, p. 7.6-1

0



Criterion 14 - Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary. The reactor
coolant pressure boundary shall be designed, fabricated, erected,
and tested so as to have an extremely low probability of abnormal
leakage, of rapidly propaigating failure, and of gross rupture.

RESPONSE:

The Reactor Coolant System in conjunction with its control and
protection provisions is designed to accommodate the system
pressures and temperatures attained under all expected modes
of plant operation or anticipated system interactions, and
maintain the stresses within applicable code stress limits.

Fabrication of the components which constitute the pressure re-
taining boundary of the Reactor Coolant System is carried out in
strict accordance with the applicable codes. In addition, there
are areas where equipment specifications for Reactor Coolant
System components go beyond the applicable codes to assure design
conservatism. Details are given in Section 4.5.1 of the Indian
Point Unit 3 FSAR.

The materials of construction of the pressure retaining boundary
of the Reactor Coolant System are protected by control of coolant
chemistry from corrosion phenomena which might otherwise reduce
the system structural integrity during its service lifetime.

System conditions resulting from anticipated transients or mal-
functions are monitored and appropriate action is automatically
initiated to maintain the required cooling capability and to
limit system conditions so that continued safe operation is
possible.

The system is protected from overpressure by means of pressure
relieving devices, as required by Section III of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code.

Isolatable sections of the system are provided with overpressure
relieving devices discharging to closed systems such that the
system code allowable relief pressure within the protected section
is not exceeded. (1)

The reactor coolant pressure boundary is designed to reduce to
an acceptable level the probability of a rapidly propagating
type failure.

Assurance of adequate fracture toughness in the reactor vessel
material is provided by compliance insofar as possible with the
requirements for fracture toughness testing included in the
Summer 1972 Addenda to Section III of the ASME Pressure Vessel
and Boiler Code. In cases where it is not possible to perform
all tests in accordance with these requirements, conservative
estimates of material fracture toughness are made using infor-
mation available.



Assurance that the facture toughness properties remain adequate
throughout the service life of the plant, is provided by a
radiation surveillance program.

Safe operating heatup and cooldown limits are established accord-
ing to Section III, ASME Pressure 7essel and Boiler Code, Appendix
G 2000, Protection Against Nonductile Failure, issued in the
Summer 1972 Addenda.

Changes in fracture toughness of the core region plates, weldments,
and associated weld heat affected zone due to radiation damage
will be monitored by a surveillance program based on ASTM E-185,
Recommended Practice for Surveillance Tests for Nuclear Reactor
Vessels. The evaluation of the radiation damage in this surveil-
lance program is based on preirradiation testing by Charpy V-notch,
dropweight test, and tensile specimens and post-irradiation
testing of Charpy V-notch, tensile, and wedge opening loading
specimens carried out during the lifetime of the reactor vessel.
Specimens are irradiated in capsules located near the core mid-
height and removable from the vessel at specified intervals.

All pressure-containing components of the reactor coolant system
are designed, fabricated, i*nspected and tested in conformance
with the applicable codes.-2)

References:

1. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 4.1.3, Reactor Coolant
System Principal Design Criteria - Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary; pp 4.1-5, 4.1-6.

2. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 4.1.3, Reactor Coolant
System Principal Design Criteria - Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary Rapid Propagation Failure Prevention; pp 4.1-8,
4.1-9.



Criterion 15 - Reactor Coolant System Design. The reactor coolant
system and associated auxiliary, control, and protection systems
shall be designed with sufficient margin to assure that the design
conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are not ex-
ceeded during any condition of normal operation, including anti-
cipated operational occurrences.

RESPONSE:

The Reactor Coolant System design and operating pressure together
with the safety, power relief and pressurizer spray valves set
points, and the protection system set point pressures are listed
in Table 4.1-1 of the Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR. The design pres-
sure allows for operating transient pressure changes. The
selected design margin considers core thermal lag, coolant
transport times and pressure drops, instrumentation and control
response characteristics, and system relief valve characteristics.
The design pressures and data for the respective system components
are listed in Tables 4.1-2 through 4.1-6 of the Indian Point Unit 3
FSAR. Table 4.1-7 gives the design pressure drop of the system
components. (1)

The design temperature for each component is selected to be above
the maximum coolant temperature in that component under all normal
and anticipated transient load conditions. The design and operating
temperatures of the respective system components are listed in
Tables 4.1-2 through 4.1-6 of the Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR. (1)'

All components in the Reactor Coolant System are designed to with-
stand the effects of cyclic loads due to reactor system temperature
and pressure changes. These cyclic loads are introduced by normal
unit load transients, reactor trip, and start-up and shutdown
operation. The number of thermal and loading cycles used for
design purposes and the bases thereof are given in Table 4.1-8
of the Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR. During unit start-up and shut-
down, the rates of temperature and pressure changes are limited,
as indicated in Section 4.4.1 of the Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR.
The cycles are estimated for equipment design purposes (40 year
life) and are not intended to be an accurate representation of
actual transients or actual operating experience.

To provide the necessary high degree of integrity for the equip-
ment in the reactor coolant system, the transient conditions
selected for equipment fatigue evaluation are based on a con-
servative estimate of the magnitude and frequency of the temperature
and pressure transients resulting from normal operation, normal
and abnormal load transients. To a large extent, the specific
transient operating conditions considered for equipment fatigue
analyses are based upon engineering judgment and experience.
Those transients are chosen which are representative of transients
to be expected during plant operation and which are sufficiently
severe or frequent to be of possible significance to component
cyclic behavior.



The following cyclic loads are considered in the design of reactor
coolant system components:

1. Heatup and Cooldown
2. Unit Loading and Unloading
3. 10% Step Load Increase and Decrease
4. Large Step Decrease in Load
5. Reactor Trip from Full Power
6. Hydrostatic Test Conditions
7. Loss of Load Without Immediate Turbine Reactor Trip
8. Loss of Flow

Over the range from 15% full power up to and including but not
exceeding 100% of full power, the Reactor Coolant System and its
components are designed to accommodate 10% of full power step
changes in plant load and 5% of full power per minute ramp changes
without reactor trip. The Reactor Coolant System will accept a
complete loss of load from full power with reactor trip. In
addition, the turbine bypass and steam dump system makes it
possible to accept a step load decrease of 50% of full power
without reactor trip. (2)

The service life of Reactor Coolant System pressure components
depends upon the end-of-life material radiation damage, unit
operational thermal cycles, quality manufacturing standards,
environmental protection, and adherence to established operating
procedures.

The reactor vessel is the only component of the Reactor Coolant
System which is exposed to a significant level of neutron irradi-
ation and it is therefore the only component which is subject
to material radiation damage effects.

The NDTT shift of the vessel material and welds, due to radiiation
damage effects, is monitored by a radiation damage surveillance
program which conforms with ASTM-185 standards.

Reactor vessel design is based on the transition temperature
method of evaluating the possibility of brittle fracture of the
vessel material, as a result of operations such as leak testing
and plant heatup and cooldown.

To establish the service life of the Reactor Coolant System
components as required by the ASME (Section III) Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code for Class "A" vessels, the unit operating
conditions have been established for the 40 year desin 2

These operating conditions include the cyclic application of
pressure loadings and thermal transients.

The number of thermal and loading cycles used for design p"rposes
are listed in Table 4.1-8 of the Indian Point 3 FSAR. (3)

All pressure-containing components of the Reactor Coolant System
are designed, fabricated, inspected and tested in conformance



with the applicable codes listed in Table 4.1-10 of the Indian
Point 3 FSAR.

The Reactor Coolant System is classified as Class I for seismc "
design, requiring that there will be no loss of function of such
equipment in the event of the assumed maximum potential ground
acceleration acting in the horizontal and vertical directions
simultaneously, when combined with the primary steady state
stresses. (4)

References:

1. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 4.1.4, Reactor Coolant
System Design Characteristics; p 4.1-10.

2. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 4.1.5, Reactor Coolant
System Cyclic Loads; pp 4.1-12 - 4.1-18.

3. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 4.1.6, Reactor Coolant
System Service Life; p 4.1-18, 4.1-19.

4. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 4.1.7, Reactor Coolant
System Codes and Classifications; p 4.1-19.



Criterion 16 - Containment Design. Reactor containment and
associated systems shall be provided to establish an essentially
leaktight barrier against the uncontrolled release of radio-
activity to the environment and to assure that the containment
design conditions important to safety are not exceeded for as long
as postulated accident conditions require.

RESPONSE:

The reactor containment completely encloses the entire reactor and
reactor coolant system and ensures that essentially no leakage of
radioactive materials to the environment would result even if a
design basis loss-of-coolant accident were to occur. The liner and
penetrations are designed to prevent any leakage through the con-
tainment. The structure provides biological shielding for both
normal and accident situations.

The reactor containment is designed to safely withstand several con-
ditions and their credible combinations. The major loading con-
ditions are:

a) Occurrence of a gross failure of the reactor coolant
system which creates a high pressure and temperature
condition within the containment.

b) Coincident failure of reactor coolant system, an earth-
quake or wind. (1)

The design basis accident pressure load is shown in Figure 5.1-8
of the IP-3 FSAR as a function of time. This design value is at
least 5 percent in excess of the maximum calculated containment
pressure as shown, in Figure 14.3.4-8 of the FSAR. (4)

The design basis accident containment temperature graphically
illustrated in Figure 5.1-8 of the IP3-FSAR, induces loads in the
concrete shell as the concrete acts to restrain liner thermal ex-
pansion. This thermal load effect on the liner is combined with
pressure load effects todevelop design basis accident design load
requirements as a function of time. Accident temperature induced
thermal gradients through the wall are not a factor in concrete shell
design since the accident temperature effect penetrates approximately
10 percent of the containment wall thickness during the significant
overpressure phase of the accident and the cracking of the concrete
shell due to containment pressurization acts to relieve secondary
stresses induced by thermal gradient effect. (5)



Quality standards of material selection, design, fabrication, and
inspection of features (which are essential to the prevention, or
mitigation of the consequences, of n,.ea accident) conform to
the applicable provisions of recognized codes and good nuclear
practice. The concrete structure of the reactor containment con-
forms to the applicable portions of ACI-318-63. Further elabora-
tion on qual'ity standards of the reactor containment is given in
Section 5.1.1.5 of the IP3 FSAR. (2)

All components and supporting structures of the reactor contain-
ment are designed so that there is no loss of function of such
equipment in the event of design basis ground acceleration acting
in the horizontal and vertical directions simultaneously. The
dynamic response of the structure to ground acceleration, based on
the site characteristics and on the structural damping, was included
in the design analysis.

The reactor containment is defined as a Class I structure for pur-
poses of seismic design. (FSAR Appendix A). Its structural members have
sufficient capacity to accept without exceeding specified stress limits
a combination of normal operating loads, functional loads due to a
loss of coolant accident, and the loadings imposed by the design
basis earthquake. (3)

Penetrations are equipped with double seals which are continuously
pressurized above accident pressure. Large access openings, such
as the equipment hatch and personnel air locks, are equipped with
double gasketed doors and flanges with the space between the gaskets
connected to the pressurization system. The system utilizes a supply
of clean, dry, compressed air which places the penetrations under an
internal pressure above the peak calculated accident pressure.

A permanently piped monitoring system is provided to continuously
measure leakage from all penetrations.

Leakage from the monitoring system is checked by continuous measure-
ment of the integrated makeup air flow. In the event excessive leak-
age is discovered, each penetration can then be checked at any time.

Capability is provided for testing the functional operability of
valves and associated apparatus during periods of reactor shutdown.

Section 14.3.4 of the IP3 FSAR entitled, Containment Integrity
Evaluation provides details of the analysis conducted to assure the
integrity of the reactor containment building for the duration of a
postulated major reactor coolant system pipe rupture.

See also the Authority's response to 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, regarding
containment isolation valve testing.



REFERENCES:

1) IP3-FSAR, Section 5.1.1 - Containment System Structures
Design Bases; p. 5.1.1-1.

2) IP3-FSAR, Section 5.1.1 - Containment System Principal
Design Criteria, p. 5.1.1-2.

3) IP3-FSAR, Section 5.1.1.1 - Containment System Performance
Standards; p. 5.1.1-2.

4) IP3-FSAR, Appendix 5A, Section 2.1.9, Accident Pressure
Loads; p. 5A-10.

5) IP3-FSAR, Appendix 5A, Section 2.1.10, Accident Temperature
Loads; p. 5A-10.



Criterion 17 - Electrical Power Systems. An onsite electric power
system and an offsite electrical power system shall be provided to
permit functioning of structures systems, and components important
to safety. The safety function for each system (assuming the
other system is not functioning) shall be to provide sufficient
capacity and capability to assure that:

1) Specified acceptable fuel design limits and design condi-
•IL tions of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are not ex-

ceeded as a result of anticipated operational occurrences.

2) The core is cooled and containment integrity and other
vital functions are maintained in the event of postulated
accidents.

The onsite electric power supplies, including the batteries, and
the onsite electric distribution system, shall have sufficient
independence, redundancy, and testability to perform their safety
functions assuming a single failure.

Electric power from the transmission network to the onsite electric
distribution system shall be supplied by two physically independent
circuits (not necessarily on separate rights of way) designed and
located so as to minimize to the extent practical the likelihood
of their simultaneous failure under operating and postulated
accident and environmental conditions. A switchyard common to
both circuits is acceptable. Each of these circuits shall be
designed to be available in sufficient time following a loss of
all onsite alternating current power supplies and the other off-
site electric power circuit, to assure that specified acceptable
fuel design limit and design conditions of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary are not exceeded. One of these circuits shall
be designed to be available within a few seconds following a loss-
of-coolant accident to assure that the core cooling, containment
integrity, and other vital safety functions are maintained.

Provisions shall be included'to minimize the probability of losing
electric power from any of the remaining supplies as a result of,
or coincident with, the loss of power generated by the nuclear
power unit, the loss of power from the transmission network, or
the loss of power from the onsite electric power supplies.

RESPONSE:

Independent alternate power systems are provided with adequate
capacity and testability to supply the required engineered safety
features and protection systems. The plant is supplied with
normal, standby (offsite) and emergency (onsite) power sources
as follows:

1) The normal source of auxiliary power during plant operation
is supplied from both the plant's generator and offsite power.



2) Offsite power is supplied from Buchanan Substation (approxi-
mately 3/4 mile from the plant) by 138kV and 345kV feeders,
and two underground 13.8kV feeders. The Buchanan Substation
has two 345kV and two 138kV circuits to Millwood Substatio.n
and a 345kV circuit to Ladentown Substation which inter-
connects with the PJM system. Millwood Substation has ties
to Pleasant Valley Substation which is the interconnection
point between Consolidated Edison Co. and Niagara Mohawk
and Connecticut Light and Power system. In addition, there
is a 26 MW gas turbine generator at Buchanan Substation
connected to one of the 13.8kV feeders from Buchanan Sub-
station and a 21 MW gas turbine generator located at'the
Indian Point site. 138kV feeders are connected to the 6.9kV
buses through the station auxiliary transformer, 13.8kv
feeders and gas turbine are connected to the 6.9kV buses
through autotransformers. 480 v engineered safety features
buses are connected to the 6.9kV buses through station
auxiliary transformers.

3) Three diesel generators are each connected to their respective
engineered safety features buses to supply emergency shutdown
power in the event of loss of all other a.c. auxiliary power.
There are no automatic ties between the buses associated with
each diesel generator. Each diesel will be started auto-
matically on a safety injection signal or upon the occurrence
of under voltage on its associated 480 volt bus. Any two
diesels have adequate capacity to supply the engineered
safety features for the hypothetical accident concurrent
with loss of outside power. This capacity is adequate to
provide a safe and orderly plant shutdown in the event of
loss of outside electrical power. The diesel generator
units are capable of being started and sequence load begun
within 10 seconds after the initial signal. Interlocks
are provided so that a fault on any bus will lock out all
possible sources of power to that bus. Interlocks are
provided to prevent circuit breakers connecting emergency z
diesel generators 1, 2 and 3 to buses 2A, 6A and 5A from
automatically closing if there is a voltage on the bus.(1)

Each of the four 480 volt switchgear bus sections which supply
power to the safeguards equipment receives d.c. control power
from its associated battery source-. Batteries 31, 32 and 33
supply d.c. control power to 480 volt buses 5A, 6A and 2A/3A
respectively. The 125 volt d.c. system is divided into three
buses with one battery and battery charger (supplied fro-r the
480 v) system serving each. The battery chargers supply the
normal d.c. loads as well as maintaining proper charges oil
batteries. The d.c. system is redundant from battery source to
actuation devices which are powered from the batteries. Three
batteries feed three main distribution power panels which in
turn feed four relay and instrument d.c. buses. Redundant safe-
guards relays which use d.c. as a power source receive tb ir
power from one of the three sources. The 120 volt a.c. instrument



supply is split into four buses. Three of the buses are fed by
inverters which are in turn supplied from separate 125 volt d.c.
buses. The fourth bus is supplied by a constant voltage trans-
former connected to a 480 v safeguards motor control center 36B.k4)

The electrical system, under single failure conditions, with
necessary automatic switching, can still provide necessary
power for the safeguard equipment to maintain plant safety
functions. The plant auxiliary equipment is arranged
electrically so that multiple items receive their power from
different sources. (3)

References:

1) IP3-FSAR, Chapter 8 - Electrical Systems; pp. 8.1-2, 8.1-3,
8.2-1 through 8.2-4, 8.2-12, 8.2-14, 8.2-15

2) IP3-FSAR, Section 8.2 - Electrical System Design; pp. 8.2-4,

8.2-5.

3) IP3-FSAR, Section 8.2 - Electrical System Design; p. 8.2-17.



Criterion 18 - Inspection and Testing of Electric Power System.
Electric power systems important to safety shall be designed to
permit appropriate periodic inspection and testing of important
areas and features, such as wiring, insulation, connections, and
switchboards, to assess the continuity of the systems and the
condition of their components. The systems shall be designed with
a capability to test periodically:

a) The operability and functional performance of the components
of the systems such as onsite power sources, relays, switches,
and buses.

b) The operability of the systems as a whole and, under conditions
as close to design as practical, the full operational sequence
that brings the systems into operation, including operation of
applicable portions of the protection system, and the transfer
of power among the nuclear power unit, the offsite power system
and the onsite power system.

RESPONSE:

Electric power systems important to safety have been designed as
described below in order that the above mentioned aspects of -the
system can be periodically tested.

The electrical system, under single failure conditions, with
necessary automatic switching, can still provide necessary power
for the safeguard equipment to maintain plant safety functions.
The 480-volt equipment is arranged on 4 buses. The 6900-volt
equipment is supplied from 6 buses. The'-bus arrangements speci-,
fied for operations ensure that power is available to an adequate
number of safeguards auxiliaries. (1)

Any two of three diesel generators, the station auxiliary transformer
or the separate 13.8 to 6.9 kv transformer are each capable of
supplying the minimum safeguards loads and therefore provide separate
sources of power immediately available for operation of these loads.
(See Indian Point Unit 3 Tech Spec.). The presence of these inde-
pendent supply sources and redundant equipment allows periodic testing
of any one supply and associated equipment without falling below
minimum requirements. (2)

The minimum testing and surveillance performed on the emergency power
system are detailed in Section 4.6, Emergency Power Systems Periodic
Tests of the Indian Point Unit 3 Technical Specifications.

REFERENCES:

1) IP3-Technical Specifications; p. 3.7-4

2) IP3-Technical Specifications; pp. 4.6.1, 4.6.2



Criterion 19 - Control room. A control room shall be provided
from which actions can be taken to operate the nuclear power
unit safely under normal conditions and to maintain it in a safe
condition under accident conditions, including loss-of-coolant
a:6cidents. Adequate radiation protection shall be provided to
permit access and occupancy of the control room under accident
conditions without personnel receiving-radiation exposures in
excess of 5 Rem whole body, or its equivalent to any part of the
body, for the duration of the accident.

Equipment at appropriate locations outside the control room shall
be provided (1) with a design capability for prompt ho~t shutdown
'of the reactor, including necessary instrumentation and controls
to maintain the unit in a safe condition during hot shutdown, and
(2) with a potential capability for subsequent cold shutdown of
the reactor through the use of suitable procedures.

RESPONSE:

The plant is equipped with a control room which contains those
controls and instrumentation necessary for operation of the reactor
and turbine generator under normal and accident conditions, including
loss-of-coolant accidents.

The principal criteria of control station design and layout is that
all controls, instrumentation displays and alarms required for the
safe operation and shutdown of the plant are readily availalIe to.
the operators in the control'room.

Alarms and annunciators in the control room provide the operators
warning of abnormal plant conditions which might lead to damage of
components, fuel or other unsafe conditions.

Instrumentation and controls essential to avoid undue risk to the
health and safety of the public are provided to monitor and main-
tain neutron flux, primary coolant pressure, flow rate, temperature,
and control rod positions within prescribed operating ranges.

The non-nuclear regulating process and containment instrumentation
measures temperatures, pressure, flow, and levels in the Reactor
Coolant System, Steam Systems, Containment and other Auxiliary Systems.
Process variables required on a continuous basis for the startup,
power operation, and shutdown of the plant are controled and indicated
or recorded from the control room, access to which is supervised.
The quantity and types of process instrumentation provi&ed --isures safe an(
orderly operation of all systems and processes over the full. operating
range of the plant.



Consideration is given to the fact that certain systems normally
require more attention from the operator. The control system
therefore is centrally located on the• three section boar.

Sufficient shielding, distance, and containment integrity is
maintained to assure that control room personnel shall not be
subjected to doses under postulated accident conditions during
occupancy of, ingress to and egress from the control room which,
in the aggregate would exceed suggested limits in 10 CFR 100.

All doors into the control room lead to enclosed areas like the
turbine building, control building stairwell, and not to the out-
side. The control room is constructed of concrete with all
openings around cables sealed airtight with a fireproof compound;
hence the infiltration and exfiltration through walls, floor and
ceiling is negligible. The fresh air intake for the control room
air conditioning system is located in the east wall of the control
building below the electrical tunnel between elevations 30'-0" and
18'-0". This is sheltered by an enclosing formed by the electrical
tunnel floor above and the concrete walls on the south and east
sides.

Since the control building is physically separate from the con-
tainment and auxiliary building, there are no sources of contaminated
leakage which could result in airborn concentrations in the control
building, turbine building or at the control room fresh air intake
in excess of those associated with containment and auxiliary building
releases. Also, should it become necessary the control room is
provided with self-contained breathing apparatus.

The filter system consists of a roughing filter, 1" charcoal filter
and HEPA.

The charcoal filters were replaced on June 16, 1980 with a more
efficient type of charcoal filter. The dampers were then repositioned
to provide a higher incident air flow within the capabilities of the
filters. These flows are measured at 1377 cfm for No. 31 fan and
1363 cfm for No. 32 fan.

The newly installed charcoal filters are of an improved type im-
pregnated with triethylene diamine (TEDA) and potassium iodide (KI)
to enhance its ability to absorb organic radioiodine compounds. These
filters were tested to ensure compliance with the Technical Specifica-
tions to section 4.5A.5.D. However the dose calculations, which
were reanalyzed, used a value of 70% efficiency for organic iodides
which is more conservative than the allowable value of 90% in the
Technical Specifications.



Because the incident makeup flow was increased to approximately
250 cfm, it J vn=,o-1 that the thyroid dose to Control Room
personnel would increase. To be conservative an incident make-
up flow rate of 400 cfm and a recirculation flow rate of 1000
cfm were used in the new calculations. Other assumptions made
in the calculations were the same as those used in the FSAR
except where current NRC policy or regulatory guides prevailed.
The results of these calculations, even using more conservative
assumptions, indicate a thyroid dose of 28.05 Rem for 30 days
in the Control Room.* This is within the FSAR Section 14.3.5
design criteria of 30 Rem for personnel remaining in the CCR
for eight hours following a LOCA.

*.following a LOCA.

As a further measure to assure safety, provisions have been made
so that plant operators can shutdown and maintain the plant in a
safe condition by means of controls located outside the control
room. During such a period of control room inaccessibility the
reactor will be tripped and the plant maintained in a hot shut-
down condition. If the period extends for a long time, the Reactor
Coolant System can be borated to maintain shutdown as Xenon
decays.

Local controls are located so that the stations to be manned and the
times when attention is needed are within the capability of the plant
operating staff. The plant intercom system will provide communica-
tion among the personnel so that the operation can be coordinated. K

If the control room should be evacuated suddenly without any action
by the operators, the reactor can be tripped by either of the
following:

1. Open rod control breakers in the control building.

2. Actuate the manual turbine trip at the control station
in the turbine building.

Following evacuation of the control room the following systems and
equipment are provided to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown
condition from outside the control room:

a) Residual heat removal

b) Reactivity control. i.e.,boron injection to compensate
for fission product decay

c) Pressurizer pressure and level control

d) Electrical system as required to supply the above systems

e) Other equipment, as described below:



Level Indication for each steam generator
Pressure Indication for each steam generator
Level Indication for the pressurizer
Pressure Indication for the pressurizer
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Controls
Charging Pump Controls
Boric Acid Transfer Pump Controls
Service Water Pump Controls
Containment Air Recirculation Fan Controls
Control Room Air Handling Unit Controls
Control Room Air Inlet Damper Controls
Main Feedwater Controls
The Auxiliary Turbine Driven Feed Pump.Speed Control
Auxiliary Feedwater Controls
Atmospheric Dump Controls
Pressurization Backup Heater Controls
All other valves required for hot stand-by

Local STOP/START Motor Controls with a selector switch are provided
at each of the motors for the above mentioned equipment. Placing the
local selector switch in the local operating position will give an
annunciation alarm in the control room and will turn out the motor
control position lights on the control room panel.

Following a normal plant shutdown an automatic steam dump control
system bypasses steam to the condenser and maintains the reactor
coolant temperature at its no load value. This implies the continued
operation of the steam dump system, condensate circuit, condenser
cooling water, feed pumps and steam generator instrumentation.
Failure to maintain water supply to the steam generators would result
in steam generator dry out after some 400 seconds and loss of the
secondary system for decay heat removal. Redundancy and full pro-
tection where necessary is built into the system to ensure the
continued operation of the steam generator units. If the automatic
steam dump control system is not available independently controlled
relief valves on each steam generator maintain the steam pressure.
These relief valves are further backed up by coded safety valves on
each steam generator. Numerous calculations, verified by start-up
tests on the Connecticut-Yankee and San Onofre Power Plants have
shown that with the steam generator safety valves operating alone the
reactor coolant system maintains itself close to the nominal no
load condition. The steam relief facility is adequately protected
by redundancy and local protection. For decay heat removal it is
only necessary to maintain the control on one steam generator.



For the continued use of the steam generators for decay heat
removal, it is necessary to provide a source of water, a means
of delivering that water and, finally, instrumentation for
pressure and level indication.

The normal source of water supply is the secondary feed circuit;
this implies satisfactory operation of the condenser, air ejector,
condenser cooling circuit etc. In addition to the normal feed
circuit the plant may fall back on:

1) The condensate storage tanks

2) The city water storage tank

3) The city water supply.

Feed water may be supplied to the steam generators by the electrical
feed pumps or by the steam driven feed pump, these pumps and
associated valves have local controls.

REFERENCES:

1. FSAR pp. 7.1-1,2

2. FSAR pp. 7.2-1

3. FSAR pp. 7.7-1, 4, 5 and 6

4. PASNY letter IPN-80-75 , J. P. Bayne to S. A. Varga (NRC),
dated August 11,1980.



Criterion 20 - Protection system functions. The protection system
shall be designed (11 to i•niti-t %• -tc y t opera..- of

appropriate systems including the reactivity control systems to
assure that specified acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded
as a result of anticipated operational occurrences and (2) to sense
accident conditions and to initiate the operation of systems and
components important to safety.

RESPONSE:

The basic reactor tripping philosophy is to define a region of power
and coolant temperature conditions allowed by the primary tripping
functions, the overpower AT trip, the over-temperature AT trip and
the nuclear overpower trip. The allowable operating region within
these trip settings is provided to prevent any combination of power,
temperatures and pressure which would result in DNB with all re-
actor coolant pumps in operation. Additional tripping functions
such as a high pressurizer pressure trip, low pressurizer pressure
trip, hiqh pressurizer water level trip, loss of flow trip, steam
and feedwater flow mismatch trip, steam generator low-low water
level trip, turbine trip, safety infection trip, source and inter-
mediate range trips, and manual trip are provided to back up the
primary tripping functions for specific accident condition and
mechanical failures.

A dropped rod signal blocks automatic rod withdrawal and also pro-
vides a turbine load cutback if above a given power level. The
dropped rod is indicated from individual rod position indicators
or by a rapid flux decrease on any of the power range nuclear
channels.

Overpower AT, over-temperature AT, and TAVG deviation rod stops pre-

vent abnormal power conditions which could result from excessive
control rod withdrawal initiated by a malfunction of the reactor control
system or by operator violation of administrative procedures.

Instrumentation and controls provided for the protective systems
are designed to trip the reactor, when necessary, to prevent or
limit fission product release from the core and to limit energy
release; to signal containment isolation;, and to control the opera-
tion of engineered safety features equipment.

The engineered safety features systems are actuated by the engineered
safety features actuation channels. Each coincidence network
energizes an engineered safety features actuation device that operates
the associated engineered 'safety features equipment, motor starters
and valve operators. The channels are designed to combine re-
dundant sensors, and independent channel circuitry, coincident trip
logic and different parameter measurements so that a safe and reliable
system is provided in which a single failure bistables and logic is
shown in the figures included in the detailed Engineered Safety
Features Instrumentation Description given in the Svstem Design
section. The Engineered Safety Features Instrumentation System
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Air Recirculation System or the Containment Spray System.

The passive accumualtors of the Safety Injection System do not re-
quire signal or power sources to perform their function. The
actuation of the active portion of the Safety Injection System is
described on page 7.2.16 of the FSAR.

The containment air recirculation coolers are normally in use during
plant operation and would therefore not normally require an ini-
tiating signal. These units are, however, in the automatic sequence
which actuates the engineered safety features upon receiving the
necessary actuating signals indicating an accident condition.

Containment spray is actuated by coincident and redundant high
containment pressure signals.

The Containment Isolation System provides the means of isolating
the various pipes passing through the containment walls as re-
quired to prevent the release of radioactivity to the outside en-
vironment in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident. The actua-
tion of the containment isolation is by coincident and redundant
containment high pressure signals.

REFERENCES:

NONE



Criterion 21 - Protection System Reliability and Testability.
The protection system shall be designed for high functional relia-
bility and inservice testability commensurate with the safety
functions to be performed. Redundancy and independence designed
into the protection system shall be sufficient to assure that (1)
no single failure results in loss of the protection function and
(2) removal from service of any component or channel does not
result in loss of the required minimum redundancy unless the
acceptable reliability of operation of the protection system can
be otherwise demonstrated. The protection system shall be de-
signed to permit periodic testing of its functioning when the re-
actor is in operation, including a capability to test channels in-
dependently to determine failures and losses of redundancy that may
have occurred.

RESPONSE:-

The reactor uses a higher speed version of the Westinghouse magnetic-
type control rod drive mechanisms used in the San Onofre and
Connecticut Yankee plants. Upon a loss of power to the coils, the
rod cluster control assemblies with full length absorber rods are
released and fall by gravity into the core.

The reactor internals, fuel assemblies, RCC assemblies and drive
system components are designed as Seismic Class I equipment. The
RCC assemblies are fully guided through the fuel assembly and for
the maximum travel of the control rod into the guide tube. Further-
more, the RCC assemblies are never fully withdrawn from their guide
thimbles in the fuel assembly. Due to this. and the flexibility de-
signed into the RCC assemblies, abnormal loadings and misalignments
can be sustained without impairing operation of the RCC assemblies.

The Rod Cluster Control (RCC) assembly guide system is locked to-
gether with pins throughout its length to ensure against misalign-
ments which might impair control rod movement under normal operating
conditions and credible accident conditions. An analogous system
has successfully undergone 4132 hours of testing in the Westinghouse
Reactor Evaluation Center during which about 27,200 feet of step-
driven travel and 1461 trips were accomplished with test misalign-
ments in excess of the maximum possible misalignment that may be ex-
perienced when installed in the plant.

All primary reactor trip protection channels required during power
operation are supplied with sufficient redundancy to provide the capa-
bility for channel calibration and test at power.



Removal of one trip circuit is accomplished by placing that circuit
in a tripped mode; i.e., a two-out-of-three circuit becomes a one-
out-of-two circuit. Testing does not trip the system unless a trip
condition exists in a concurrent channel.

Reliability and independence are obtained by redundancy within each
tripping function. In a two-out-of-three circuit, for example, the
three channels are equipped with separate primary sensors. Each
channel is continuously fed from its own independent electrical
source. Failure to de-energize a channel when required would be a
mode of malfunction that would affect only that channel. The trip
signal furnished by the two remaining channels would be unimpaired
in this event. (1)

The reactor protection systems are designed so that the most probable
modes of failure (loss of voltage, relay failure) in each protection
channel result in a signal calling for the protective trip. Each
protection system design combines redundant sensors and channel in-
dependence with coincident trip philosophy so that a safe and reliable
system is provided in which a single failure will not defeat the channel
function, cause a spurious plant trip, or violate reactor protection
criteria.

Channel independence is carried throughout the system extending from
the sensor to the relay actuating the protective function. The pro-
tective and control functions are fully isolated, control being
derived from the primary protection signal path through an isolation
amplifier. As such, a failure in the control circuitry does not
affect the protection channel. This approach is used for pressurizer
pressure and water level channels, steam generator water level, Tavg
and AT channels, steam flow-feedwater flow and nuclear instrumenta-
tion channels.

The engineered safety features equipment is actuated by one or the
other of the engineered safety features actuation channels. Each
coincidencenetwork actuates an engineered safety actuation device
that operates the associated engineered safety features equipment,
motor starters and valve operators.

In the Reactor Protection System, two reactor trip breakers are pro-
vided to interrupt power to the full length rod drive mechanisms.
The breaker main contacts are connected in series (with power supply)
so that opening either breaker interrupts power to all full length
rod mechanisms, permitting them to fall by gravity into the core.

In summary, reactor protection is designed to meet all presently de-
fined reactor protection criteria and is in accordance with the IEEE
"Standard for Nuclear Plant Protection Systems 279". (2)



The analog equipment of each protection channel in service at
power is capable of being tested and tripped independently by
simulated analog input signals to verify its operation. The
trip logic circuitry includes means to test each logic channel
through to the trip breakers. Thus, the operability of each
trip channel can be determined conveniently and without ambiguity.

Testing of the diesel-generator starting may be performed from
the diesel-generator control board. The generator breaker is
not closed automatically after starting during this testing. The
generator may be manually synchronized to the 480 volt bus for
loading. Complete testing of the starting of diesel generators
can be accomplished by tripping the associated 480 volt under-
voltage relays or providing a coincident simulated safeguards
signal. The ability of the units to start within the prescribed'
time and to carry load can be periodically checked. (The
electrical system is discussed in detail in Section 8.2.3 of the
Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR.) (3)

REFERENCES:

1. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 7.2.1, Protective
System Design Bases - Protection Systems Reliability;
pp. 7.2-4 - 7.2-5.

2. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 7.2.1, Protective
System Design Bases - Protection Systems Redundancy
and Independence; pp. 7.2-5 - 7.2-6.

3. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 7.2.1, Protective
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Operability of Protection Systems; pp. 7.2-7 - 7.2-8.



Criterion 22 - Protection System Independence. The protection
system shall be designed to assure that the effects of natural-
phenomena, and of normal operating, maintenance, testing, and
postulated accident conditions on redundant channels do not result
in loss of the protection function, or shall be demonstrated to be
acceptable on some other defined basis. Design techniques, such
as functional diversity or diversity in component design and
principles of operation, shall be used to the extent practical to
prevent loss of the protection function.

RESPONSE:

The basic reactor tripping philosophy is to define a region of
power and coolant temperature conditions allowed by, the primary trip-
ping functions, the overpower AT trip, the over-temperature AT trip
and the nuclear overpower trip. The allowable operating region with-
in these trip settings is provided to prevent any combination of power,
temperatures and pressure which would result in DNB with all reactor
coolant pumps in operation. Additional tripping functions such as a
high pressurizer pressure trip, low pressurizer pressure trip, high
pressurizer water level trip, loss of flow trip, steam and feedwater
flow mismatch trip, steam generator low-low water level trip, turbine
trip, safety injection trip, nuclear source and intermediate range
trips, and manual trip are provided to back up the primary tripping
functions for specific accident condition and mechanical failures. (i)

The engineered safety features systems are actuated by the engineered
safety features actuation channels. Each coincidence network energizes
an engineered safety features actuation device that operates the associ-
ated engineered safety features equipment, motor starters and valve
operators. The channels are designed to combine redundant sensors, and
independent channel circuitry, coincident trip logic and different para-
meter measurements so that a safe and reliable system is provided in
which a single failure will not defeat the protective function. (2)

All primary reactor trip protection channels required during power
operation are supplied with sufficient redundancy to provide the capa-
bility for channel calibration and test at power.

Removal of one trip circuit is accomplished by placingthat circuit in
a tripped mode; i.e., a two-out-of-three circuit becomes a one-out-of-two
circuit. Testing does not trip the system unless a trip condition
exists in a concurrent channel.

Reliability and independence are obtained by redundancy within each
tripping function. In a two-out-of-three circuit, for example, the
three channels are equipped with separate primary sensors. Each
channel is continuously fed from its own independent electrical source.
Failure to de-energize a channel when required would be a mode of mal-
function that would affect only-that channel. The trip signal furnished
by the two remaining channels would be unimpaired in this event. (3)



The reactor protection systems are designed so that the most probable
modes of failure (loss of voltage, relay failure) in each protection
channel result in a signal calling for the protective trip. Each
protection system design combines redundant sensors and channel in-
dependence with coincident trip philosophy so that a safe and reliable
system is provided in which a single failure will not defeat the
channel function, cause a spurious plant protection system trip, or
violate reactor protection criteria. (4)

The engineered safety features systems and the reactor protection
system have a seismic classification of Class I and are designed in
accordance with the Class I criteria set forth in FSAR Appendix Al,
Section 3.0.

In addition to the environmental design bases listed in IEEE-279 (1968),
the engineered safety features systems and reactor protection system
meet the environmental requirements listed in FSAR Appendix 6F Sections
1 and 2.

The components of the protection system are designed and laid out
so that the mechanical and thermal environment accompanying any emergency
situation in which the components are required to function does not
interfere with that function. (5)

Separation of redundant analog protection channels originates at the
process sensors and continues back through the field wiring and con-
tainment penetrations to the analog protection racks. Physical
separation is used to the maximum practical extent to achieve separa-
tion of redundant transmitters. Separation of field wiring is achieved
using separate wireways, cable trays, conduit runs and containment
penetrations for each redundant channel. Redundant analog equipment
is separated by locating redundant components in different protection
racks., Each redundant channel is energized from a different a-c
instrument bus. (5)

Each reactor trip circuit is designed so that trip occurs when the
circuit is de-energized; therefore, loss of channel power causes the
system to go into its trip modeý. In a two-out-of-three circuit, the
three channels are equipped with separate primary sensors and each
channel is energized from an independent electrical bus. Failure to
de-energize when required is a mode of malfunction that affects only
one channel. The trip signal furnished by the two remaining channels
is unimpaired in this event.

Reactor trip is implemented by interrupting power to the magnetic
latch mechanisms on all drives allowing the full length rod clusters
to insert by gravity. The protection system is thus inherently safe
in the event of a loss of power.



The engineered safety features actuation circuits are designed on
the "energize to operate" principle unlike the reactor trip circuits
which utilize the "de-energize to operate" principle.

The physical arrangement of all elements associated with the pro-
tective system reduces the probability of a single physical event
impairing the vital functions of the system.

System equipment is distributed between instrument cabinets so as to
reduce he probability of damage to the total systems by some single
event.

Wiring between vital elements of the system outside of equipment
housing is routed and protected so as to maintain the.true redundancy
of the systems with respect to phvsical hazards.

The same channel isolation and separation criteria as described for
the reactor protection circuits are applied to the engineered safety
features actuation circuits. (7)

REFERENCES: -
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Criterion 23 - Protection System Failure Modes. The protection
system shall be designed to fall into a safe state or into a
state demonstrated to be acceptable on some other defined basis
if conditions such as disconnection of the system, loss of
energy (e.g., electric power, instrument air), or postulated
adverse environments (e.g., extreme heat or cold, fire pressure,
steam, water, and radiation) are experienced.

RESPONSE:

Each reactor trip circuit is designed so that trip occurs when
the circuit is de-energized; therefore, loss of channel power
causes the system to go into its trip mode. In a two-out-of-three
circuit, the three channels are equipped with separate primary
sensors and each channel is energized from an independent electrical
bus. Failure to de-energize when required is a mode of malfunction
that affects only one channel. The trip signal furnished by the
two remaining channels is unimpaired in this event.

Reactor trip is implemented by interrupting power to the magnetic
latch mechanisms on all drives allowing the full length "rod clusters
to insert by gravity. The protection system is thus inherently
safe in the event of a loss of power.

The engineered safety features actuation circuits are designed on
the "energize to operate" principal unlike the reactor trip cir-
cuits which utilize the "de-energize to operate" principal.

The steam line isolation signal on Hi-Hi containment pressure, which
uses the same circuitry as the containment spray actuation signal,
is also designed on the energize to operate principal. The three
Hi-Hi containment pressure instrument channels are powered from three
separate' independent sources (one channel from Instrument Bus #31
powered from Battery #31, the second channel from Instrument Bus #33
powered from Battery #33, and the third channel from Instrument Bus
#34 powered from safeguards M.C.C. #36B). This assures operation of
these containment pressure instruments in the event of a power failure
to one of the instrument channels.

Automatic starting of the emergency diesel-generators in initiated
by under-voltage on any of the 480 volt busses or by the safety in-
jection signal. Engine cranking is accomplished by a stored energy
system supplied solely for the associated diesel-generator. The
under-voltage relay scheme is designed so that loss of 480 volt power
does not prevent the relay scheme from functioning properly. (1)

REFERENCE:
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Design Basis - Protection Systems Failure Analysis Design;
pp. 7.2-8 - 7.2-9,



Criterion 24 - Separation of Protection and Control Systems. The
protection system shall be separated from control systems to the
extent that failure of any single control system component or chan-
nel, or failure or removal from service of any single protection
system component or channel which is common to the control and pro-
tection systems leaves intact a system satisfying all reliability,
redundancy, and independence requirements of the protection system.
Interconnection of the protection and control systems shall be
limited so as to assure that safety is not significantly impaired.

RESPONSE:

Channel independence is carried throughout the protection system
extending from the sensor to the relay actuating the protective
function. The protective and control functions are fully isolated,
control being derived from the primary protection signal path
through an isolation amplifier. As such, a failure in the control
circuitry does not affect the protection channel. This approach is
used for all reactor trip channels. (1)

The design basis for the control and protection system permits the use
of a detector for both protection and control functions. There this
is done, all equipment common to both the protection and control
circuits are classified as part of the protection system. Isolation
amplifiers prevent a control system failure from affecting the pro-
tection system. In addition, where failure of a protection system
component-can cause a process excursion which requires protective
action, the protection system can withstand another, independent
failure without loss of function. Generally, this is accomplished
with two-out-of-four trip logic. Also, wherever practical, provi-
sions are included in the protection system to prevent a plant out-
age because of single failure of a sensor. (2)

In summary, reactor protection is designed to meet all presently
defined reactor protection criteria and is in accordance with the
IEEE'"Standard for Nuclear Plant Protection Systems 279". (1)

REFERENCES:
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Criterion 25 - Protection System Requirements for Reactivity
Control Malfunctions. The protection system shall be designed to
assure that specified acceptable fuel design limits are not ex-
ceeded for any single malfunction of the reactivity control systems,
such as accidental withdrawal (not ejection or dropout) of control
rods.'

RESPONSE:

Reactor shutdown with rods is completely independent of the normal
control functions since the trip breakers completely interrupt the
power to the full length rod mechanisms regardless of existing con-
trol signals. Effects of continuous withdrawal of a rod control
a Issembly and of deboration are described in Sections 7.3.1 and,
7.3.2, and Sections 9 and 14 of the IP-3 FSAR.(1 )

The control rod drive mechanisms are wired into preselected banks,
and these bank configurations are not altered during core life.
The assemblies are therefore physically prevented from being with-
drawn in other than their respective banks. Power supplied to the
rod banks is. controlled such that no more than two banks can be
withdrawn at any time. The control rod drive mechanism is of the
magnetic latch type and the coil actuation is sequenced to provide
variable speed rod travel. The maximum reactivity insertion rate
is analyzed in the detailed analysis assuming the simultaneous with-
drawal of the combination of the two banks of the maximum combined
worth at maximum speed.

Should a continuous control rod assembly withdrawal be initiated from
a subcritical condition, the transient will be terminated by the
following automatic Safety Features:

1. Power range flux level trip (low setting).

2. Power range control rod stop.

3. Power range f lux level trip (high setting).

Termination of the startup incident by the above protection channels
prevents core damage. In addition, the reactor trip from high re-
actor pressure serves as a backup to terminate the incident before an
overpressure condition could occur. (2)

Taking into account the conservative assumptions with which the inci-
dent has been analyzed, it is concluded that in the-unlikely event
of a control rod assembly withdrawal incident, the core and reactor
coolant systems are not adversely affected since the thermal power
reached is only 84 percent of the nominal value and the core-water
temperature reached is 556.60F for the nominal conditions.



This combination of thermal power and core water temperature re-
sults in a DNBR well above the limiting value of 1.30. The peak
average clad temperature of 590oF is less than the nominal full
power value of 647.50F and thus there is no clad damage.

The automatic features of the Reactor Protection System which
prevent core damage in a control rod assembly withdrawal incident
at power include the following:

1. Nuclear power range instrumentation actuates a reactor
trip if two out of four channels exceed an overpower
setpoint.

2. Reactor trip is actuated if any two out of four AT channels
exceed an overtemperature AT setpoint.

3. Reactor trip is actuated if any two out of four AT channels

exceed an overpower AT setpoint.

4. A high reactor coolant system pressure reactor trip.

5. A high pressurizer water level reactor trip.

6. In addition to the above listed reactor trips, there are
the following control rod assembly withdrawal blocks.

a) High nuclear flux (one out of four)

b) Overpower AT (one out of four)

c) Overtemperature AT (one out of four)

In the unlikely event of a control rod assembly withdrawal incident
during power operation, the core and Reactor Coolant System are not
adversely affected since the minimum value of the DNBR reached is in
excess of 1.3 for all control rod assembly reactivity rates. Pro-
tection is provided by the high nuclear flux and the overtemperature
AT trips. Section 14.1.2 of the FSAR describes the effectiveness of
these protection channels. (3)

The opening of the Primary Water Makeup Control Valve provides the
only supply of makeup water to the Reactor Coolant System which
can dilute the reactor coolant. Inadvertent dilution can be readily
terminated by closing this valve. (4)

.Information on the status of reactor coolant makeup is continuously
available to the operator. Lights are provided on the control
board to indicate the operating condition of pumps in the Chemical
and Volume Control System. Alarms are actuated to warn the operator
if boric acid or makeup water flow rates deviate from preset values
as a result of system malfunction.



To 'cover all phases of unit operation, boron dilution during
refueling, startup, and power operation are considered in the
FSAR analysis. (4

Because of the procedures involved in the dilution process, an
erroneous dilution is considered incredible. Nevertheless, if
an unintentional dilution of boron in the reactor coolant does
occur, numerous alarms and indications are available to alert
the operator to the condition. The maximum reactivity addition
due to the dilution is slow enough to allow the operator to de-
termine the cause of the addition and take corrective action be-
fore excessive shutdown margin is lost. (4)
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Criterion 26 - Reactivity control system redundancy and capability.
Two independent reactivity control systems of different design
principles shall be provided. One of the systems shall use control
rods preferably including a positive means for inserting the rods,
and shall be capable of reliably controlling reactivity changes to
assure that under conditions of normal operation, including anti-
cipated operational occurrences, and with appropriate margin for
malfunctions such as stuck rods, specified acceptable fuel design
limits are not exceeded. The second reactivity control system
shall be capable of reliably controlling the rate of reactivity
changes resulting from planned, normal power changes (including
xenon burnout) to assure acceptable fuel design limits are not
exceeded. One of the systems shall be capable of holding the re-
actor core subcritical under cold conditions.

RESPONSE:

One of the two reactivity control systems employs rod cluster
control assemblies to regulate the position of Ag-In-Cd neutron
absorbers within the reactor core. The other reactivity control
system employs the Chemical and Volume Control System to regulate
the concentration of boric acid solution (neutron absorber) in the
Reactor Coolant System.

The concentration of boric acid is varied as necessary during the
life of the core to compensate for: (1) changes in reactivity which
occur with change in temperature of the reactor coolant from cold
shutdown to the hot operating, zero power conditions; (2) changes
in reactivity associated with changes in the fission product poisons
xenon and samarium; (3) reactivity losses associated with the de-
pletion of fissile inventory and buildup of long-lived fission

I product poisons (other than xenon and samarium); and (4) changes in
reactivity due to burnable poison burnup.

The control rods provide reactivity control for: (1) fast shutdown;
(2) reactivity changes associated with changes in the average coolant
temperature above hot zero power (core average coolant temperature
is increased with power level); (3) reactivity associated with any
void formation; (4) reactivity changes associated with the power co-
efficient of reactivity.



Control Rod Requirements

Neutron-absorbing control rods provide reactivity control to com-
pensate for more rapid variations in reactivity. The rods are
divided into two categories according to their function. Some
rods compensate for changes in reactivity due to variations in
operating conditions of the reactor such as power or temperature.
These rods comprise the control group of rods. The remaining rods,
which provide shutdown reactivity, are termed shutdown rods. The
total shutdown worth of all the rods is specified (REF.l) to
provide adequate shutdown with the most reactive rod stuck out
of the core.

Control rod reactivity requirements at the beginning and end of
life are contained in Reference 1.

Excess Reactivity Insertion Upon Reactor Trip

The control requirements are based on providing one per cent shut-
down margin at hot, zero power conditions with the highest worth rod
stuck in its-fully withdrawn position and to prevent return to
criticality following a credible steam-line break.

Calculated Rod Worths

The complement of 53 full length control rods arranged in the pattern
shown in FSAR Figure 3.2.1-1 meets the shutdown requirements. Table
3.2.1-3 lists the calculated worths of this rod configuration for
beginning of life, first cycle and end of life, third cycle.

In order to be sure of maintaining a conservative margin between
calculated and required rod worths, an additional amount has been
added to account for uncertainties in the control rod worth calcula-
tions. The calculated reactivity worths listed are decreased in the
design by 10 per cent to account for any errors or uncertainties in
the calculation. This worth is established for the condition that
the highest worth rod is stuck in the fully withdrawn position in the
core.

A comparison between calculated and mea sured rod worths in operating
reactor shows the calculation to be well within the allowed uncer-
tainty of 10 per cent. The second reactivity contr -ol system is _
ýcapable of reliably controlling the rate of reactivity changes result-
ing from planned, normal power changes (including xenon burnout) to
assure acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded.



Chemical Shim Control

Control to render the reactor subcritical at temperatures below
the operating range is provided by a chemical neutron absorber
(boron). The boron concentration during refueling has been es-
tablished as shown in FSAR Table 3.2.1-1, line 29. This concentration
together with the control rods provides approximately 10 per cent
shutdown margin for these operations. The concentration is also
sufficient to maintain the core shutdown without any RCC rods
during refueling. For cold shutdown, at the beginning of core
life, a concentration is sufficient for one per cent shutdown
with all but the highest worth rod inserted. The boron concentra-
tion during operation' is well within solubility limits at ambient
temperature. This concentration is also maintained in the spent
fuel pit since it is directly connected with the refueling canal
during refueling operations.

The initial full power boron concentration with and without
equilibrium xenon and samarium is given in REF. 1.

This initial boron concentration is that which permits the with-
drawal of the control banks to their operational limits. The
xenon-free hot, zero power shutdown (k = 0.99) with all but the
highest Worth rod inserted, can be maintained with the boron
concentration of 689 ppm. This concentration is less than the
full power operating value with equilibrium xenon.

REFERENCES:

1. Reload Safety Evaluation, Indian Point Nuclear
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Criterion 27 - Combined Reactivity Control Systems Capability. The
reactivity control systems shall be designed to have a combined
capability, in conjunction with poison addition by the emergency
core cooling system, of reliably controlling reactivity changes to
assure that under postulated accident conditions and with appro-
priate margin for stuck rods the capability to cool the core is
maintained.

RESPONSE:

The reactor core, together with the reactor control and protection
system is designed that the minimum allowable DNBR is at least 1.30
and there is no fuel melting during normal operation including anti-
cipated transients.

Sufficient shutdown capability is also provided to maintain the core
subcritical assuming the most reactive rod to be in the fully with-
drawn position for the most severe anticipated cooldown transient
associated with a single active failure, e.g., accidental opening of
a steam bypass, or relief valve, or safety valve stuck open. This
is achieved by the combination of control rQds and automatic boric
acid'addition via the emergency core cooling system.

Manually controlled boric acid addition is used to maintain the shut-
down margin for the long term conditions of xenon decay and plant
cooldown. Redundant equipment is provided to guarantee the capability
of adding boric acid to the reactor coolant system. (1)

Normal reactivity shutdown capability is provided-within 2 seconds
following a trip signal by control rod actuation. Boric acid in-
jection is used to compensate for the long term xenon decay transient
and for plant cooldown. The shutdown capability prevents return to
critical as a result of the cooldown associated with a primary/secondary
safety valve stuck fully open.

Any time that the reactor is at power, the quantity of boric acid re-
tained in the boric acid tanks and ready for injection always exceeds
that quantity required for the normal cold shutdown. This quantity
always exceeds the quantity of boric acid required to bring the reactor
to hot shutdown and to compensate for subsequent xenon decay. Boric
acid is pumped from the boric acid tanks by one of two boric acid
transfer pumps to the suction of one of three charging pumps which
inject boric acid into the reactor coolant. Any charging pump and
either boric acid transfer pump can be operated from diesel generator
power on loss of station power. Boric acid can be injected by one
pump at a rate which takes the plant to 1% shutdown in the hot condi-
tion with no rods inserted in less than sixteen minutes. In sixteen
additional minutes, enough boric acid can be injected to compensate for
xenon decay although xenon decay below the equilibrium operating level
does not begin until approximately 15 hours after shutdown. If two
boric acid pumps are-available, these time periods are halved. Addi-
tional boric acid injection is employed if it is desired to bring the
reactor to cold shutdown conditions. (2)



Limits, which include considerable margin, are placed on the
maximum reactivity worth of control rods or elements and on rates
at which reactivity can be increased to ensure that the potential
effects of a sudden or large change of reactivity cannot (a)
rupture the reactor coolant pressure boundary or (b) disrupt the
core, its support structures, or other vessel internals so as to
lose capability to-cool the core. (3)

For any rupture of a steam pipe and the associated uncontrolled heat
removal from the core, the Safety Injection System adds shutdown
reactivity so that with a stuck rod, no off-site power and minimum
engineered safety features, there is no consequential damage to the
Reactor Coolant System and the core remains in place and intact. (4)
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2. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR. Section 3.1.2, Reactor Principal
Desian Criteria - Reactivity Holddown Capability; p. 3.1.2-6.

3. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 3.1.2. Reactor Principal
Desian Criteria - Maximum Reactivity Worth of Control Rods:
pp. 3.1.2.-7, 3.1.2.-8.

4.1 Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 6.2.1, Safety Injection
System Design Basis Emergency Core Cooling System Capability;
p. 6.2-2.



RESPONSE TO: CONFIRMATORY ORDER ITEM F.2 (ANNEX I)

Annex 1 item:

1. (1.) The Indian Point site has an operational meteorological

measurement program. This program utilizes an instru-

mented 122 meter tower on the site.

(a) Wind direction and speed are measured

at a minimum of two levels, one of which

is repr esentative of the 10 meter level.

Applicable sections of Regulatory Guide

1.23 are complied with.

(b) The standard deviation of wind direction

fluctuations is calculated for all measured

levels.

(c) Vertical temperature difference is provided

for at least one layer.

(d) Ambient temperature is measured represen-

tative of the 10 meter level.

(e) Dew point temperature is measured

representative of the 10 meter level.

(f) Precipitation is measured near the ground

level.

(g) Pasquill stability classes are calculated

using &T.

(2.) The applicable acceptance criteria stated in Revision 1

Section 2.3.31 of NUREG-75/087 are complied with.

(3.) A Quality Assurance Program consistent with the applicable

provisions of Appendix B to 10CFR50 has been established.'

Applicable acceptance criteria s tated in Revision 1, Section

17.2 of NUREG-75/087 are complied with.



(6) The backup meteorological measurements and associated

controlled environmental housing system for the equip-

ment is connected to a power system which is supplied

from redundent power sources.

3. (1) Two real-time, site specific atmospheric transport

and diffusion models have been developed and will

be used in the determination of environmental impact

when accidental airborne radioactive releases occur.

The Class A (Gaussian model) model and calculational

capability can produce initial transport and diffusion

estimates within fifteen minutes following classification

of an incident.

The Class B (CRACRT code, a modified version of CRAC)

model and calculational capability can produce refined

estimates for the duration of the release. The models

incorporate the following features as applicable:

(a) Site area topography, local meteorological

anomalies, and local meteorological measure-

ments.

(b) Variations in time and space of the parameters

affecting transport and diffusion, including

forecasts of changing meteorological conditions.

(c) Wind speed and direction, sigma theta, and

delta-T from on-site meteorological measuring

systems are used in making the transport and

diffusion estimates. The data from these

systems can be transmitted at 30 minute intervals

during an incident.

-3-



(4.) The meteorological measurements system and associated

controlled environmental housing for the equipment is

connected to a power system which is supplied from a

redundant power source.

(5.) A backup diesel generator has been installed to provide

immediate power to the meteorological tower system in the

event of power outage. The diesel generator starts via

an automatic transfer switch and comes up to speed in 15

seconds.

2. (1) A viable backup meteorological measurement program is

provided utilizing a backup instrumented meteorological

tower at the Buchanan Service Center at the Indian Point

site. This system is independent of the primary system

and provides measurements representative of the 10 meter

level of wind direction and speed, and an estimator of

atmospheric stability (Pasquill categoryusing sigma

Beta which is standard deviation of wind fluctuation).

(2) The backup system provides information representative of

the site environs.

(3) The backup system provides information in a real time

mode. Changeover from the primary system to the backup

system occurs within five minutes. The information is

presented in place of the lost record as outlined in

Enclosure 1 of NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-I.

(4) The remaining applicable criteria stated in Revision 1

Section 2.3.3 of NUREG-75/087 are complied with.

(5) A Quality Assurance Program consistent with the applica-

ble provisions of Appendix B to 10CFR50 has been

established. The applicable acceptance criteria stated

in Revision 1, Section 17.2 of NUREG-75/087 are complied

with.



Criterion 28 - Reactivity Limits. The reactivity control systems
shall be designed with appropriate limits on the potential amount
and rate of reactivity increase to assure that the effects of
postulated reactivity accidents can neither (1) result in damage
to the reactor coolant pressure boundary greater than limited local
yielding nor (2) sufficiently disturb the core, its support
structures or other reactor pressure vessel internals to impair

.significantly the capability to cool the core. These postulated
reactivity accidents shall include consideration of rod ejection
(unless prevented by positive means), rod dropout, steam line
rupture, changes in reactor coolant temperature and pressure, and
cold water addition.

RESPONSE:

Limits, which include considerable margin, are placed on the maximum
reactivity worth of control rods or elements and on rates at which
reactivity can be increased to ensure that the potential effects
of a sudden or large change of reactivity cannot (a) rupture the
reactor coolant pressure boundary or (b) disrupt the core, its
support structures, or other vessel internals so as to lose capa-
bility to cool the core.

The reactor control system employs control rod clusters. A portion
of these are designated shutdown rods and are fully withdrawn
during power operation. The remaining rods comprise the control
groups which are used to control load and reactor coolant tempera-
ture. The rod cluster drive mechanisms are wired into preselected
groups, and are therefore prevented from being withdrawn in other
than their respective groups. The rod drive mechanism is of the
magnetic latch type and the coil actuation is sequenced to provide
variable speed rod travel. The maximum reactivity insertion rate
isý analyzed in the detailed plant analysis assuming two of the
highest worth groups to be accidentally withdrawn at maximum speed
yielding reactivity insertion rates of the order of 8 x 10-4 Ak/sec
which is well within the capability of the overpower-overtemperature
protection circuits to prevent core damage.

No single credible mechanical or electrical control system malfunction
can cause a rod cluster to be withdrawn at a speed greater than 80
steps per minute (050 inches per minute). (1)

The reactor is capable of meeting the performance objectives through-
out core life under both steady state and transient conditions with-

,out violating the integrity of the fuel elements. Thus the release
of unacceptable amounts of fission products to the coolant is pre-
vented.

The limiting conditions for operation established in the Technical
Specification specify the functional capacity of performance levels
permitted to assure safe operation of the facility. (2)



The control system and the operational procedures provide adequate
control of the core reactivity and power distribution. The follow-
ing control limits are met:

a. A minimum hot shutdown margin as shown in the Technical
Specifications (Section 15.3.10 of the IP-3 FSAR) is
available assuming a 10% uncertainty in the control rod
calculation (See Table 3.2.1-3 of the FSAR).

b. This shutdown margin is maintained with the most reactive
RCCA in the fully withdrawn position.

c. The shutdown margin is maintained at ambient temperature
by the use of soluble poison. (3)

The reactor coolant boundary is shown in Section 14.2.6 of the
IP-3 FSAR, to be capable of accommodating, without further rupture,
the static and dynamic loads imposed as a result of a sudden re-
activity insertion such as a rod ejection. (4)

Even on the most pessimistic basis, the rod ejection accident
analysis in the IP-3 FSAR indicated that the fuel and clad limits
(FSAR Section 14.2.6.3) were not exceeded. It was concluded that
there was no danger of sudden fuel dispersal into the coolant.
The pressure surge was shown to be insufficient'to exceed 3000 psia,
and it was concluded that there was no danger of consequentliy
damage to the primary circuit. The amount of fission products
released as a result of clad rupture during DNB is considerably
less than in the case of the double ended main coolant pipe break
(the design basis accident), and therefore within the guidelines
of 10 CFR 100. 15)

REFERENCES

1. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 3.1.2, Reactor
Principal Design Criteria, Reactivity Holddown
Capability; p. 3.1.2-6.

2. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 3.1.3, Reactor
Safety Limits; p. 3.1.3-1.

3. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 3.1.3, Reactor
Safety Limits - Reactivity Control Limits; p. 3.1.3-2.
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Principal Design Criteria, Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary Capability; p. 4.1-6.

5, Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 14.2.6, Rupture of
a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing; p. 14.2.6-14.



Criterion 29 - Protection Against Anticipated Operational Occurrences.
The protection and reactivity controlsystems'shall be designed to
assure an extremely high probability of accomplishing their safety
functions in the event of anticipated operational occurrences.

RESPONSE:

The reactor uses a higher speed version of the Westinghouse magnetic-
type control rod drive mechanisms used in the San Onofre, and
Connecticut Yankee plants. Upon a loss of power to the coils, the
rod cluster control assemblies with full length absorber rods are
released and fall by gravity into the core.

The reactor internals, fuel assemblies, RCC assemblies and drive
system components are designed as Seismic Class I equipment. The
RCC assemblies are fully guided through the fuel assembly and for
the maximum travel of the control rod into the guide tube. Further-
more, the RCC assemblies are never fully withdrawn from their guide
thimbles in the fuel assembly. Due to this and, the flexibility
designed into the RCC assemblies, abnormal loadings and misalignments
can be sustained without impairing operation of the RCC assemblies.

The Rod Cluster Control (RCC) assembly guide system is locked to-
gether with pins throughout its length to ensure against misalign-
ments which might impair control rod movement under normal operating
conditions and credible accident conditions. An analogous system
has successfully undergone 4132 hours of testing in the Westinghouse
Reactor Evaluation Center during which about 27,200 feet of step-
driven travel and 1461 trips were accomplished with test misalign-
ment in excess of the maximum possible misalignment that may be ex-
perienced when installed in the plant. (1)

The reactor protection systems are designed so that the most probable
modes of failure (loss of voltage, relay failure) in each protection
channel result in a signal calling for the protective trip. Each
protection system design combines redundant sensors and channel in-
dependence with coincident trip philosophy so that a safe and
reliable system is provided in which a single failure will not defeat
the channel function, cause a spurious plant protection system trip,
or violate reactor protection criteria.

Channel independence is carried throughout the system extending from
the sensor to the relay actuating the protective function. The
protective and control functions are fully isolated, control being
derived from the primary protection signal path through an isolation
amplifier. As such, a failure in the control circuitry does not
affect the protection channel. This approach is used for pressurizer
pressure and water level channels, steam generator water level, Tay
and AT channels, steam flow-feedwater flow and nuclear instrumenta Yon
channels.



In the Reactor Protection System, two reactor trip breakers are
provided to interrupt power to the full length rod drive mechanisms.
The breaker main contacts are connected in series (with power
supply) so that opening either breaker interrupts power to all full
length rod mechanisms, permitting them to fall by gravity into the
core. (2)

The components of the protection system are designed and laid out
so that the mechanical and thermal environment accompanying any
emergency situation in which the components are required to function
does not interfere with that function.

Separation of redundant analog protection channels originates
at the process sensors and continues back through the field wiring
and containment penetrations to the analog protection racks. Physical
separation is used to the maximum practical extent to achieve
separation of redundant transmitters. Separation of field wiring is
achieved using separate wireways, cable trays, conduit, runs and con-
tainment penetrations for each redundant channel. Redundant analog
equipment is separated by locating redundant components in different
protection racks. Each redundant channel is energized from a
different a-c instrument bus. (3)

Each reactor trip circuit is designed so that trip occurs when the
circuit is de-energized; therefore, loss of channel power causes the
system to go into its trip mode. In a two-out-of-three circuit, the
three channels are equipped with separate primary sensors and each
channel is energized from an independent electrical bus. Failure to
de-energize when required is a mode of malfunction that affects'only
one channel. The trip signal furnished by the two remaining channels
is unimpaired in this event.

Reactor trip is implemented by interrupting power to the magnetic
latch mechanisms on all drives allowing the full length rod clusters
to insert by gravity. The protection system is thus inherently safe
in the event of a loss of power.

The engineered safety features actuation circuits are designed on the
"energize to operate" principal Iunlike the reactor trip circuits which
utilize the "de-energize to operate principal.

A loss of power in the Reactor Protective System causes the affected
channel to trip. All bistables operate in a normally energized state
and go to a de-energized state to initiate action. Loss of power thus
automatically forces the bistables into the tripped state.

Availability of power to the engineered safety features instrumentation
is continuously indicated. The loss of instrument power to the
sensors, instruments, logic or actuating devices in the engineered safety
features instrumentation, starts the engineered safety features equip-
ment associated with the affected channels, except for containment
spray which requires instrument power for actuation. Steam line isola-
tion on hi-hi containment pressure, which utilizes the same actuation
circuitry as the containment spray actuation, also requires power to
actuate. The three hi-hi containment pressure instrument channels are
powered from three separate,,independent sources to assure operation in
the event of a power failure to one of the instrument channels. (5)



The engineered safety features systems are actuated by the en-
gineered safety features actuation channels. Each coincidence net-
work energizes an engineered safety features actuation device that
operates the associated engineered safety features equipment, motor
starters and valve operators. The channels are designed to combine
redundant sensors, and independent channel circuitry, coincident
trip logic and different parameter measurements so that a safe and
reliable system is provided in which a single failure will not
defeat the protective function. The Engineered Safety Features
Instrumentation System actuates (depending on the severity of the
condition) the Safety Injection System, the Containment Isolation
System, the Containment Air Recirculation System and the Contain-
ment Spray System.

The passive accumulators of the Safety Injection System do not re-
quire signal or power sources to perform their function. (6)

The core protective systems in conjunction with inherent plant charac-
teristics are designed to prevent anticipated abnormal conditions
from causing fuel damage exceeding limits established in IP-3 FSAR
Section 3, or reactor coolant system damage exceeding effects es-
tablished in Section 4. In addition, the systems are designed to
ensure that limits for energy release to the containment and for
radiation exposure (as in 10 CFR 100) are not exceeded. (7)

Thus, due to the.high quality of the components, system separation and
redundancy, along with the inherent characteristics of the design,
these systems have a very high probability of accomplishing their
safety function in the event of anticipated operational occurrences.

REFERENCES:

1. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 7.2.1, Protective Systems
Design Bases - Protection Systems Reliability; p. 7.2-4.

2. Indian Point Unit. 3 FSAR, Section 7.2.1, Protective Systems Design
Bases - Protection Systems Redundancy and Independence; p. 7.2-5 -
7.2-6.

3. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 7.2.1, Protective Systems Design
Bases - Protection Against Multiple Disability for Protection
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Bases - Engineered Safety Features Protection Systems; p. 7.2-3.
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Bases - Principles of Design; pp. 7.2-12 - 7.2-14.



Criterion 30 - Fluid Systems. Quality of reactor coolant pressure
boundary. Components which are part of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary shall be designed, fabricated, erected, and tested
to the highest quality standards practical. Means shall be provided for
detecting and, to the extent practical, identifying the location of
the source of reactor coolant leakage.

RESPONSE:

The Reactor Coolant System is of primary importance with respect to
its safety function in protecting the health and safety of the
public.

Quality standards of material selection, design, fabrication and in-
spection conform to the applicable provisions of recognized codes and
good nuclear practice (FSAR Section 4.1.7). Details of the quality
assurance programs, test procedures and inspection acceptance levels
are given in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.5 of the FSAR. Particular emphasis
is placed on the assurance of quality of the reactor vessel to obtain
material whose properties are uniformly within tolerances appropriate
to the application of the design methods of the code. (1)

The Reactor Coolant System in conjunction with its control and pro-
tective provisions is designed to accommodate the system pressures
and temperatures attained under all expected modes of plant opera-
tion or anticipated system interactions, and maintain the stresses
within applicable code stress limits.

Fabrication of the components which constitute the pressure retaining
boundary of the Reactor Coolant System is carried out in strict accor-
dance with the applicable codes. In addition there are areas where
equipment specifications for Reactor Coolant System components go be-
yond the applicable codes. Details are given in Section 4.5.1 of
the Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR.

The materials of construction of the pressure retaining boundary of
the Reactor Coolant System are protected-by control of coolant chemistry
from corrosion phenomena which might otherwise reduce the system struc-
tural integrity during its service lifetimes.

System conditions resulting from anticipated transients or malfunctions
are monitored and appropriate action is automatically initiated to
maintain the required cooling capability and to limit system conditions
so that continued safe operation is possible.

The system is protected from overpressure by means of pressure re-
lievinq devices, as reauired by Section III of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code.

Isolatable sections of the system are provided with overpressure re-
lieving devices discharging to closed systems such that the system
code allowable relief pressure within the protected section is not
exceeded. (2)



All pressure-containing components of the Reactor Coolant System are
designed, fabricated, inspected and tested in conformance with-the
applicable codes listed in Table 4.1.10 of the Indian Point Unit 3
FSAR.

The Reactor Coolant System is classified as Class I for seismic
design, requiring that there will be no loss of function of such
equipment in the event of the assumed maximum potential ground
acceleration acting in the horizontal and vertical directions simul-
taneously, when combined with the primary steady state stresses. (1)

Positive indications in the control room of leakage of coolant from
the Reactor Coolant System to the containment are provided by equip-
ment which permits continuous monitoring of containment air activity
and humidity, and of runoff from the condensate collecting pans under
the cooling coils of the containment air recirculation units. This
equipment provides indication of normal background which is indicative
of a basic level of leakage from primary systems and components.
Any increase in the observed parameters is an indication of change
within the containment, and the equipment provided is capable of
monitoring this change. The basic design criterion is the detection
of deviations from normal containment environmental conditions in-
cluding air particulate activity, radiogas activity,, humidity,
condensate runoff and in addition, in the case of gross leakage4 the
liquid inventory in the process systems and containment sump.

The existence of leakage from the Reactor Coolant System to the con-
tainment regardless of the source of leakage, is detected by one or
more of the following conditions:

1. Two radiation sensitive instruments provide the capa-
bility for detection of leaka'e from the Reactor
Coolant System. The containment air particulate monitor
is quite sensitive to low leak rates. The containment
radiogas monitor is much less sensitive but can be used
as a backup to the air particulate monitor.

2. A third instrument used in leak detection is the humidity
detector. This provides a means of measuring overall
leakage from all water and steam systems within the con-
tainment but furnishes a less sensitive measure. The
humidity monitoring method provides backup to the radia-
tion monitoring methods.

3. A leakage detection system is included which determines
leakage losses from all water and steam system within the
containment including that from the Reactor Coolant System.
This system collects and measures moisture condensed from
the containment atmosphere by the cooling coils of the
main recirculation units. It relies on the principle that
all leakages up to sizes permissible with continued plant
operation will be evaporated into the containment atmos-
phere. This' system provides a dependable and accurate
means of measuring integrated total leakage, including
leaks from the cooling coils themselves which are part of
the containment boundary.



The Reactor Coolant System is classified as Class I for seismic
design, requiring that there will be no loss of function of such
equipment in the event of the assumed maximum potential ground
acceleration acting in the horizontal and vertical directions
simultaneously, when combined with the primary steady state
stresses. (1)

Positive indications in the control room of leakage of coolant
from the Reactor Coolant System to the containment are provided
by equipment which permits continuous monitoring of containment
air activity and humidity, and of runoff from the condensate
collecting pans under the cooling coils of the containment air
recirculation units. This equipment provides indication of normal
background which is indicative of a basic level of leakage from
primary systems and components. Any increase in the observed
parameters is an indication of change within the containment, and
the equipment provided is capable of monitoring this change. The
basic design criterion is the detection of deviations from normal
containment environmental conditions including air particulate
activity, radiogas activity, humidity, condensate runoff and in
addition, in the case of gross leakage, the liquid inventory in
the process systems and containment sump. (4)

The existence of leakage from the Reactor Coolant System to the
containment regardless of the source of leakage, is detected by one
or more of the following conditions:

1. Two radiation sensitive instruments provide the capa
bility for detection of leakage from the Reactor Coolant
System. The containment air particulate monitor is quite
sensitive to low leak rates. The containment radiogas
monitor is much less sensitive but can be used as a back-
up to the air particulate monitor.

2. A third instrument used in leak detection is the humidllv
detector. This provides a means of measuring overall leakage
from all water and steam systems within the containment but
furnishes a less sensitive measure. The humidity monitoring
method provides backup to the radiation monitoring methods.

3. A leakage detection system is included which determines
leakage losses from all water and steam system within the
containment including that from the Reactor Coolant System.
This system collects and measures moisture condensed from
the containment atmosphere by the cooling coils of the main
recirculation units. It relies on the principle that a.i
leakages up to sizes permissible with continued plant opera-
tion will be evaporated into the containment atmosphere.
This system provides a dependable and accurate means of
measuring integrated total leakage, including leaks from the
cooling coils themselves which are part of the containment
boundary.



4. An increase in the amount of coolant makeup water which
is required to maintain normal level in the pressurizer;
an increase in containment sump level; or the coolant in-
ventory balance are alternate means of detecting leakage.

Leakage detection methods are described in detail and evaluated in

Section 6 of the IP3-FSAR. (5)

REFERENCES:
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Criteria - Monitoring Reactor Coolant Leakage; p. 4.1-6.

5. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 4.2.7, Reactor Coolant
System Leakage; p. 4.2-15.



Criterion 31 - Fracture Prevention of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary.
The reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed with suffi-
cient margin to assure that when stressed under operating, maintenance,
testing, and postulated accident conditions (1) the boundary behaves
in a nonbrittle manner and (2) the probability of rapidly propagating
fracture is minimized. The design shall reflect consieration of
service temperatures and other conditions of the boundary material
under operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated accident condi-
tions and the uncertainties in determining (1) material properties,
(2) the effects of irradiation on material properties, (3) residual,
steady state and transient stresses, and (4) size of flaws.

RESPONSE:

The Reactor Coolant System, in conjunction with its control and
protective provisions, is designed to accommodate the system pres-
sures and temperatures attained under all expected modes of plant opera-
tion or anticipated system interactions, while maintaining stresses
within applicable code stress limits.

Fabrication of the components which constitute the pressure retaining
boundary of the Reactor Coolant System is carried out in strict
accordance with the applicable codes. In addition there are areas
where equipment specifications for Reactor Coolant System components
go beyond the applicable codes to' insure conservative design. De-
tails are given in Section 4.5.1 of the IP3 FSAR.

The materials of construction of the pressure retaining boundary of
the Reactor Coolant System are protected by control of coolant
chemistry from corrosion phenomena which might otherwise reduce the
system-structural integrity during its service lifetime.

System conditions resulting from anticipated transients or. malfunctions
are monitored and appropriate action is automatically initiated to
maintain the required cooling capability and to limit system condi-
tions so that continued safe operation is assured.

The system is protected from overpressure by means of pressure re-
lieving devices, as required by Section III of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code.

Isolatable sections of the system are provided with overpressure re-
lieving devices discharging to closed systems such that the system
code allowable relief pressure within the protected section is not
exceeded. (1)

The reactor coolant pressure boundary is designed to reduce the
probability of a rapidly propagating type failure to an acceptable
level.



,Assurance of adequate fracture toughness in the reactor vessel
material is provided by compliance insofar as possible with the
new requirements for fracture toughness testing included in the
Summer 1972 Addenda to Section III of the ASME Pressure Vessel
and Boiler Code. In cases where it is not possible to perform all
tests in accordance with these requirements, conservative estimates
of material fracture toughness have been made using available
information.

Assurance that the fracture toughness properties remain adequate
throughout the service life of the plant is provided by a radiation
surveillance program.

Safe operating heatup 'and cooldown limits are established according
to Section III, ASME Pressure Vessel and Boiler Code, Appendix
G 2000, Protection Against Nonductile Failure, issued in the
Summer 1972 Addenda.

Changes in fracture toughness of the core region plates, weldments,
and associated weld heat affected zone due to radiation damage are
monitored by a surveillance program based on ASTM E-185, Recommended
Practice for Surveillance Tests for Nuclear Reactor Vessels. The
evaluation of the radiation damage~in this surveillance program is
based on pre-irradiation testing by Charpy V-notch, dropweight test,
and tensile specimens and post-irradiation testing of Charpy V-notch,
tensile, and wedge opening loading specimens carried out during the
lifetime of the reactor vessel. Specimens are irradiated in capsules
located near the core midheight and removable from the vessel at
specified intervals. Further details are given in Section 4.1.6
of the Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR.

All pressure-containing components of the reactor coolant system are
designed, fabricated, inspected and tested in conformance with the
applicable codes. Further details are given in Section 4.1.7 of the
Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR. (2)

All components in the Reactor Coolant System are designed to withstand
the effects of cyclic loads due to reactor system temperature and pres-
sure changes. These cyclic loads are introduced by normal unit load
transients, reactor trip, and startup and shutdown operation. The
number of thermal and loading cycles used for design purposes and the
bases thereof are given in Table 4.1-8. (3)

To provide the necessary high degree'of integrity for the equipment in
the reactor coolant system, the transient conditions selected for equip-
ment fatigue evaluation are based on a conservative estimate of the
magnitude and frequency of the temperature and pressure transients
resulting from normal operation, normal and abnormal load transients. (3)



The criteria adopted for allowable stresses and stress intensities in
vessels and piping subjected to normal loads plus seismic loads are
defined in Appendix A to Chapter 4 of the Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR.

These criteria assure the integrity of the Reactor Coolant System
under seismic loading. (4)

Each of the materials used in the Reactor Coolant System was selected
for the expected environment and service conditions. The major
component materials are listed in Table 4.2-1 of the Indian Point
Unit 3 FSAR. (5)

All reactor coolant system materials which are exposed to the coolant
are corrosion-resistant. They consist of stainless steels and
Inconel, and they are chosen for specific purposes at various loca-
tions within the system for their superior compatibility with the
reactor coolant.

The chemical composition of the reactor coolant is maintained within
the specification given in Table 4.2-2 of the Indian Point Unit 3
FSAR. Reactor coolant chemistry is further discussed in Section 4.2.8
of the FSAR. (5)

The reactor vessel is the only component of the Reactor Coolant System
which is exposed to a significant level of neutron irradiation and it
is therefore the only component which is subject to material radiation
damage effects.

The NDTT shift of the vessel material and welds, due to radiation
damage effects is monitored by a radiation damage surveillance program
which conforms with ASTM-185 standards.

Reactor vessel design is based on the transition temperature method of
evaluating the possibility of brittle fracture of the vessel material,
as a result of operations such as leak testing and plant heatup and
cooldown.

To establish the service life of the Reactor Coolant System components
as required by the ASME (Section III) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
for Class "A" vessels, the unit operating conditions have been estab-
lished for the 40 year design life. These operating conditions in-
clude the cyclic application of pressure loadings and thermal transients.

The Reactor Coolant System is classified as Class I for seismic design,
requiring that there will be no loss of function of such equipment in
the event of the assumed maximum potential ground acceleration acting
in the horizontal and vertical directions simultaneously, when combined
with the primary steady state stresses. (6)

I



The heatup and cooldown curves for the plant are based on the
actual measured fracture toughness properties of the vessel
materials. Maximum allowable pressures as a function of the rate
of temperature change and the actual temperature are established
according to the methods given in Appendix G, Protection Against
Non-Ductile Failure, published in the 1972 Summer Addenda of
Section III of the ASME Pressure Vessel and Boiler Code. Typical
curves for the first 9.26 effective full power years, incorporating
allowances for instrument error in measurement of temperature
and pressure, are given in Figures 3.1-1 and 3.1-2 of the Indian
Point Unit No. 3 Technical Specifications.

These curves are based on a temperature scale relative to the
RTNDT of the vessel, including appropriate estimates of ARTNDT caused
by radiation. Predicted ARTNDT values are derived by using Figure
4.4-3 and the fluence at 1/4T corresponding to the maximum for the
service period applicable. Initial RTNDT includes an assumed
LRTNDT corresponding to that predicted after 9.26 effective full
power years of operation.. (7)

REFERENCES:

1. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 4.1.2, Reactor Coolant
System General Design Criteria - Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary; pp. 4.1-5 - 4.1-6.

2. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 4.1.2, Reactor Coolant
System General Design Criteria - Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary Rapid Propagation Failure Prevention; pp. 4.1-8 -

4.1-9.

3. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 4.1.5, Reactor Coolant
System Cyclic Leads; p. 4.1-12.

4. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 4.1.4, Reactor Coolant
System Design Characteristics - Seismic Loads; p. 4.1-11.

5. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 4.2.5, Reactor Coolant
System Materials of Construction; p. 4.2-11.

6. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 4.1.6, Reactor Coolant
System Service Life; pp. 4.1-18 - 4.1-19.

7. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 4.4.1, Reactor Coolant
System Heatup and Cooldown Rates, p. 4.4-1.



Criterion 32 - Inspection of reactor coolant pressure boundary.
Components which are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
shall be designed to permit (1) periodic inspection and testing of
important areas and features to assess their structural and leak-
tight integrity, and (2) an appropriate material surveillance
program for the reactor pressure vessel.

RESPONSE:

Postoperational examinations as set forth in ASME Section XI are
performed to the fullest extent practical at the required intervals.

The structural integrity of the reactor coolant system will be
maintained at the level required by the original acceptance standards
throughout the life of the plant. Any evidence, as a result of
the inspections listed in Table 4.2-1 of the Technical Specifi-
cations, that potential defect implications have initiated or en-
larged shall be investigated, including evaluation of comparable
areas of the reactor coolant system.

Nondestructive test methods, personnel, equipment and records conform
to the requirements of ASME Section XI.

The use of conventional nondestructive, direct visual and remriote
visual test techniques can be applied to the inspection of all
primary loop components except for the reactor vessel. The reactor
vessel presents special problems because of the radiation levels
and remote underwater accessibility to this component. Because of
these limitations on access to the reactor vessel, several steps
have been incorporated into the design and manufacturing procedures
in preparation for nondestructive test techniques which may be
available in the future. These are:

(1) Shop ultrasonic examinations have been performed on all
thermally clad surfaces to an acceptance and repair
standard to assure an adequate cladding bond to allow
later ultrasonic testing of the base metal. Size of
cladding bonding defect allowed is 1/4" x 3/4".

(2) The design of the reactor vessel shell in the core
area is a clean, uncluttered cylindrical surface to
permit future positioning of test equipment without
obstruction.

(3) Reactor Vessel Postoperational Ultrasonic Testing - To
establish baselines for later testing, during the mana-
facturing stage, selected areas of the reactor vessel
are ultrasonic tested and mapped to facilitate the in-
service inspection program.

The areas selected for ultrasonic testing mapping include:

a) Vessel flange radius, including the vessel flange
to upper shell weld



b) Middle shell course

c) Lower shell course above the radial core supports

d) Exterior surface of the closure head from the
flange knuckle to the cooling shroud

e) Nozzle to upper shell weld

f) Middle shell to lower shell weld

g) Upper shell to middle shell weld

The preoperational ultrasonic testing of these areas was performed
after hydrostatic testing of the reactor vessel.

A qualified inspector employed by an insurance company authorized
to write boiler and pressure vessel insurance certifies all
examinations.

Access to areas to be inspected is limited by the design of the
plant, having been designed before the In-Service Inspection Code
was developed. However, wherever possible, modifications have been
made to components and insulation to facilitate the inspection
program and allow easy access for examinations.

The data and results of the preoperational examinations serve as
base line date for the inservice inspection program to determine if
new indications have appeared or old indications have enlarged. (i)

See- also the Authority's response to 10 CFR 50, Appendix H "Reactor
Vessel Surveillance Requirements."

REFERENCES:

1) IP3-FSAR, Section 4.5.1 - Reactor Coolant System, Inspections
and Tests, In-Service Inspection; pp. 4.5-14, 4.5-15, 4.5-16.



Criterion 33 - Reactor Coolant Makeup - A system to supply reactor
coolant makeup for protection against small breaks in the reactor
coolant pressure boundary shall be provided. The system safety
function shall be to assure that specified acceptable fuel design
limits are not exceeded as a result of reactor coolant loss due to
leakage from the reactor coolant pressure boundary and rupture
of small piping or other small components which are part of the
boundary. The system shall be designed to assure that for offsite
electric power system operation (assuming onsite power is not
available) the system safety function can be accomplished using the
piping, pumps, and valves used to maintain coolant inventory during
normal reactor operation.

RESPONSE:

Makeup to the reactor coolant system is provided by the Chem-
ical and Volume Control System.

Makeup for normal plant leakage is regulated by the reactor makeup
control which is set by the operator to blend water from the primary
water storage tank with concentrated boric acid to match the reactor
coolant boron concentration. One primary makeup water pump and one
boric acid transfer pump are normally aligned for operation on demand
form the reactor make control system.(1),

The "automatic makeup" mode of operation of the reactor makeup
control provides boric acid solution preset to match the boron
concentration in the Reactor Coolant System. The automatic makeup
compensates for minor leakage of reactor coolant without causing
significant changes in the coolant boron concentration. (1)

Rupture of small cross section will cause explusion of the coolant at
a rate which can be accomdated by the charging pumps which would
maintain an operational water level in the pressurizer permitting the
operator to execute an orderly shutdown. The coolant which would
be released to the containment contains the fission products existing
in it.(2)

Should a break occur, which is larger than the capacity of the chargii
pumps, depressurization of the Reactor Coolant System causes fluid to
flow to the Reactor Coolant System from the pressurizer resulting in a
pressure and level decrease in the pressurizer. Reactor trip occurs
when the pressurizer low pressure trip or overtemperature AT setpoint
is reached. The Safety Injection System is actuated when the appropri-
ate pressuizer low pressure setpoint is reached. Reactor Trip and
Safety Injection System actuation are also initiated by a high
containment pressure signal. The consequences of the accident are
limited in two ways:

1. Reactor trip and borated water injection supplement void formatioi
in causing rapid reduction of nuclear power to the residual
corresponding to the delayed fission and fission product decay.

2. Injection of borated water ensures sufficien2 flooding of the
core to prevent excessive clad temperatures. .



A high degree of functional reliability is assured in the Chemical
and Volume Control System by providing standby components where
performance is vital to safety and by assuring fail-safe response
to the most probable mode of failure. Special provisions include
duplicate heat tracing with alarm protection of lines, valves, and
components normally containing concentrated boric acid.

The system has three high pressure charging pumps, each capable of
supplying the normal reactor coolant pump seal and makeup flow.

The electrical equipment of the Chemical and Volume Control System
is arranged so that multiple items receive their power from various
480 volt buses. Each of the three charging pumps are powered from
separate 480 volt buses. The two boric acid transfer pumps are also
powered from separate 480 volt buses. One charging pump and one
boric acid transfer pump are capable of meeting cold shutdown
requirements shortly after full-power operation. In cases of
loss of a-c power, a charging pump and a boric acid transfer pump can
be placed on the emergency diesels if necessary.(3)

Three charging pumps inject coolant into the Reactor Coolant System.
The pumps are the variable speed positive displacement type, and all
parts in contact with the reactor coolant are fabricated of austenitic
stainless steel or other materlal of adequate corrosion resistance.
These pumps have mechanical packing followed by a leakoff to collect
reactor coolant before it can leak to the outside atmosphere. Pump
leakage is piped to the drain header for disposal. The pump design
prevents lubricating oil from contaminating the charging flow, and the
integral discharge valves act as check valves.

Each pump is designed to provide the normal charging flow and the
reactor coolant pump seal water supply during normal seal leakage.
Each pump is designed to provide rated flow against a pressure equal
to the sum of the Reactor Coolant System normal maximum pressure
(exisitng when the pressurizer power operated relief valve is
operating) and the piping, valve and equipment pressure losses at the
design charging flows. (4?

At least two separate and independent flow paths are available for
reactor coolant boration; i.e., either the charging line, or the
reactor coolant pumps labyrinths. The malfunction or failure of
one component will not result in the inability to borate the Reactor
Coolant System. An alternate supply path is always available for
emergency boration of the reactor coolant. As backup to the boration
system, the operator can align the refueling water storage tank out-
let to the suction of the charging pumps.

On loss of seal injection water to the reactor coolant pump seals,
seal water flow may be reestablished by manually starting a stand-
by charging pump. Even if the seal water injection flow is not re-
established, the plant can be operated indefinitely since the thermal
barrier cooler has sufficient capacity to cool the reactor coolant
flow which would pass through the thermal barrier cooler and seal
leakoff from the pump volute.



Boration during normal operation to compensate for power changes
will be indicated to the operator from two sources; (a) the
control rod movement and (b) the flow indicators in the boric acid
transfer pump discharge line. When the emergency boration path is
used, two indications are available to the operator. The charging
line flow indicator will indicate boric acid flow since the charging
pump suction is aligned to the boric acid transfer pump suction for
this mode of operation. The change in bori T5 cid tank level is
another indication of boric acid injection.

REFERENCES:

1. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 9.2.2, System Design and
Operation; pp. 9.2-12, 9.2-13.

2. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 14.3.2.1, Loss of Reactor
Coolant from Small Ruptured Pipes or from Cracks in Large Pipes
which Actuate the Emergency Core Cooling System - Identification
of Causes and Accident Description; p. 14.3.2-1.

3. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 9.2.3, Chemical .and Volume
Control System Availability and Reliability; p. 9.2-37.

4. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 9.2.2 Chemical and Volume
Control System Design and Operation-Charging Pumps; p.9.2-21.

5. Indian Point Unit FSAR, Section 9.2.2, Chemical and Volume
Control System Design Evaluation-Malfunction Analysis; p. 9.2-41.



Criterion 34 - Residual Heat Removal. A system to remove residual
heat shall be provided. The safety function shall be to transfer
fission product decay heat and other residual heat from the re-
actor core at a rate such that specified acceptable fuel design
limits and the design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary are not exceeded.

Suitable redundancy in components and features, and suitable in-
terconnections, leak detection, and isolation capabilities shall
be provided to assure that for onsite electric power system opera-
tion (assuming offsite power is not available) and for offsite
electric power system operation (assuming onsite power is not
available), the system safety function can be accomplished, assuming
a single failure.

RESPONSE:

Systems have been provided to remove residual heat from the reactor
core and to cool down the reactor as follows:

During the first phase of cooldown, the reactor coolant system tem-
perature is reduced by transferring decay heat and sensible heat to
the steam and power conversion system. From hot standby conditions,
residual heat removal requirements are normally satisfied by steam
bypass to the condensers (refer to FSAR Section 10.2.1 for a
description of the steam bypass system). Core decay heat can be
continuously dissipated via the steam bypass to the condenser as
feedwater in the steam generator is converted to steam by heat ab-
sorption. Normally, the capability to feed the steam generator is
provided by operation of the turbine cycle feedwater system. In
the unlikely event of complete loss of electrical power to the
station, decay heat removal would be assured by the availability of
the safety grade auxiliary feedwater system and steam discharge to
the atmosphere via the main steam safety valves and atmospheric relief
valves. (I) Either the steam-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps can
supply sufficient feedwater for removal of decay heat from the core
and reduce the reactor coolant system temperature.

The above systems/equipment are used for residual heat removal until
the reactor coolant system temperature and pressure are reduced to
approximately 350F and 400 to 425 psig. At this point, the RHR loop
subsystem of the safety injection is placed into service to remove the
decay heat and sensible heat from the reactor coolant system. (2)
Normally, two pumps and two heat exchangers are used for residual heat
removal by taking suction from the reactor coolant system and dis-
charging through the heat exchangers back into the reactor coolant
system. All active loop compo mits which are relied upon to-perform
their function are redundant. .. Only one pump and one heat ex-
changer are needed to accomplish the decay heat removal and reduce
the reactor gQlant system temperature, but this will occur at a re-
duced rate. 'Cooling water for the RHR heat exchangers is supplied



by the component cooling water system. The component cooling
water (CCW) system, described in FSAR, Section 9.3, is a closed
system which serves as an intermediate system between the reactor
coolant and the service water system. This double barrier arrange-
ment reduces the probability of leakage of radioactive reactor
coolant to the service water system. Radiation monitors are pro-
vided in the component cooling water system to detect reactor cool-
ant leakage. (5) Active loop components which are relied upon to
perform the cooling function are redundant. (6) Three CCW pumps
and two CCW heat exchangers are normally utilized to remove the
residual heat during plant shutdown. If one of the pumps or one
of the heat exchangers is not operable, safe shutdown is not
affected. However, the cooldown time is extended. (7) Components
of the CCW system required for residual heat removal can be supplied
by the onsite emergency power system.

Cooling water for the CCW system is provided by the service water
system, described in FSAR Section 9.6.1.

Sufficient redundancy of active and passive components is provided
to ensure that cooling is maintained for vital heat loads for short
and long periods in accordance with the single failure criteria.
The system consists of two independent supply headers with each
header being supplied by three pumps. Either of the tw9 headers
can be used to supply cooling for the essential loads. . Either
one of the two sets of three service water pumps can be powered by
the emergency diesels. (9)

REFERENCES:

1. IP3 FSAR Section 10.7.6

2. IP3 FSAR Section 9.3

3. IP3 FSAR p. 9.'3-2

4. IP3 FSAR p. 9.3-5

5. IP3 FSAR p. 9.3-5

6. IP3'FSAR p. 9.3-1

7. IP3 FSAR p. 9.3-5

8. IP3 FSAR p.,9.6.1-1

9. IP3 FSAR p. 9.6.1-3



Criterion 35 - Emergency Core Cooling - A system to provide
abundant emergency core cooling shall be provided. The system
safety function shall be to transfer heat from the reactor core
following any loss of reactor coolant at a rate such that (1) fuel
and clad damage that could interfere with continued effective core
cooling is prevented and (2) clad metal-water reaction is limited to
negligible amounts.

Suitable redundancy in components and features, and suitable inter-
connections, leak detection, isolation, and containment capabilities
shall be provided to assure that for onsite electric power system
operation (assuming offsite power is not available) and for offsite
electric power system operation (assuming onsite power is not avail-
able) the system safety function can be accomplished, assuming a
single failure.

RESPONSE:

Adequate emergency core cooling is provided by the Safety Injection
System (which constitutes the Emergency Core Cooling System) whose
components operate in three modes. These modes are delineated as
passive accumulator injection, active safety injection and residual
heat removal recirculation.

The system assures that the core will remain intact and in place with
its essential heat transfer geometry preserved following a rupture
in the Reactor Coolant System. It also assure that the extent of
metalwater reaction is limited such that the amount of hydrogen
generated from this source, in combination with that from other
sources, is tolerable in the containment. This capability is provided
during the simultaneous occurrence of a Design Basis Earthquake.
This protection is afforded for:

1. All pipe break sizes up to and including the hypothetical instanta'
neous circumferential rupture of a reactor coolant loop, assuming
unobstructed discharge from both ends.

2. A loss of coolant associated with the rod ejection accident.

3. A steam generator tube rupture.

The primary function of the Emergency Core Cooling. System for the rup-
tures described above, is to remove' the stored and fission product
decay heat from the core such that fuel damage, to the extent that
would impair effective cooling of the core, is prevented. This implies
that the core remain intact and in place, with its essential heat
transfer geometry preserved. To assure effective cooling of the
core, limits on peak clad temperature and local metal-water reaction
will not be exceeded. It has been demonstrated in the Westinghouse
Rod Burst Program that for conditions within the area of safe operation
fuel rod integrity is maintained.

To limit the production of hydrogen in the containment, the overall
metal water reaction is limited to 1%.,



In evaluating the ECCS performance, consideration is given to core
geometry distortion caused by swelling or fuel rod bursting.

For any rupture of a steam pipe and the associated uncontrolled heat
removal from the core, the Safety Injection System adds shutdown
reactivity so that with a stuck rod, no off-site power and minimum
engineered safety features, there is no consequential damage to the
Reactor Coolant System and the core remains in place and intact.

Redundancy and segregation of instrumentation and components is incor-
porated to assure that postulated malfunctions will not impair the
ability of the system to meet the design objectives. The system is
effective in the event of loss of normal station auxiliary power
coincident with the loss of coolant, and is tolerant of failures
of any single component or instrument channel to respond actively
in the system. During the recirculation phase of a loss of coolant,
the system is tolerant of a loss of any part of the flow path since
back up alternative flow path capability is provided.

The ability of the Safety Injection System to meet its capability
objectives is presented in Section 6.2.3 of the Indian Point Unit 3
FSAR. The analysis of the accidents is presented in Section 14 of the
FSAR.(1)

The measure of effectiveness of the Safety Injection System is the
ability of the pumps and accumulators to keep the core flooded or to
reflood the core rapidly where the core has been uncovered for postu-
lated large area ruptures. The result of this performance is to
sufficiently limit any increase in clad temperature below a value
where emergency core cooling objectives are met (Section 6.2.1 of
the Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR).

With minimum on-site emergency power available (two-of-three diesel
generators) the emergency core cooling equipment available is two out
of three safety injection pumps, one out of two residual heat pumps,
and three out of four accumulators for a cold leg break and four
accumulators for a hot leg break. With these systems, the calculated
maximum fuel cladding temperature is limited to a temperature less
than that which meets the emergency core cooling design objectives
for all break sizes up to and including the double-ended severence of
the reactor coolant pipe. (Section 14.3.1 of the Indian Point Unit
3 FSAR)

For large area ruptures analyzed (14.3.1 of the Indian Point Unit 3
FSAR) the clad temperatures are turned around by the accumulator
injection. The active pumping components serve only to complete
the refill started by the accumulators. Either two safety injection
pumps or one residual heat removal pump provides sufficient addition
of water to continue the reduction of clad temperature initially
caused by the accumulator.(2)



References:

1. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 6.2.1, Safety Injection System
Design Basis - Emergency Core Cooling System Capability;
pp. 6.2-1 - 6.2.2.

2. Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Section 6.2.3, Safety Injection
System Design Evaluation - Range of Core Protection; p. 6.2-36.



Criterion 36 - Inspection of emergency core cooling system. The
emergency core cooling system shall be designed to permit appropriate
periodic inspection of important components, such as spray rings in
the reactor pressure vessel, water injection nozzles, and piping,
to assure the integrity and capability of the system.

RESPONSE:

Design provisions are made to the extent practical to facilitate
access to the critical parts of the reactor vessel internals, pipes,
valves and pumps for visual or boroscopic inspection for erosion,
corrosion and vibration wear evidence, and for non-destructive test
inspection where such techniques are desirable and appropriate. (1)

All components of the Safety Injection System are inspected Periodically
to demonstrate svstem readiness.

The pressure containing components are inspected for leaks from
pump seals, valyl)packing, flanged joints and safety valves during
system testing.

REFERENCES:

1) IP3-FSAR, Section 6.2.1 - Inspection of Emergency Core Cooling
System - p. 6.2-3.

2) IP3-FSAR, Section 6.2.5 - Inspections and Tests, System Testing;
p. 6.2-45.



Criterion 37 - Testing of emergency core cooling system. The
emergency core cooling system shall be designed to permit appro-
priate periodic pressure and functional testing to assure (1) the
structural and leak-tight integrity of its components, (2) the
operability and performance of the active components of the system,
and (3) the operability of the system as a whole and, under condi-
tions as close to design as practical, the performance of the full
operational sequence that brings the system into operation, in-
cluding operation of applicable portions of the protection system,
the transfer between normal and emergency power sources, and the
operation of the associated cooling water system.

RESPONSE: /

The design of the Safety Injection System provides for capability
to initially test, to the extent practical, the full operational
sequence up, to the design conditions to demonstrate the state of
readiness and capability of the system.(4)

The design provides for periodic testing of active components for
operability'and functional performance.

Power sources are arranged to permit individual actuation of each
active component of the Safety Injection System.

The safety injection pumps can be tested periodically during plant
operation using teh minimum flow recirculation lines provided. The
residual heat removal pumps are used every time the residual heat
removal loop is put into operation and can be tested periodically.
All remote operated valves are exercised and actuation circuits are
tested during routine plant maintenance.(I)

All components of the Safety Injection System are inspected period-
ically to demonstrate system readiness.

The pressure containing components are inspected for leaks from
pump seals, valve packing, flanged joints and safety valves during
system testing.

In addition, to the extent practical, the critical parts of the
reactor vessel internals, pipes, valves and pumps are inspected
visually or by boroscopic examination for erosion, corrosion, and
vibration wear evidence, and for non-destructive test inspection
where such techniques are desirable and appropriate.(2)

Initial functional tests of the core cooling portion of the safety
injection systems were conducted before initial plant start-up.
These tests were performed following the flushing and hydrostatic
testing of the system and with the Reactor Coolant System-cold.
The Safety Injection System valving was set initially to simulate
the system alignment during plant power operation.

These functional tests were divided into two parts:

(a) Demonstrate the proper function of instrumentation and
actuation circuits, confirm valve operating times,



confirm pump motor starting times, and demonstrate the
proper automatic sequencing of load addition to the.
emergency diesels.

The tests were repeated for the various mode of oper-
ation needed to demonstrate performance at partial effective-
ness, i.e., to demonstrate the proper loading sequence
with two of the three emergency diesels, and to demonstrate
the correct automatic starting of a second pump should the
first pump fail to respond. These tests were performed
without delivery of water to the reactor coolant system,
but include starting of all pumping equipment involved in
each test.

(b) Demonstrate the proper delivery rates of injection water to
the Reactor Coolant System.

To initiate the first part of the test, the safety injection block
switch was moved to the unblock position to provide control power
allowing the automatic actuation of the safety injection relays
from the low water level and low-pressure signals from the pres-
surizer instrumentation. Simultaneously, the breakers supplying
outside power to the 480 volt buses were tripped manually and
operation of-the emergency diesel system automatically commence.
The high-head safety injection pumps and the residual heat removal
pumps started automatically following the prescribed diesel loading
sequence. The valves operated automatically to. align the flow
path for injection into the reactor coolant system.

The second portion of the test was initiated by manually starting
individual pumps on mini-flow and manually opening the appropriate
isolation valves to deliver water to the Reactor Coolant System.
Data was taken to verify proper pump performance and flow delivery
rates.(3)

All'components of the Safety Injection System are inspected period-
ically to demonstrate system readiness.

The pressure containing components are inspected for leaKs from
pump seals, valve packing, flanged joints and safety valves during
system testing.

Pre-operational performance tests of the components were performed
in the manufacturer's shop. The pressure-containing parts of the
pump were hydrostatically tested in accordance with Paragraph
UG-99 of Section VIII of the ASME Code. Each pump was given a
complete shop performance test in accordance with Hydraulic Insti-
tute Standards. The pumps were run at design flow a43 Lead, shut-'
off head and at additional points to verify performance character-
istics. NPSH was established at design flow by means of adjusting
suction pressure for a representative pump. This test was witnessed
by qualified Westinghouse personnel.



The remote operated valves in the safety injection systems are
motor-operated. Shop tests for each valve included a hydrostatic
pressure test, leakage tests, a check of opening and closing time,
and verification of torque switch and limit switch settings. The
ability of the motor operator to move the valve with the desing
differential pressure across the gate was demonstrated by opening
the valve with an appropriate hydrostatic pressure on one side of
the valve.

The recirculation piping and accumulators were hydrostatically
tested at 150 percent of design pressure.

The service water and component cooling water pumps were throughly
tested prior to initial operation.

Periodic testing of the safety injection system components and all
necessary support systems at power is a portion of the Authority's
test program. No inflow to the Reactor Coolant System will occur
whenever the rea'ctor coolant pressure is above 1500 psi. If such
testing indicates a need for corrective maintenance, the redundacy
of equipment in these systems permits such maintenance to be
performed without shutting down or reducing load under conditions
defined in the Technical Specifications. These conditions include
the period within which the component should be restored to service
and the capability of the remaining equipment to meet safety limits
within such a period.

The operation of the remote stop valves in the accumulator tank
discharge line may be tested by opening the remote test valves just
downstream of the stop valve. Flow through the test line can be
observed on instruments and the opening and closing of the discharge
line stop valves can be sensed on this instrumentation. Test
circuits are provided to periodically examine the leakage back
through the check valves and to ascertain that these valves seat
whenever the reactor system pressure is raised.

This test is routinely performed when the reactor is being returned
to power after an outage and the reactor pressure is raised above
the accumulator pressure. If leakage through a check valve should
become excessive, the isolation valve would be closed. (The safety
injection actuation signal will cause this valve to open should it
be in the closed position at the time of a loss-of-coolant accident.)
The performance of the check valves has been carefully studied and
is highly unlikely that the accumulator lines would have to be
closed because of leakage.

The recirculation pumps are normally in a dry sump. Minimum flow
testing of these pumps is performed during refueling operation by
filling the recirculation sump and opening the miniflow valve on
the discharge of the pump and directing the flow back to the sump.
Those service water and component cooling pumps which are not run-
ning during normal operation may be tested by alternating them with
the operating pumps.

The content of the accumulators, the boron injection tank and the
refueling water storage tank are s4mpled periodically to assure
that the required boron concentration is present.



REFERENCES:
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p. 6.2-3.
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Criterion 38 - Containment Heat Removal. A system to remove heat
from the reactor containment shall be provided. The system safety
function shall be to reduce rapidly, consistent with the functioning
of other associated systems, the containment pressure and temperature
following any loss-of-coolant accident and maintain them at acceptable
low levels.

Suitable redundancy in components and features, and suitable inter-
connections, leak detection, isolation, and containment capabilities
shall be provided to assure that for onsite electric power system
operation (assuming offsite power is not. available) and for offsite
electric power system operation (assuming onsite power is not
available) the system safety function can be accomplished, assuming
a single failure.

RESPONSE:

The reactor containment heat removal function is accomplished by two
independent, full capacity, systems.

The containment spray system, as described in IP3 PSAR Section 6.3,
sprays cool water into the containment atmosphere, when appropriate,
in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident and thereby ensureS that the
containment pressure does not exceed the design value.

The containment air recirculation cooling and filtration system, descrit
in FSAR Section 6.4, is designed to recirculate and cool the containment
atmosphere in the event of a loss of coolant accident to limit-con-
tainment pressure within the design valve.

In the event of a Design Basis Accident, any one of the following
combinations will provide sufficient cooling to reduce containment
pressure at a rate consistent with limiting off-site doses to
acceptable values: (1) five fan-cooler units; (2) two containment
spray pump; or (3) three fan-cooler units and one spray pump.
Capability of the containment heat removal systems to reduce the
containment pressure and temperature levels is discussed on FSAR
Pages 14.3.4-16 thru 26. The containment cooling system capability
assumed in the analysis was one of two available containment spray
subsystems and three of five available containment fan cooler untis.
This is the minimum equipment available considering the single
failure criteria in the emergency power system, the spray system and
the fan cooler system.(1)

REFERENCE:

1. IP3-FSAR, Section 14.3.4 - Containment Integrity Evaluation;
p. 14.3.4-21.



Criterion 39 - Inspection of containment heat removal system.
The containment heat removal system shall be designed to permit
appropriate periodic inspection of important components such as
torus, sumps, spray nozzles and piping to assure the integrity
and capability of the system.

RESPONSE:

Where practicable, all active components and passive components
of the Containment Spray System are inspected periodically to
determine system readiness. The pressure containing components are
inspected for leaks from pump seals, valves packing, flanged joints
and safety valves. During operational testing of the containemtn
spray pumps, the portions of the system subjected to pump pressure
are inspected for leaks. Design provisions for inspection of the
Safety Injection System, which also function as part of the Containment
Spary System, as described in Section 6.2.5. of the IP3-FSAR.(I)

Provisions have been made to extent practical to facilitate access
for periodic visual inspection of all important components of the
Containment Air Recirculation Cooling and Filtration' System.

The Containment Air Recirculation Cooling and Filtration System is
designed to the extent practical so that the components can be
tested periodically, and after any component maintenance, for
operability and functional performance.

The air recirculation and cooling units, and the service water
pumps, which supply the cooling units, are in operation on an
essentially continuous schedule during plant operation, and no
additional periodic test are required.

Means are provided to initially test to the extent practical the
full operational sequences of the Air Recirculation System including
transfer to alternate power sources.( 2 )

REFERENCES:

1. IP3-FSAR, Section 6.3.1 - Containment Spray System Design
Bases Inspection of Containment Pressure Reducing System;
p. 6.3-2.

2. IP3-FSAR, Section 6.4.1 - Containment Air Recirculation Cooling
and Filtration System Design Bases; p. 6.4-4.



Criterion 40 - Testing of Containment Heat Removal System. The
containment heat removal system shall be designed to permit ap-
propriate periodic pressure and functional testing to assure:

a) The structural and leaktight integrity of its components.

b) The operability and performance of the active components
of the system.

c) The operability of the system as a whole, and, under
conditions as close to the design as practical, the
performance of the full operational sequence that brings
the system into operation, including operation of
applicable portions of the protection system, the
transfer between normal and emergency power sources,
and the operation of the associated cooling water
system.

RESPONSE:

The Containment Spray System Iactive components are periodically
tested as well as after maintenance is performed. (1) Permanent
test lines for the cont~ainment spray loops are provided so that
system components may be tested. Air test lines for checking
that the spray nozzles are unobstructed are provided. Capability
was provided to test initially to the extent practical, the
operational start-up sequence of the containment spray system
including the transfer to alternate power sources. (1) Periodic
testing is conducted to verify proper sequencing of valves and
pumps on initiation of the containment spray signal and to demon-
strate the proper operation of all remotely operated valves and
the spray pumps.

Surveillance testing of the containment spray system is described
in Technical Specification 4.5 I.B. and 4.5.11, system tests, are
performed at each reactor refueling interval. Test is considered
satisfactory if visual observations indicate all have operated
satisfactorily. The pressure containing components are inspected
for leaks from pump seals,' valve packing, flanged joints and
safety valves. During operational testing of the containment
spray pumps, the portions of the system subjected to pump pressure
are inspected for leaks. (1)

The containment air recirculation cooling and filtration system
is designed to the extent pr .actical so that components can be
tested periodically, and after any component maintenance, for
operability and functional performance. (2) The air recirculation
and cooling units and the service water pumps, which supplies the
cooling units, are in operation on an essentially continuous basis
during plant operation and therefore, no additional periodic tests



are necessary.(2) Means were provided to test initially to the
extent practical the full operational sequence 'of the system,
including transfer to alternate power sources. (2) Surveillance
testing requirements for the containment air cooler units are
listed in Table 4.1-3 of Technical Specifications.

The containment air cooling units are supplied with cooling-water
from the service water system, as described in FSAR section 9.6.1.
Two of the three nuclear service water pumps are required for
operation during normal containment cooling. For emergency
operation, two independent full flow, isolation valves open auto-
matically in the event of a high containment pressure signal or
safety injection signal.

References:

1) IP3-FSAR, Section 6.3.1 - Containment Spray System Design
Bases; pp. 6.3-2, 6.3-3.

2) IP3-FSAR, Section 6.4.1 - Containment Air Recirculation
Cooling and Filtration System Design Bases; p. 6.4-2.



Criterion 41 - Containment Atmosphere Cleanup. Systems to control
fission products, hydrogen, oxygen, and other substances which
may be released into the reactor containment shall be provided
as necessary to reduce, consistent with the functioning of other
associated systems, the concentration and quality of fission
products released to the environment following postulated accidents,
and to control the concentration of hydrogen or oxygen and other
substances in the containment atmosphere following postulated
accidents to assure that containment integrity is maintained.

Each system shall have suitable redundancy in components and
features, and suitable interconnections, leak detection, isolation,
and containment capabilities to assure that for onsite electric
power system operation (assuming offsite power is not available)
and for offsite electric power system operation (assuming onsite
power is not available) its safety function can be accomplished,
assuming a single failure.

RESPONSE:

The containment air recirculation cooling and filtration system
described in FSAR section 6.4, is designed to remove fission pro-
ducts from the containment atmosphere should they be released in
the event of an accident. The filtration capacity of the system
is sufficient to reduce the concentration of fission products in
the containment atmosphere following a loss of reactor coolant to
levels ensuring that the 2 hour and 30 day thyroid doses will be
limited to within the guidelines of 10 CFR 100. (l) Details of
the site boundary dose calculation are given in FSAR section 14.3.5.
The containment spray system also serves as a removal mechanism
for fission products postulated to be dispersed in the containment
atmosphere. Suitable redundancy has been provided for these systems.
In the event of a Design Basis Accident, three charcoal'filters and
their associated recirculation fans (five recirculation fans and
filters have been provided), along with one of two containment
spray pumps and sodium hydroxide addition, will reduce airborne
organic and molecular iodine activities sufficiently to limit
off-site doses to acceptable values. These constitute the minimum
safeguards for iodine removal and are capable of being operated
on emergency power with one diesel generator inoperable. (2) A
single failure analysis has been made on all active components
of the containment air recirculation cooling and filtration system
to show that the failure of any single active component will not
prevent fulfilling the design function. The analysis is summarized
in FSAR Table 6.4-1. A similar analysis for the containment spray
system is summarized in FSAR Table 6.3-4.

Two full rated recombination systems, as described in FSAR section
6.8, are provided to control the hydrogen evolved in the contain-
ment following a loss-of-coolant accident. Either system is
capable of preventing the hydrogen concentration from exceeding
2% by volume within the containment (Ref. to FSAR section 14.3.6
for hydrogen generation analysis). Power supplies for the re-
combiners are separate so that loss of one power supply will not



affect the remaining system. Sufficient system redundancy,and
independence are provided such that no single active or passive
component failure can negate the minimum requirements of operation.(3)

References:

1) IP3-FSAR, p. 6.4-4
2) IP3 Technical Specifications, p. 3.3-18
3) IP3 FSAR, p. 6.8-1



Criterion 42 - Inspection of Containment Atmosphere Cleanup
Systems. The containment atmosphere cleanup systems shall be
designed to permit appropriate periodic inspection of important
components, such as filter frames, ducts, and piping to assure
the integrity and capability of the systems.

RESPONSE:

Access is available for visual inspection of the containment air
recirculation cooling and filtration system components including
fans, cooling coils, dampers, filter units and ductwork. Pro-
visions have been made for ready removal of the filters for
inspection and testing.(1)

Design provisions are (made to the extent practical to facilitate
access for periodic visual inspections of all important components
of the containment spray system. (2)

Periodic operating checks of the hydrogen recombiner system and
its blower are specified in Technical Specification Sections 4.51-C
and II-D. The portion of the system located outside the contain-
ment should be readily accessible for inspection at any time,
while the containment portion would be accessible for inspection
during reactor shutdown.

References:

1.) IP3-FSAR, p. 6.4-25
2.) IP3-FSAR, p. 1.3-26



Criterion 43 - Testing of Containment Atmosphere Cleanup Systems.
The containment atmosphere cleanup systems shall be designed to
permit appropriate periodic pressure and functional testing to
assure (1) the structural and leaktight integrity of its com-
ponents, (2) the operability and performance of the active com-
ponents of the systems such as fans, filters, dampers, pumps, and
valves and (3) the operability of the systems as a whole and under
conditions as close to design as practical, the performance of the
full operational sequence that brings the systems into operation,
including operation of applicable portions of the protection
system, the transfer between normal and emergency power sources,
and the operation of associated systems.

RESPONSE:

The containment air recirculation cooling and filtration system
is designed to the extent practical so that components can be
tested periodically and after maintenance, for operability and
functional performance. The air recirculation and cooling units
are in operation on an essentially continuous schedule during
plant operation and no additional periodic tests are required.(I)

The closed dampers, which allow for charcoal filter bypass during
normal operation, can be periodically tested in a non-operating
unit by activating controls and verifying deflection by instru-
ments in the control room. Representative sample elements in
each of the activated carbon filter plenums will be removed
periodically during shutdowns and tested to verify their con-
tinued efficiency. After reinstallation, the filter assemblies
will be tested in place in accordance with IP-3 Technical Speci-
fications Section 4.5 to determine integrity of the flow path. (2)

Means were provided to test initially under conditions as close
to design as was practical the full operational sequence that
would bring the system into action, including transfer to the
emergency diesel-generator power source. Surveillance testing
of the containment air filtration system is covered in Technical
Specifications 4.5 II C.

One of the design bases for the hydrogen recombination system was
that the system shall be testable during normal operating conditions
of the plant.(3) Operating check of the system is performed
periodically, as specified in Technical Specifications 4.5 I C.
At each normal reactor refueling, each recombiner is tested to
verify ignition and attainment of normal operating temperatures.
At six months intervals, a complete control system test is con-
ducted.

Testing of the Containment Spray System is addressed in the
Authority's response to GDC 40.



References:

1) IP3 FSAR, p. 6.4-2

2) IP3 FSAR, p. 6.4-3

3) IP3 FSAR, p. 6.8-1



Criterion 44 - Cooling Water.

A system to transfer heat from structures, systems,
and components important to safety, to an ultimate
heat sink shall be provided. The system safety func-
tion shall be to transfer the combined heat load of
these structures, systems, and components under normal
operating and accident conditions.

RESPONSE:

A closed-loop component cooling system and a once through service
water system are provided to transfer heat loads from structures,
systems and components important to safety to an ultimate heat
sink. The component cooling system transfers heat loads to the
service water system via component cooling heat exchangers. The
service water system takes water from the Hudson River and supplies
cooling water for the component cooling system and other various
heat loads from structures, systems and components important to
safety. The Hudson River is used as the ultimate heat sink.(I)

Suitable redundancy in components and features and suitable
interconnections, leak detection, and isolation capabilities
shall be provided to assure that for onsite electric power
system operation (assuming offsite power is not available)
and for offsite electric power system operation (assuming
onsite power is not available) the system safety function
can be accomplished, assuming a single failure.

RESPONSE:

Six identical service water pumps and three back-up service water
pumps are provided to supply cooling water to the service water
system. Sufficient redundancy of active and passive components
is provided to ensure that cooling is maintained to vital loads
for short and long periods in accordance with the single failure
criteria. Two independent service water headers are provided
with each being supplied by three pumps. Either of the two
supply headers can be used to supply the essential loads, with
the other feeding the non-essential loads. Leak detection in
the service water system for both inside and outside of the
containment can be accomplished by methods described in FSAR
Section 6.7.1.2.

The only major components in the service water system located in-
side the containment are the fan cooling units. Each unit is
provided with valves so that it may be isolated for leak testing.
Should there be a failure in the piping or valves at the header
supplying water to the fan cooling units, one of the two series
valves in the center of the header can be closed and service
will continue on the side of the header opposite the failure.
Likewise, operation of at least one component cooling heat ex-
changer (located outside the containment) is assured despite the
failure of any single or passive component in the system from
the service water pumps for the heat exchangers themselves. (2)



A single failure analysis of nuclear service water pumps and dis-
charge line isolation valve is shown on FSAR Tables 6.4-1 and
6.4-2.

The component cooling system is designed to remove residual and
sensible heat from the reactor coolant system during plant shut-
down, cool the letdown. flow during power operation, and to provide
cooling to dissipate waste heat from various primary plant com-
ponents. Active loop components in the system are redundant.
The component cooling water system is provided with two main
headers. Isolation valves are furnished to allow each loop to
be isolated and operated as an independent component cooling loop.
The loop design provides for detection of radioactivity entering
the loop from reactor coolant source and also provide for isolation.

Water leakage from the component cooling loop can be detected by
a falling level in the component cooling surge tanks. The component
which is leaking can be located by sequential isolation or inspec-
tion of equipment in the loop. A failure analysis of pumps, heat
exchangers and Valves is presented in FSAR Table 9.3-5.

Other means of leak detection in the component cooling system are
covered in FSAR Section 6.7.1.2.

Three component cooling pumps and two heat exchangers are pro-
vided for the component cooling system. During normal full power
operation, two pumps and one heat exchanger will accommodate the
heat removal loads. The third pump provides 50% backup and the
second heat exchanger provides 100% backup during normal operation.
All three pumps and two heat exchangers are to be utilized to
remove the residual and sensible heat during normal plant shut-
down.(4)

The cooling water system pumps can be operated on onsite electric
power or offsite power to accomplish the, system safety function.
In addition, the onsite sources of emergency power from three
diesel-generator sets are provided to the safety related pumps
required to perform the system safety function upon loss of the
normal power supply. (5)

References:

1.) IP3-FSAR, pp. 9.3-1, 9.6-1
2.) " " pp. 9.6.1-3, 9.6.1-4
3.) It of p. 9.3-14
4.) " " p. 9.3-5
5.) " " pp. 8.2-11 and 9.6.1-4



Criterion 45 - Inspection of Cooling Water System. The cooling
water system shall be designed to permit appropriate periodic
inspection of important components, such as heat exchangers and
piping, to assure the integrity and capability of the system.

RESPONSE:

The cooling water system operates when the reactor is in operation,
and is continuously monitored for satisfactory performance which
will indicate the integrity and capability Of the system. (i)

Indian Point 3 has a program for periodic inspection of pipe welds
and supports and components for leakage. The program has been
recently (April 1-3, 1980) reviewed and audited by NRC and is
currently being revised to incorporate NRC's recommendations and
comments.

References:

1.) IP3 - Technical Specifications, p. 4.5-6



Criterion 46 - Testing of Cooling Water System - The cooling
water system shall be designed to permit appropriate periodic
pressure and functional testing to assure (1) the structural
and leaktight integrity of its components, (2) the operability
and the performance of the active components of the system, and
(3) the operability of the system as a whole and, under conditions
as close to design as practical, the performance of the full
operational sequence that brings the system into operation for
reactor shutdown and for loss-of-coolant accidents, including
operation of applicable portions of the protection system and the
transfer between normal and emergency power sources.

RESPONSE:

The active components of the Auxiliary Coolant System are in either
continuous or intermittent use during normal plant operation. By
these means their satisfactory functional performance is assured.(1)

The residual heat removal loop is used to remove residual and
sensible heat from reactor coolant during normal shutdown and includes
provision2 for periodic hydrostratic testing to applicable code test
pressure.(2

A comprehensive program of plant testing has been formulated and
implemented for all equipment, systems and system control vital to
the functioning of engineered safety features. The program consists
of performance tests of individual pieces of equipment in the
manufacturer's shop, integrated tests of the system as a whole, and
periodic tests of the actuation circuitry and mechanical components
to assure reliable performance, upon demand throughout the plant
lifetime.

The initial tests of individual components and the integrated tests
of the system as a whole complement each other to assure performance
of the system as desi ned and to insure proper operation of the
actuation circuitry.(3)

The external recirculation flow paths are hydrotested during periodic
re-tests at the operating pressure. This is accomplished by running
each pump which could be utilized during external recirculation
(safety injection and residual heat removal pumps) in turn at near
shutoff head conditions and checking the discharge and recirculation
test lines. The suction lines are tested by running the residual
heat removal pumps and opening the flow path to the safety injection
pumps in the same manner as described above.

During'the above test, all system joints, valve packings, pump seals,
leakoff connections or other potential points of leakage are visually
examined. Valve gland packing, pump seals, and flanges are adjusted
or replaced as required to reduce the leakage to acceptable proportions.
For power operated valves, final packing adjustments are made, and
the valves are put through an operating cycle before a final leak-
age examination is made.



The entire recirculation loop except the recirculation line to
the residual heat removal pumps is pressurized during periodic
testing of the engineered safety feature components. The re-
circulation line to the residual heat removal pump is capable
of being hydrotested during plant shutdown and it is also lead (4)
tested at the time of the periodic retests of the containment.

REFERENCES:

(1) IP3-FSAR, Section 9.3.5 - Auxiliary Coolant Systems Tests
and Inspections; p. 9.3-19

(2) IP3-FSAR, Section 9.3.1 - Auxiliary Coolant System; p. 9.3-2

(3) IP3-FSAR, Section 6.1.1 - Engineered Safety Features
Criteria, Reliability and'Testability of Engineered
Safety Features; pp. 6-1.3, 6.1-4

(4) IP3-FSAR, Section 6.2.5 - Safety Inspection System -

Inspections and Tests; p. 6.2-69



Criterion 50 - Containment Design Basis. The reactor containment
structure, including access openings, penetrations, and the contain-
ment heat removal system shall be designed so that the containment
structure and its internal compartments can accommodate, without
exceeding the design leakage rate and with sufficient margin, the
calculated pressure and temperature conditions resulting from any
loss-of-coolant accident. This margin shall reflect consideration
of (1) the effects of potential energy sources that have not been
included in the determination of the peak conditions, such as energy
in steam generators and, as required by §50.44, energy from metal-
water and other chemical reactions that may result from degradation,
but not total failure, or emergency core coolign functioning; (2)
the limited experience and experimental data available for defining
accident phenomena and containment responses; and (3) the conserva-
tism of the calculational model and input parameters.

RESPONSE:

The containment structure and all penetrations were designed to with-
stand, within design limits, the combined loadings of the design
basis accident and design seismic conditions.

All piping systems which penetrate the vapor barrier are anchored
at the liner. The penetrations for the main steam, feedwater, blow-
down and sample lines were designed so that the penetration is strongel
than the piping system and that the vapor barrier is not breeched
due to a hypothesized pipe rupture combined, for the case of the
steam line, with the coincident internal pressure. The pipe capacity
in flexure was assumed to be limited to the plastic moment capacity
based upon the ultimate strength of the pipe material. All lines
connected to the primary coolant system that penetrate the vapor
barrier are also anchored in the secondary shield walls (i.e.,
walls surrounding the steam generators and reactor coolant pumps)
and are provided with at least one valve between the anchor and
the reactor coolant system. These anchors were designed to withstand
the thrust, moment and torque resulting from a hypothesized rupture
of the attached pipe.

All isolation valves are supported to withstand, without impairment
of valve operability, the combined loading of the design basis
accident and design basis seismic conditions.

Appendix 4B OF THE IP3-FSAR includes the details of the design of
primary system supports. In addition, the design pressure will
not be exceeded during any subsequent long-term pressure transient
determined by the combined effects of heat sources, such as residual
heat and limited metal-water reactions (as required by §50.44),
structural heat sinks and the operation of the engineered safeguards
the latter utilizing only the emergency electric power supply.kl,)

The following general criteria were followed to assure conservatism
in computing the required structural load capacity:



a) in calculating the containment pressure, rupture sizes up to
and including a double-ended severance of reactor coolant
pipe are considered.

b) In considering post-accident pressure effects, various mal-
functions of the emergency systems were evaluated. Contingent
mechanical or electrical failures are assumed to disable one
of the diesel generators, two of the five fan-cooler units
and one of the two containment spray untis. Equipment which
can be run from diesel power is described in Section 8 of the
IP3-FSAR.

c) The pressure and temperature loadings obtained by analyzing
various loss-of-coolant accidents, when combined with operating
loads and maximum wind or seismic forces, do not exceed the
load-carrying capacity of the structure, its access- opening or
penertrations.

The most stringent case of these analyses is summarized below:

Discharge of reactor coolant through a double-ended rupture of
the main loop piping, followed by operation of only these engi-
needed safety features which can run simultaneously with power from
two of the three on-site diesel generators (two high head safety
injection pumps, one recirculation pump, three fan cooler units,
one spray pump), results in a sufficiently low radioactive materials
leakage from the containment structure that there is no undue risk
to the health and safety of the public.(2)

The selection and use of containment materials comply with the
applicable codes and standars tabulated in Section 5.1.1.5. of the
IP3-FSAR.

The concrete containment is not susceptible to a low temperature
brittle fracture.

Systems relied upon to operate under post-accident conditions, which
are located external to1 the containment and communicate directly
with the containment, are considered to be extensions of the leakage
boundary.

The pressure retaining components of the containment structure are
designed for the maximum potential earthquake gound motion at the
site combined with the simultaneous loads of the design basis
accident as follows:

(1) The liner is designed to ensure that no average strains
greater than the strain at the guaranteed yield point
occur at the factored loads.

(2) The mild steel reinforcement is generally designed to
ensure that no strains greater than the strain at the
guaranteed yield point occur at a cross section under
the factored loads.



The pressure retaining components of containment subject to de-
terioration or corrosion in service are provided with a ropriate
protective means of devices (e.g. protective coatings).*7[

The containment structure is designed to safely withstand several
conditions of loading and their credible combinations. The limit-
ing extreme conditions are:

a) Occurrence of gross failure of the reactor coolant system
which creates a high pressure and temperature condition
within the containment.

b) Coincident failure of the reactor coolant system with
an earthquake or wind.

The design pressure and temperature, of the containment is equal to
the peak pressure and temperature occurring as the result of the
complete blowdown of the reactor coolant through any rupture of the
reactor coolant system up to and including the hypothetical
severance of a reactor coolant pipe. Energy contribution from
the steam system was included in the calculation of the containment
pressure transient due to reverse heat transfer through the steam
generator tubes. The supports for the reactor coolant system are
designed to withstand the blowdown forces associated with the
sudden severance of the reactor coolant piping so that the coincidenta&
rupture of the secondary side, steam system is not considered
credible.

The design pressure and temperature on the containment structure
are those created by the hypothetical loss-of-coolant accident.
The reactor coolant system will contain approximately 512,000 lbs.
of coolant at a weight average enthalpy of 595 Btu/lb. for a
total energy of 304,000,000 Btu. In a hypothetical accident, this
water is released through a double-ended break in the largest reactor
coolant pipe, causing a rapid pressure rise in the containment.
The reactor coolant pipe used in the accident is the 29-in. ID section
because rupture of the 31-in. ID section requires that the blowdown
go through both the 29-in. and the 27½-in. ID pipes and would,
therefore, result in a less severe transient.

Additional energy release was considered from the following sources:

a) Stored heat in the reactor core.

b) Stored heat in the reactor vessel piping and other reactor
coolant system components.

c) Residual heat production.

d) Limited metal-water reaction energy and resulting hydrogen-
oxygen reaction energy.

The following loadings were considered in the design of the con-
tainment in addition to the pressure and temperature conditions
described above:

a) Structure dead load.

b) Live loads.



c) Equipment loads.

d) Internal test pressure.

e) Earthquake.

f) Wind. (Tornado)

Internal structures consist of equipment supports, shielding, re-
actor cavity and canal for fuel transfer, and miscellaneous concrete
and steel for floors and stairs. All internal structures are
supported on the containment mat.

The refueling canal connects the reactor cavity with the fuel
transport tube to the spent fuel pool. The floor and walls of
the canal are concrete. The concrete walls and floor are lined
with ¼-inch thick stainless steel plate. The linings provide a
leakproof membrane that is resistant to abrasion and damage during
fuel handling operation.(5)

See also the Authority's response to 10 CFR 50.44, "Standards for
Combustible Gas Control System in Light Water Cooled Power Reactors."

REFERENCES:

1) IP3-FSAR, Section 5.1.1.1 - Containment System Structures
Design Basis; pp. 5.1.1-3, 5.1.1-4, 5.1.1-5

2) IP3-FSAR, Section 5.1.1.1 - Containment System Structures
Design Basis; pp. 5.1.1-5, 5.1.1-6

3) IP3-FSAR, Section 5.1.1.1 - Containment System Structures
Design Basis; p. 5.1.1-6

4) IP3-FSAR, Section 5.1.1.2 - Containment System Structures
Supplementary Accident Criteria; pp.,5.1.1-6, 5.1.1-7

5) IP3-FSAR, Appendix 5A - "Containment Design Report"; p. 5A-1
thru 5A-4.



Criterion 51 - Fracture Prevention of Containment Pressure Boundary.
The reactor containment boundary shall be designed with sufficient
margin to assure that under operating, maintenance, testing and
postulated accident conditions (1) its ferritic materials behave in
a non-brittle manner and (2) the probability of rapidly propagating
facture is minimized. The design shall reflect consideration of
service temperatures and other conditions of the containment boundary
material during operation, maintenance, testing, and postulated
accident conditions, and the uncertainties in determining (1)
material properties, (2) residual, steady-state, and transient
stresses, and (3) size of flaws.

RESPONSE:

The selection and use of containment materials comply with the
applicable codes and standards tabulated in Section 5.1.1.5. of the
IP3 FSAR.

The concrete containment is not susceptible to a low temperature
brittle fracture.

Acceptance criteria for containment pressure boundary material used
considered examination for inclusion content and consideration of
the effect of inherent flaws on mechanical properties.

The containment liner is enclosed with the containment and thus is
not exposed to the temperature extremes of the environs. The con-
tainment ambient temperature during operation is between 50 and
120 0 F. This includes both hot operating and cold shutdown condi-
tions. The minimum service metal temperature of the containment
liner is well above the NDT temperature + 30°F for the liner material.
The equipment hatch, penetration sleeves and personnel lock meet the
charpy V-notch impact values for a minimum of 15 ft-lbs at -50 0 F. (1)

The pressure retaining components of the containment structure are
designed for the maximum potential earthquake ground motion of the
site combined with the simultaneous loads of the design basis acci-
dent as follows:

(1) The liner is designed to ensure that no average strains
greater than the strain at the guaranteed yield point
occur at the factored loads.

(2) The mild steel reinforcement is generally designed to
ensure that no strains greater than the strain at the
guaranteed yield point occur at a cross section under
the factored loads.

The pressure retaining components of containment subject to deterior-
ation or corrosion in service are provided with appropriate protective
means or devices (e.g. protective coatings). (2)



The plate steel liner is carbon steel conforming to ASTM Designa-
tion A442-65 "Standard Specification for Carbon Steel Plates with
Improved Transition Properties," Grade 60. This steel has a minimum
yield strength of 32,000 psi and minimum tensile strength of 60,000
psi with an elongation of 22 percent in an 8-inch gauge length at
failure.

The liner is 1/4-inch thick at the bottom, 1/2-inch thick in the
first three courses and 3/8-inch thick for remaining portion of
cylindrical walls except 3/4-inch thick at penetrations and 1/2-
inch thick in the dome. The liner material has been tested to
assure an NDT temperature more than 30 0 F lower than the minimum
operating temperature of the liner material.

Impact testing has been done in accordance with Section N331 of
Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. A 100
percent visual inspection of the liner anchors was made prior to
pouring concrete. 13)

The structural design of the containment structure was based upon
limiting load factors which are used as the ratio by which loads
will be multiplied for design purposes to assure that the loading
deformation behavior of the structure is one of elastic, tolerable
strain behavior. The load factor approach was used in this
design as a means of making a rational evaluation of the isolated
factors which must be considered in assuring an adequate safety
margin for the structure. This approach permits the designer to
place the greatest conservatism on those loads most subject to
variation and which most directly control the overall safety of
the structure. In the case of the containment structure, this
approach places minimum emphasis on the fixed gravity loads and
maximum emphasis on accident and earthquake or wind loads. The loads
utilized to determine the required limiting capacity of any structural
element on the containment structure were presented in Appendix 5A,
Section 2.1.0. of the IP3 FSAR.

The load factors utilized were based upon the load factor concept
employed in Part IV-B, "Structural Analysis and Proportioning of
Members Ultimate Strength Design" of ACI 318-63. Because of the re-
finement of the analysis and the restrictions on construction pro-
cedures, the load factors in the design primarily provide for a safety
margin on the load assumptions. Specific combined load equations
used in design are presented in Section 2.1.14 of Appendix 5A of the
IP3-FSAR.

All structural components have been designed to have a capacity re-
quired by the most severe loading combination.



The design includes the consideration of both primary and secondary
stresses. The load capacity in structural members was based on the
ultimate strength values presented in Part IVB of ACI-318 as reduced
by the capacity reduction factor "0" which provides for the possi-
bility that small adverse variations in material strengths, work-
manship, dimensions, and control, while individually within required
tolerances and the limits of good practice, occasionally may combine
to result in undercapacity.

For the liner steel the factor "0" is 0.95 for tension. For com-
pression and shear, the primary membrane liner stress was maintained
below 0.95 yield and elastic stability has been assured as a function
of liner anchorage requirements.

The liner was designed to assure that no strains greater than the
strain at the guaranteed yield point will occur at the factored loads
except in regions of local stress concentrations or stresses due to
secondary load effects in which case the liner strain is limited to
.5 percent. Sufficient anchorage is provided to assure elastic
stability of the liner. The basic design concept utilizing stud
anchorage of the liner plate to the concrete structure assures stud
failure due to shear, tension or bending stress without the stud
connection causing failure or tear of the liner plate. The studs
in the 1/2-inch plate are installed on 24" horizontal and 23" vertical
grid and in the 3/8-inch plate on a 24" horizontal and 14" vertical
grid. The design considers the possibility of daily stress reversals
due to ambient temperature changes for the life of the plantt 4 nd
fatigue limit of the studs exceeds the design requirements.

Design accident pressure and temperatures conditions for the reactor
containment structure are detailed in the response to GDC 51, Con-
tainment Design. Service temperatures during operation, rn•aintenance
and testing are less severe than those accompanying the containment
design basis conditions and therefore will not induce brittle
fracture of the containment liner.

REFERENCES:

1) IP3-FSAR, Section 5.1.1.2 - NDT Requirement for Containment
Material; p. 5.1.1-6.

2) IP3-FSAR, Section 5.1.1.2 - Supplementary Accident CriLeria;
p. 5.1.1-7.

3) IP3-FSAR, Section 5.1.2.3 - Containment System Structure
Design, Material Specifications; p. 5.1.2-5.

4) IP3-FSAR, Section 5.1.2.4 - Containment System Str-ucture
Design, Structural Design Criteria; p. 5.1.2-8.



Criterion 52 - Capability for containment leakage rate testing.
The reactor containment and other equipment which may be sub-
jected to containment test conditions shall be designed so that
periodic integrated leakage rate testing can be conducted at
containment design pressure.

RESPONSE:

After completion of the containment structure and installation
of all penetrations and weld channels, integrated leakage rate
tests were performed prior to initial plant operations at a re-
duced test pressure and at the calculated peak accident pressure
to establish the respective measured leakage rates and to verify
that the leakage rate at the peak accident conditions was no
greater than 0.075 percent by weight per day of the containment
steam-air atmosphere at the calculated peak accident conditions.
Leak rate tests are conducted in accordance with the requirement
of 10CFR50, Appendix J, Primary Reactor Containment Leakage
Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors. (See the Authority's
response to Appendix J for details.)

A report summarizing the results of the first integrated leak
rate tests (ILRT) was transmitted to the NRC on November 2, 1978.
The next ILRT is scheduled for the 1981 refueling outage.

The peak accident pressure integrated leakage rate test is con-
ducted at periodic intervals during thee life of the plant, and
also as appropriate in the event of major maintenance or major
plant modifications. A leak rate test at the peak accident
pressure using the same test method as the initial leak rate
test can be performed at any time during the operational life
of the plant, provided the plant is not in operation and pre-
cautions are taken to protect instruments and equipment from
damage.

Penetrations are designed with double seals which are continuously
pressurized above accident pressure. The large access openings,
such as the equipment hatch and personnel air locks, are equipped
with double gasketed doors and flanges with the space between the
gaskets connected to the pressurization system. The system
utilizes a supply of clean, dry, compressed air which places
the penetrations under an internal pressure above the peak calcu-
lated accident pressure.

A permanently piped monitoring system continuously measures
leakage from all penetrations.

Leakage from the monitoring system is checked by continuous
measurement of the integrated makeup air flow. In the event
excessive leakage is discovered, each penetration can then be
checked separately at any time.

Capability is provided to the extent practical for testing the
functional operability of valves and associated apparatus during
periods of reactor shutdown.



Initiation of containment isolation employs coincidence circuits
which allow checking of the operability and calibration of one
channel at a time.

References:

1) IP3-FSAR, Section 5.1.7 - Containment System Structure;
Inspection and Testing; pp. 5.1.7-1, 5.1.7-2, 5.1.7-3.



Criterion 53 - Provisions for containment testing and inspection.
The reactor containment shall be designed to permit (1) appropriate
periodic inspection of all important areas, such as penetrations,
(2) an appropriate surveillance program, and (3) periodic testing
at containment design pressure of the leaktightness of penetrations
which have resilient seals and expansion bellows.

RESPONSE:

Penetrations are designed with double, seals which are continuously
pressurized above accident pressure. The large access openings,
such as the equipment hatch and personnel air locks, are equipped
with double gasketed doors and flanges with the space between the
gaskets connected to the pressurization system. The system util-
izes a supply of clean, dry, compressed air which will place the
penetrations under an internal pressure above the peak calculated
accident pressure.

A permanently piped monitoring system is provided to continuously
measure leakage from all penetrations.

Leakage from the monitoring system is checked by continuous measure-
ment of the integrated makeup air flow. In the event excessive leak-
age is discovered, each penetration can then be checked separately.(1)

The containment is completely closed whenever the primary system
temperature is above 200 0 F, except as' required for brief periods
necessary to relieve the containment to keep the pressure below a
reasonable level (1-2 psig) or to purge containment in preparation
for containment entry.

Limited access to the containment through personnel air locks is
possible with the reactor at power or with the primary system at
design pressure and temperature at hot shutdown for special mainte-
nance or periodic inspections. Access at power is normally restricted
to the areas external to the reactor equipment compartment primarily
for inspection and maintenance of the air recirculation equipment,
incore instrumentation chamber drives, and insturmentation calibration.

The primary reactor shield is designed so that access to the
primary equipment is limited by the activity of the primary system
equipment and not the reactor.12)

All penetrations, the personnel air lock and the equipment hatches
are designed with double seals, which are normally pressurized at
a minimum pressure greater (than the calculated peak accident pres-
sure. Individual testing at 115% of containment design pressure
is also possible.

The containment ventilation purge ducts are equipped with double
isolation valves and the space between the valves is permanetly
piped up to the penetration pressurization system. The space can
be pressurized to above accident pressure when the isolation valves
are closed. The purge valves fail in the closed position upon loss
of power (electric or air).



All welded joints in the liner have steel channels welded over them
on the inside of the vessel. During construction, the channel
welds were tested by means of pressurizing sections with Freon
gas and locating leaks with a Freon sniffer. These welds are also
continuously pressurized during power operation at a minimum pres-
sure greater than the calculated peak accident pressure.(3)

A proof test was applied to each penetration by pressurizing the
necessary areas to 54 psig. This pressure is maintained for a
sufficient time to allow soap bubble and Freon sniff tests of all
welds and mating surfaces. Any leaks found were repaired and re-
tested; this procedure was repeated until no leak exists.(5)

After it was assured that there were no defects remaining from con-
struction, a sensitive leak rate test was conducted. The sensitive
leak rate test included only the volume of the weld channels and
double penetrations. This test was more sensitive than the inte-
grated leakage rate test, as the instrumentation used permits a
direct measurement of leakage from'the pressurized zones. .The
sensitive leak rate test was conducted with the penetrations and
weld channels at a pressure greater than the calculated peak acci-
dent pressure and with the containment building at atmospheric
pressure. The leak rate for the double penetrations and weld
channel zones was equal to or less than 0.2% of the containment
free volume per day.(6)

The double penetrations and the weld seam channels installed on the
inside of the liner in the containment are continuously pressurized
to provide a continuous, sensitive and accurate means of monitoring
their status with respect to leakage.

Periodic peak pressure containment integrated leakage rate tests
are performed in accordance with the Technical Specifications.
Peak pressure tests. are conducted as appropriate in the event of
major maintenance plant modifications. 7)

The Containment Penetration and Weld Channel Pressurization system
components located outside the containment can be visually inspected
at any time. Components inside the containment are inspected during
shutdown. All pressurized zones have provisions for either local
pressure indication outside the containment or remot low pressure
alarms in the control room.

No special testing of system operation or components is necessary
to assure that the penetrations and liner weld channels are
pressurized above containment design pressure since the system is
in continuous operation during all reactor operations.



Should one zone indicate a leak during operation, the specific
penetration or weld channel containing the leak is identified by
isolating the individual air supply line to each component in the
zone and injecting leak test gas through a capped tube connection
installed in each line.

Total leakage from penetrations and weld channels is measured by
summing the recorded flows in each of the four pressurization zones.
A leak would be expected to build up slowly and would be detected
before leakage limits are exceeded. Remedial action is then taken
before the limit is reached.

To provide for testing the larger penetrations, branch pressurizing
lines are installed from one of the zones to:

a) The double-gasketed space on each hatch of the personnel
air lock.

b) The double-gasketed space at the equipment hatch flange.

c) The pressurized zones in the spent fuel transfer tube.

d) The spaces between the two butterfly valves in the purge
supply and exhaust ducts.

e) The two spaces between the three butterfly valves in the
containment pressure relief line.

f) The spaces between double containment isolation valves in
the steam jet air ejector return line to containment and
in the containment radiation monitor inlet and outlet lines.

The makeup air flow to the penetrations and liner weld joint channels
during normal operation is only an indication of the potential leakage
from the containment. It does indicate the leakage from the pres-
surization system, and the degree of accuracy is increased when
correlated with the results of the full scale containment leak
rate tests. The criteria for selection of operating limits for
air consumption of the pressurization system are based upon the
integrated containment leak rate test acceptance criterion and upon
the maintenance of suitable reserve air supplies in the static re-
serves consisting of the air receivers and nitrogen cylinders. A
summary of these operating limits is as follows:



1. A base-line air consumption rate was established for each
of the four pressurization headers at the time of successful
completion of the preoperational integrated containment leak
rate tests. Unexplained increases from this consumption rate
require routine investigation and location of the point of
leakage.

2. The upper limit for long-term uncorrected air consumption
for the pressurization system is 0.2% of the containment volume
per day (sum of four headers) at the system operating pressure,
contingent on the following:

a) Pressure in all -pressurization zones is maintained
above incident pressure.

b) Air supply is maintained from the compressed air
systems with compressors running.

c) The full complement of standby nitrogen cyliners (3)
is changed. This is consistent with maintenance of a
24 hour supply.

A variable area flow sensing device is located in each of the headers
supplying makeup air to the four pressurization zones. Signal output
from each of the four flow sensors is applied to an integrating recordel
located in the control room. High flow alarms are available to
alert the operator in the control room. The sensitivity of the flow-
meters is well within the maximum leakage of the pressurization system.

REFERENCES:
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Criterion 54 - Piping Systems Penetrating Containment. Piping
systems penetrating primary reactor containment shall be provided
with leak detection, isolation, and containment capabilities
having redundancy, reliability, and performance capabilities
which reflect the importance to safety of isolating-these piping
systems.

Such piping systems shall be designed with a capability to test
periodically the operability of the isolation valves and associated
apparatus and to determine if valve leakage is within acceptable
limits.

RESPONSE:

Piping systems which penetrate the reactor containment have iso-
lation capabilities commensurate with the systems' design in
accomplishing safety related functions or providing isolation
of the containment from the outside environment under postulated
accident conditions. Piping penetrating the containment is de-
signed for pressures at least equal to the containment design
pressure and, as a minimum, those portions of piping systems which
are essential to the isolation function are capable of withstanding
the maximum potential seismic loads.

For those systems which require isolation, redundant barriers are
utilized to ensure that the failure of one valve to close will
not prevent isolation of the penetration. The containment isolation
provisions are discussed in detail in FSAR Section 5.2.

Isolation valves which are located in lines connecting to the
Reactor Coolant System or which could be exposed to the contain-
ment atmosphere under postulated accident conditions are sealed
by an Isolation Valve Seal Water System which injects water or
gas at a pressure slightly higher than the containment design
pressure between the isolation barriers. Containment penetrations
and welds are sealed by the Containment Penetration and Weld
Channel Pressurization System. In addition to providing seals
on penetration isolation barriers, these systems may be utilized
for leakage detection. The design and operation of the seal
system are described in FSAR Section 6.5 and 6.7. Additional
leakage detection provisions are discussed in FSAR Section 6.8.

Leakage and operability testing is performed on the containment
isolation valves periodically as required by the Technical Speci-
fications Section 4.4. Provisions for leakage testing are illus-
trated in FSAR Figures 5.2.1 through 5.2.28 and are discussed in
FSAR Section 5.1.7.

References:

None.



Criterion 55 - Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Penetrating Con-
tainment. Each line that is part of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary and that penetrates primary reactor containment shall be
provided with containment isolation valves as follows, unless it
can be demonstrated that the containment isolation provisions for
a specific class of lines, such as instrument lines, are accept-
able on some other defined basis:

(1) One locked closed isolation valve inside and one locked
closed isolation valve outside containment; or

(2) One automatic isolation valve inside and one locked closed
isolation valve outside containment; or

(3) One locked closed isolation valve inside and one automatic,
isolation valve outside of contaiment. A simple check valve
may not be used as the automatic isolation valve outside
containment; or

(4) One automatic isolation valve inside and one automatic iso-
lation valve outside containment. A simple check valye may
not be used as *the automatic isolation valve outside contain-
ment.

Isolation valves outside contaiment shall be located as close to
containment as practical and upon loss of actuating power, automatic
isolation-valves shall be designed to take the position that provides
greater safety.

Other appropriate requirements to minimize the probability or con-
sequences of an accidental rupture of these lines or of lines con-
nected to them shall be provided as necessary to assure adequate
safety. Determination of the appropriateness of these requirements,
such as higher quality in design, fabrication, and testing, addi-
tional provisions for inservice inspection, protection against
more severe natural phenomena, and additional isolation valves
and containment, shall include consideration of the population density,
use characteristics, and physical characteristics of the site
environs.

RESPONSE:

Lines which penetrate the containment and connect to the reactor
coolant pressure boundary are designed with isolation capabilities
sufficient to preclude the release of significant amounts of radio-
activity. The containment isolation provisions of each line are
consistent with the function of the line during normal operation
and the safety function of the line during and after the design
basis accident.

Effluent lines, except the residual heat removal cooldown line,
which connect to the reactor -coolant pressure boundary and which



are normally or intermittently open during reactor operation, but
which are not required for safe shutdown, are provided with at
least two automatic isolation or two closed manual isolation
valves in series located outside of containment. Automatic seal
water injection is provided for these valves, as'described in FSAR
Sections 5.2.2 and 6.5.2.

A single, normally closed, manually operated, double disc gate
valve is provided on the residual heat removal 'cooldown line out-
side of containment for isolation purposes. Because of pressure
considerations described in FSAR Section 5.2.2, page 5.2-7, the
valve can be sealed between the discs by nitrogen from the Iso-
lation Valve Seal Water System. The seal is manually initiated,
as required.

Effluent and influent lines connected to the reactor coolant
boundary which are part of systems with essential safety functions
and, therefore, must function during or after the design basis
accident are provided with containment isolation capabilities
commensurate with the required function of the system which the
line serves.

Lines in the above category, which are connected to closed systems
outside of containment, utilize a single remote manually motor
operated double disc gate valve outside of containment as the first
isolation barrier. The closed system functions as the second barrier.
Manually initiated sealing systems are available to pressurize
between the discs of the gate valve after use of the penetration'
is terminated post accident.

As shown in FSAR 5.2-2, lines associated with the RHR system which
do not terminate in a closed system have been designed with iso-
lation provisions which reflect the required function of the line.

The residual heat removal return line isolation provisions consist
of a check valve inside containment and outside of the missile
barrier as the inboard isolation barrier and a normally open, re-
mote manual motor operated double disc gate valve located outside
of containment as the outboard isolation barrier. A manually
initiated nitrogen seal is available to the outboard valve.

Two normally closed isolation globe valves in series are provided
outside of containment for the recirculation pump discharge sample
line. The lines between the isolation valve may be sealed by
manually initiating a nitrogen seal from the Isolation Seal Water
System, as described in FSAR Section 5.2.2.

Since the minimum flow line for the residual heat removal pumps
must be open upon pump start, two-normally open motor operated
globe valves are provided for containment isolation. During the
accident, system pressure is adequate to preclude leakage from
the containment. If these valves are shut post accident, an addi-
tional leakage barrier is provided by manually injecting nitrogen
between the globe valves.



Manual isolation valves have been provided for the charging water
line. As shown in FSAR Figure 5.2-3, each of the three containment
isolation valves are located outside of containment. The inboard
and outboard isolation valves in the charging header are normally
open to avoid compromising the system function. The control valve
bypass is not normally on line and is, therefore, normally shut.
If it is necessary to isolate this line post accident, seal water
will be manually initiated to pressurize the line volume between
the inboard and outboard isolation valves. Additional protection
against reactor coolant leakage from the charging line is provided
by a closed system outside of containment, the Chemical and Volume
Control System.

The safety injection header is valved in accordance with safecuards
requirements. The header bypassing the Baron' Injection Tank is
provided with either a normally open motor operated or manually
operated double disc gate valve. The header including the Baron
Injection Tank has single, normally closed, motor operated double
disc gate isolation valves which open automatically on a safety
injection signal. After termination of safety injection, these
valves can be manually or remote manually, as applicable, shut
and a nitrogen seal between the discs of each valve can be manually
initiated.

Branch lines from the safety injection header which could communicate
with the reactor coolant pressure boundary and which are not
required for the safety function are provided with two normally
shut isolation valves in series with automatic seal water injection
between the valves. Each of the isolation valves is located out-
side of primary containment as shown in FSAR Figure 5.2-7.

Each containment penetration is designed as an extension of con-
tainment and is Seismic Category 1 and missile protected from the
penetration or, if located inside containment, from the inboard
isolation barrier to and including the outboard barrier. If auto-
matic or remotely operable isolation valves are provided, the
valve is designed to fail in the most safe position as delineated
by FSAR Table 5.2-1.

References:

None.



Criterion 56 - Primary Containment Isolation. Each line that
connects directly to the containment atmosphere and penetrates
primary reactor containment shall be provided with containment
isolation valves as follows, unless it can be demonstrated that
the containment isolation provisions for a specific class of
lines, such as instrument lines, are acceptable on some other
defined basis:

1. One locked closed isolation valve inside and one
locked closed isolation valve outside containment; or

2. One automatic isolation valve inside and one locked
closed isolation valve outside containment; or

3. One locked closed isolation valve inside and one
automatic isolation valve outside containment. A
simple check valve may not be used as the auto-
matic isolation valve outside contaiment; or

4. One automatic isolation valve inside and one auto-
matic isolation valve outside containment. A
simple check valve may not be used as the auto-
matic isolation valve outside containment.

Isolation valves outside containment shall be located as close to
the containment as practical and upon loss of actuating power,
automatic isolation valves shall be designed to take the position
that provides greater safety.

RESPONSE:

Except for the lines or class of lines addressed in subsequent
paragraphs, lines penetrating containment, which are not connected
to the reactor coolant pressure boundary and which are not missile
protected or which can otherwise communicate with the containment
atmosphere'following an accident, are provided with a minimum of
two isolation valves in series located outside of containment and
are provided with automatic seal water injection. Lines which are
normally open during reactor operation are'provided with automatic
isolation valves. Lines which are closed during reactor operation
are provided with locked closed or administratively controlled
closed manual isolation valves. Isolation provisions for these
lines are described in detail in FSAR Section 5.2.2, Table 5.2-1
and Figures 5.2.1 through 5.2-26, as applicable.

Due to operations and safeguard considerations, there are several
lines penetrating containment which, although equivalent in safety,
differ from those described above.

The reactor coolant pump seal water supply lines have two normally
open manual isolation valves in series, located outside of contain-
ment. As these lines terminate in the Chemical and Volume Control



System, a closed system outside primary containment provides a
normal and post accident leakage barrier. Post accident, when
coolant pumps are no longer running,, these valves are manually
shut and seal water can be manually initiated to pressurize the
line volume between the isolation valves above containment pres-
sure. This arrangement is described by FSAR Figure 5.2-4.

The fuel transfer tube penetration inside the containment is
designed to present a missile protected and pressurized double
barrier between the containment atmosphere and the atmosphere
outside the containment. A positive pressure is maintained
between the double gaskets to complete the double barrier between
the containment atmosphere and the inside of the fuel transfer
tube.

Containment spray headers, because of safeguard considerations,
are each provided with a locked open manual double disc gate
valve as the inboard isolation valve and a check valve as an
outboard isolation valve. The test lines connect between the
header isolation valves and are, therefore, provided with locked
closed manual isolation valves. Each isolation valve is located
outside of containment, as shown in FSAR Figure 5.2-6. After
termination of containment spray or in the event of a leak, the
inboard isolation valves may be shut and seal water manually
initiated between the discs.

The nitrogen supply line to the reactor coolant drain tank has a
similar arrangement for containment isolation, except that the
inboard isolation valve is a diaphragm valve and no seal injection
is available (Refer to FSAR Figure 5.2-9).

Isolation provisions for the reactor coolant pump cooling water
lines shown in FSAR Figure 5.2-10 include two motor operated gate
valves in series outside of containment which automatically close
on a phase B containment isolation signal. Prior to the valve
closure, leakage control is provided by the Component Cooling
Water Loop, which is a closed system outside containment. Pro-
visions have been made for manually initiating seal water injection
into the line volume between the isolation valves, .after valve
closure.

The auxiliary steam supply and condensate return-lines each have
a single, locked closed, manual double disc gate valve installed
outside of containment which provides the necessary containment

'isolation barriers. As these valves are double disc, i .so-
lation barriers are provided within the single valve. To further
ensure containment leak tightness, automatic seal water in:iection
is initiated between the discs upon a containment isolation signal.
This arrangement is shown by FSAR Figure 5.2-18.

Isolation provisions for the recirculation pump discharge sample
line include two normally closed globe valves in series 7,-ated
outside of containment. Since leakage through the inboard valve



would be at a higher pressure than that of the available seal
water, a seal between the valves is provided by manually initiating
nitrogen injection from the isolation valve seal water system.

FSAR Figure 5.2-21 shows the arrangement of the containment pres-
sure lines. These instruments are essential to safe shutdown and
the isolation provisions; therefore, consist of a single, locked
open, manual globe valve installed in each sensing line.

Post accident containment sampling lines utilize normally closed
manual diaphragm valves for containment isolation. Each sample
line has an installed valve serving as an inboard isolation
barrier. The outboard isolation barrier is provided by a single
valve installed in the supply header and a single valve in the
return header (Refer to FSAR Figure 5.2-22). Since these lines
are specifically designed for use post-accident, all isolation
valves are located outside of containment and no sealing connec-
tion is required.

Lines associated with post accident containment atmosphere control,
except the venting supply line, are provided with automatic out-
board isolation valves and manual, normally closed, inboard iso-
lation valves. The inboard isolation valve for venting supply
line is a check valve. No seal injection is required and all
valves are located outside of containment since the system must
operate post accident.

Containment leakage test penetrations are used only when the
reactor is shut down. Therefore, no valving is required. The
penetrations have been provided with flanges or a cap on the
inside of containment and the outside of containment to meet
dual barrier criteria. Upon a containment isolation signal,
each of the subject lines is automatically pressurized with air
at a pressure greater than the containment pressure.

The equipment access closure is a bolted, gasketed closure which
is sealed during reactor operation. The personnel air locks
consist of two doors in series with mechanical interlocks to
assure that one door is closed at all times. Each air lock door
and the equipment closure are provided with double gaskets to
permit pressurization between the gaskets by the Penetration
and Weld Channel Pressurization System, Section 6.6.

Each containment penetration is designed as an extension of con-
tainment and is Seismic Category 1 and missile protected from the
penetration or, if located inside containment, from the inboard
isolation barrier to and including the outboard barrier. If
automatic or remotely operable isolation valves are provided,
the valve is designed to fail in the most safe position, as
delineated by FSAR Table 5.2-1.

References:

None.



Criterion 57 - Closed System Isolation Valves. Each line that
penetrates primary reactor containment and is neither part of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary nor connected directly to the
containment atmosphere shall have at least one containment iso-
lation valve which shall be either automatic, or locked closed,
or capable of remote manual operation. This valve shall be out-
side containment and located as close to the c6ntainment as prac-
tical. A simple check valve may not be used as the automatic
isolation valve.

RESPONSE:

Closed systems within containment not connected to the reactor
coolant pressure boundary include the Steam Generator, Auxiliary
Coolant System Component Cooling Water service to the Residual
Heat Exchangers service to the Containment Fan Coolers and Motor
Coolers, and the Weld Channel Pressurization Air Supply. Each
closed system within the containment is missile protected, as
described in FSAR Section 5.2.2, and is Seismic Category I at
least up to and including the isolation valves.

Main steam lines from the steam generators and feedwater lines
to the steam generators are designed in accordance with the de-
sirability to maintain the function of the steam generators to
transfer heat from the Reactor Coolant System during postulated
transients and accidents. Therefore, these lines and the pene-
trations are designed to permit flow under conditions other than
a steam line break. A discussion of the steam and feedwater
systems is within FSAR Section 10.2. The associated containment
penetrations are illustrated in FSAR Figure 5.2-15 and described
by FSAR Table 5.2-1.

Component cooling water lines to the Residual Heat Exchangers are
required to function post LOCA. Isolation of the inlet lines is
accomplished by the installation of a single check valve in each
inlet line, located just outside of containment. A motor operated
gate valve is located just outside of containment in each Residual
Heat Exchanger Component Cooling Water return line. During normal
operation, the return isolation valves remain closed. Upon the
occurrence of a LOCA, the motor operated valves are automatically
caused to open by a safety injection signal. In the unlikely
event of a leak, the isolation valves may be remote manually
closed to isolate the affected Residual Heat Exchanger. The
penetration arrangement for the component cooling water lines
to the Residual Heat Exchangers is shown in FSAR Figure 5.2-11.

Closed systems within the containment which are required to function
during normal operation and during and after the LOCA are provided
with a single, normally open, manual isolation valve located out-
side of containment on each supply and return line. The systems
utilizing this arrangement include:

1. Component Cooling Water for Recirculation Pumps
(Figure 5.2-1)



2. Ventilation Cooling Water for the Containment Fan
Coolers and Motor Coolers (FSAR Figure 5.2-16)

3. Weld Channel Pressurization Air Supply (Figure 5.2-17)

Additional protection is afforded for penetrations associated with
component cooling water, ventilation cooling water and Weld Channel
Pressurization Air Supply Systems because these systems are also
closed systems outside of containment, operate at pressures higher
than the peak containment pressure, and have makeup sources avail-
able. Additional information for isolation provisions of closed
systems is within FSAR Section 5.2.

References:

None.



Criterion 60 - Control of releases of radioactive materials to the
environment. The nuclear power unit design shall include means to
control suitably the release of radioactive materials in gaseous
and liquid effluents and to handle radioactive solid wastes pro-
duced during normal reactor operation, including anticipated oper-
ational occurrences. Sufficient holdup capacity shall be provided
for retention of gaseous and liquid effluents containing radio-
active materials, particularly where unfavorable site environmental
conditions can be expected to impose unusual operational limitations
upon the release of such effluents to the environment.

RESPONSE:

Liquid, gaseous, and solid waste disposal facilities are designed
so that discharge of effluents and off-site shipments are in
accordance with applicable governmental regulations.

Radioactive fluids entering the Waste Disposal System are collected
in sumps and tanks until subsequent treatment can be made. They
are sampled and analyzed to determine the quantity of radioactivity,
with an isotopic breakdown if necessary. Before any attempt is
made to discharge radioactive waste,.they are-processed as required'
and then released under controlled conditions. The system design
and operation are characteristically directed toward minimizing
releases to unrestricted areas. Discharge streams are appropriately
monitored and safety features are incorporated to preclude releases
in excess of the limits of 10 CFR 20.

The bulk of the radioactive liquids discharged from the Reactor
Coolant System are processed and retained inside the plant by the
Chemical and Volume Control System recycle train. This minimizes
liquid input to the Waste Disposal System which processes relatively
small quantities of generally low-activity level wastes. The pro-
cessed water from waste disposal system, from which most of the
radioactive material has been removed, is discharged through a
monitored line into the circulating water discharge.

Liquid wastes are generated primarily by plant maintenance and
service operations.

To maintain the concentration of tritium in the reactor coolant at
a level which precludes hazard to personnel during access to the
containment, part of the condensate from the boric acid recovery
process is discharged to the river via the plant Circulating Water
System.

If the total amount of tritium released to the reactor coolant over
a year were to be released to the Circulating Water System, the
annual average concentration ?f tritium released to the environment
would be between 10-2 and 10- of 10 CFR 20 limits.



The tritium concentration in a composite sample taken from every
batch discharged to the river is periodically determined and used
to establish the quantity of tritium released during that period.

Analysis for tritium concentration prior to each batch release is
not necessary providing that the criterion of Note 5 of 10 CFR 20,
Appendix B is met.

During normal operation, waste radioactive gases are discharged
intermittently at a controlled rate from these tanks through the
monitored plant vent. The system is provided with discharge
controls so that the release of radioactive effluents to the at-
mosphere is controlled within the limits set in the Indian Point
Unit 3 Technical Specifications.

Gaseous wastes consist primarily of hydrogen stripped from coolant
discharged to the CVCS holdup tanks during boron dilution, nitrogen
and hydrogen gases purged from the CVCS volume control when de-
gassing the reactor coolant, and nitrogen from the closed gas
blanketing system. The gas decay tank capacity will permit 45 days
decay of waste gas before discharge.

In the event of a pipe or tank rupture, the maximum anticipated
quantity of waste gas that could be released from any one tank in
the system, is less than 2.0 x 104 curies of equivalent Xe-133,
which would result in a dose of less than 0.5 rem beyond the site
exclusion boundary.

The spent resins from the demineralizers, the filter cartridges and
the concentrates from the evaporators are packaged and stored on-
site until shipment off-site for disposal. Suitable containers are
used to package these solids at the highest practical concentrations
to minimize the number of containers shipped for burial.

All solid waste is placed in suitable containers and stored on-site
until shipment off-site is made for disposal. (l)

Solid wastes consist of waste liquid concentrates, spent resins
and miscellaneous materials such as paper, and glassware. All solid
wastes are packaged in 55 gallon drums for removal to a burial
facility. Thirty to fifty drums of each type waste will be pro-
duced per year for a total of 90 to 150 drums. (2)

Hydrological and meteorological conditions indigenous to the Indian
Point site were considered in the design of the waste disposal
systems. The hydrology and meteorology of the site is described
in Sections 2.5 and 2.6 of the Indian Point 3 FSAR respectively.



REFERENCES:

1) IP3 FSAR, Section 11.1.1 - Waste Disposal System Design Bases;pp.iiii1.12

2) IP3 FSAR, Section 11.1.1 - Waste Disposal System Design Bases;
pp. 11.1-15 thru 11.1-19.



Criterion 61 - Fuel Storage and handling and radioactivity control.
The fuel storage and handling, radioactive waste, and other systems
which may contain radioactivity shall be designed to assure adequate
safety under normal and postulated accident conditions. These
systems shall be designed (1) with a capability to permit appropriate
periodic inspection and testing of components important to safety;
(2) -with suitable shielding for radiation protection; (3) with
appropriate containment, confinement, and filtering systems; (4)
with a residual heat removal capability having reliability and
testability that reflects the importance to safety of decay heat
and other residual heat removal; and (5) to prevent significant
reduction in fuel storage coolant inventory under accident conditions.

RESPONSE: K

All fuel and waste storage facilities are contained and equipment
designed so that accidental releases of radioactivity directly to
the atmosphere are monitored and do not exceed the guidelines of
10 CFR 100.

The reactor cavity, refueling canal and'spent fuel storage pit are
reinforced concrete structures with a seam-welded stainless steel
plate liner. These structures are designed to withstand the anti-
cipated earthquake loadings as Class I structures so that the liner
prevents leakage even in the event the reinforced concrete develops
cracks.(1)

The refueling water provides a reliable and adequate cooling medium
for spent fuel transfer and heat removal from the spent fuel pit is
provided by an auxiliary cooling system. Natural radiation and con-
vection is adequate for cooling the waste holdup tanks.(2)

The structural steel and metal siding building surrounding the spent
fuel pit is seismic Class III, as is the Fuel Storage Building Crane.

The Auxiliary Coolant System consists of three loops as shown in
Figure 9.3-1 of the IP3 FSAR; the component loop, the residual heat
removal loop, and the spent fuel pit cooling loop.(3)

The spent fuel pit cooling loop is designed to remove the heat
generated by stored spent fuel elements from the spent fuel pit.
Alternate cooling capability can be made available under antici-
pated malfunctions or failures (expected fault conditions).4)

The active components of the Auxiliary Coolant System are in either
continuous or intermittent use during normal plant operation so that
no additional periodic tests are required. Periodic visual inspec-
tions and preventative maintenance are conducted following normal
industry practice.(5)

Table 9.3-5 of the IP3 FSAR provides a failure analysis of pumps heat
exchangers and valves comprising the Auxiliary Cooling System.1 6 f



Adequate shielding for radiation protection is provided during
reactor refueling by conducting all spent fuel transfer and storage
operations underwater. This permits visual control of the operation
at all times while maintaining low radiation levels, less than 2.0
mr/hr, for periodic occupancy of the area by operating personnel.
Pit water level is indicated, and water removed from the pit must
be pumped out since there are no gravity drains. Shielding is pro-
vided for waste handling and storage facilities to permit operation
within requirements of 10 CFR 20.

Gamma radiation is continuously monitored in the auxiliary building.
A high level siqnal is alarmed locally and is annunciated in the
control room. (7

Auxiliary shielding for the Waste Disposal System and its storage
components is designed to limit the dose rate to levels not exceed-
ing .75 mr/hr in normally occupied areas, to levels not exceeding
2.0 mr/hr in intermittently occupied areas and to levels not ex-
ceeding 15 mr/hr in limited occupancy areas.( 8 )

A controlled leakage building designed for a negative pressure of
0.50 inches of water mrinimum, permanently encloses the fuel pool.
The design features of the fuel handling building that provide
this leaktightness include the following items:

1. Special sealing features at joints that include:

a) Sealing off all edges and ends of the walls with a
combination of caulking and relatively soft neoprene
strip.

b) Installation of necessary additional closure flash-
ings at the extremities and at openings.

c) Supplying additional caulking in vertical and hori-
zontal joints of liner panels.

d) Furnishing liner panels in sufficient thickness to
seat well on girt spacings and resist flexing in
addition to withstanding the normal design wind loads.

e) Providing additional fastening for liner panels.

2. Personnel and rolling steel truck doors with inflatable air
seals. These seals are inflated when fuel is being loaded
and the doors are in closed position.

3. Motor operated dampers designed to fail close are installed
on the discharge side of the two supply fans.

Prior to handling operations when irradiated fuel is within the fuel
handling building, tests were performed to verify the building leak



tightness. Fuel handling operation s are detailed in Section 3.8
of the Technical Specifications.(9

Carbon filters, together with suitable face and by-pass dampers,
are part of the normal fuel storage building ventilation system
and operate as follows:

1. The carbon filters and motor operated dampers are located
in the fan plenum downstream from the roughingand HEPA
filters.

2. The. fuel storage building supply air fans are provided with
motor operated dampers located on the discharge side of
the fan. These dampers are interlocked with their respective
fan motors and arranged to close when fan motor stops and
open during fan motor operation.

3. A radiation indicator located in the spent fuel pit area
automatically initiates the emergency mode of operation by:

(a) Stopping fuel storage building supply fans, thereby
closing their respective dampers.

(b) Opening carbon filter face dampers and closing carbon
filter by-pass dampers.

4. This emergency exhaust system has a capacity of approximately
20,000 cfm which maintains a negative pressure in the fuel
storage building. (10)

The probability of inadvertently draining the water from tbh cool-
ing loop of the spent fuel pit is exceedingly low. The only means
is through actions such as opening a valve on the' cooling line and
leaving it open when the pump is operating. In the unlike'_j event
of the cooling loop of the spent fuel pit being drained, the spent
fuel storage pit itself cannot be drained and no spent fuel is un-
covered since the spent fuel pit cooling connections enter near
the top of the pit. With no heat removal, the time for the spent
fuel pit water to rise from 120OF to 180OF with 1/3 core stored
in the pit is approximately 13.8 hours. The temperature and level
indicators in the spent fuel pit would warn the operator of the
loss of cooling. This slow heatup rate of the spent fuel pit would
allow sufficient time to take any necessary action to provide
adequate cooling while the cooling capability of the spent fuel
pit cooling loop is being restored.

Assuming that the reactor had recently been refueled and one core
region was placed in the spent fuel pit, a fission product decay
period of approximately 47.5 days would be required after tne
spent fuel was placed in the pit before the natural heat loss
from the pit would be equivalent to the decay heat. (ll)1i



The most serious failure of this loop is complete loss-of-water in
the storage pool. To protect against this possibility, the spent,
fuel storage pool cooling connections entr near the water level
so.that the pool cannot be either gravity-drained or inadvertently
drained. For this same reason, care is also exercised in the design
and installation of the fuel transfer tube. The water in the spent
fuel pit below the cooling loop connections could be removed by
using a portable pump.(127

Loss of water in the spent fuel pit and the resultant uncovering
of the spent fuel by way of drains, and permanently connected
systems cannot take place for the following reasons:

a. The suction of the Spent Fuel Pit Pump is taken from a
point approximately six (6) feet below the surface of the
pool; therefore, this pump cannot be used to uncover the
fuel, even accidently.

b. The Spent Fuel Pit Pump discharges into the pool approxi-
mately seven (7) feet above the top of the spent fuel
assemblies; therefore, this pipe could not accidentally
become a syphon to uncover the fuel.

c. The skimmer pump takes suction from, and discharges to the
surface of the pool;therefore, it could not accidently or
otherwise uncover the spent fuel.

d. There are no drains on the bottom or side walls of the
spent fuel pit; draining has to be done deliberately by
a temporary pump.

e. The spent fuel cooling loop and clean-up equipment is
designed to seismic Class I criteria; however, their
failure could not result in the uncovering of the spent
fuel, as explained above.

The primary source of make-up water to the spent fuel pit is the
Primary Make-up Water Storage Tank, which is a seismic Class I
component. The pumps and most of the piping'associated with this
system are also seismic Class I. The make-up water to the Spent
Fuel Pit is seismic Class II, as is the spent fuel pit cooling and
clean-up loop. A redundant source of make-up water to the spent
fuel pit is the plant flash evaporator, a seismic Class III com-
ponent. In addition, there are provisions for the connection of
a temporary cooling system. See page 9.5-19 of the FSAR for
further discussion of possible loss of water from the spent fuel
pit and make-up capabilities. 13).

In addition, a second Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System pump was installed identi-
cal to and in parallel with the original pump to provide installed
standby pumping capability to the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System.



The reliability of pumping capability is further enchanced by power-
ing the two pumps from different electrical power busses. Associated
piping and valves were designed and analyzed to requirements con-
sistent with the existing system. The modified portions of the
system were as a minimum, equal to the standards of the original
system and in most cases represents an upgrading of design, material,
fabrication, testing and/or quality assurance.

REFERENCES:

1) IP-3 FSAR, Section 9.5.1 - Fuel Handling System, Protection
Against Radioactivity from Spent Fuel and Waste Storage.

2) IP-3 FSAR, Section 9.5.1 - Fuel Handling System, Fuel and
Waste Storage Decay Heat; p. 9.5-2.

3) IP3-FSAR, Section 9.3.1 - Auxiliary Coolant System Design
Bases; p. 9.3-1.

4) IP3-FSAR, Section 9.3.1 - Auxiliary Coolant System Design
Bases - Spent Fuel Pit Cooling Loop; p.9.3-6.

5) IP3-FSAR, Section 9.3.5 - Auxiliary Coolant System, Tests
and Inspections; p. 9.3-19.

6) IP3-FSAR, Section 9.3 - Aux-iliary Coolant System; Table
9.3-5 "Failure Analysis of Pumps, Heat Exchangers and
Valves".

7) IP3-FSAR, Section 9.5.1 - Fuel Handling System, Fuel and
Waste Storage Radiation Shielding; pp. 9.5-2, 9.5-3.

8) IP3-FSAR, Section 11.2 - Radiation Protection - Fuel and
Waste Storage Radiation Shielding; p. 11.2-2.

9) Response to USNRC Question 9.1.2, IP3-FSAR Supplement 7;
p. Q9.1.2-1.

10) Response to USNRC Question 9.1.3, IP3-FSAR Supplement 7;
p. Q9.1.3-1.

11) IP3-FSAR, Section 9.3.3 - System Evaluaiton Leaking Pro-
visions Spent Fuel Pit Cooling Loop; p. 9.3-16.

12) IP3-FSAR, Section 9.3.3 - System Evaluation Incident
Control Spent Fuel Pit Cooling Loop; p. 9.3-18.

13) Response to USNRC Question 9.1.4, IP3-FSAR Supplement 8,
pp. Q9.14.1-1 thru 4.



Criterion 62 - Prevention of criticality in fuel storage and
handling. Criticality in the fuel storage and handling system
shall be prevented by physical systems or processes, preferably
by use of geometrically safe configurations.

RESPONSE:

The Indian Point Unit No. 3 spent fuel storage pool is equipped with
seismic category I spent fuel storage racks with a storage capacity of
840 fuel assemblies. A stainless steel liner insures against
a loss of water. Detailed instructions, Technical Specification
requirements and the design of the fuel handling equipment incorporat-
ing interlocks and safety features, provide assurance that no
incident could occur during refueling, fuel handling, or storage
operations that could result in a hazard to the public health and
safety.(1)

Borated water is used to fill the spent fuel storage pit to a concen-
tration matching that of the reactor cavity and refueling canal
during refueling operations. A shutdown margin of 10% Ak/k is
maintained, in the cold condition, with all rod inserted. This
shutdown margin will maintain the core subcritical even if no
control rods were inserted in the reactor. Periodic checks of
refueling water boron concentration and the residual heat removal
pump operation insure the proper shutdown margin. Direct
communications between the control room operator and the manipulator
operator allows immediate notification of any impending unsafe
condition detected during full movement.

The new and spent fuel storage racks are designed so that it is
impossible to insert assemblies in other than an array of vertical
fuel assemblies with sufficient center-to-center distance between
assemblies to assure keff < 0.95.

The fuel storage modules will be supported are supported directly
on the pool floor embedments, which position the modules and
in combination with friction resist the horizontal seismic loads.
Adjacent rack modules are interconnected by bolted interties which
interlock the modules to prevent tipping. These interties are
designed to permit free thermal expansion of adjacent modules
while providing the vertical and horizontal support required
to prevent rack overturning. The complete rack structure seismic
response was computed using floor response spectra presented in
the IP3 - FSAR.

The core subcritical neutron flux is continuously monitored by two
source range neutron monitors, each with continuous visual indication
in the control room and with one audible indication in the containment
whenever core geometry is being changed.

Fuel Handling System cranes are dead-loaded tested before fuel
movement begins. Additionally, a thorough visual inspection is
made following the dead load test and prior to fuel handling. A
test of interlocks is also performed. An excess weight interlock
is provided to prevent movement of more than fuel assembly at a time.
When the spent fuel cask is being placed in or removed from its
position in the spent fuel pit, mechanical stops incorporated on the
bridge rails make it impossible for the bridge of the crane to travel



further north than a point directly over the spot reserved for
the cask in the pit. Thus, it is possible to handle the spent
fuel cask with the 40-ton hook and to move new fuel to the new
fuel elevator with a 5-ton hook, but it will be impossible to carry
any object over the spent fuel storage areas with either the 40
or 5-ton hook of the fuel storage building crane. (2)

REFERENCES:

(1) IP3-FSAR, Section 9.5.2 - Fuel Handling System Design and
Operation

(2) IP3- Operating License Amendment No. 13 dated March 22, 1978



Criterion ý63 - Monitoring Fuel and Waste Storage. Appropriate
systems shall be provided in the fuel storage and radioactive
waste systems and associated handling areas (1) to detect con-
ditions that may result in the loss of residual heat removal
capability and excessive radiation levels and (2) to initiate
appropriate safety actions.

RESPONSE:

Monitoring and alarm instrumentation are provided for fuel and
waste storage and handling areas to detect inadequate cooling
and to detect excessive radiation levels.

Radiation monitors are provided to maintain surveillance over
the waste release operation. The permanent record of activity
releases is provided by radiochemical analysis of known quanti-
ties of waste.

There is a controlled ventilation system for the fuel storage and
waste treatment areas of the auxiliary building whi6h discharges
to the atmosphere via the plant vent. Radiation monitors are in
continuous service in these areas to actuate a high-activity alarm
on the control board annunciator.

Auxiliary shielding for the Waste Disposal System and its storage'
components is designed to limit the dose rate to levels not exceed-
ing .75 mr/hr in normally occupied areas, to levels not exceeding
2.0 mr/hr in intermittently occupied areas and to levels not ex-
ceeding 15 mr/hr in limited occupancy areas. (1)

The -fuel handling mechanisms are designed so that it is unlikely
that an accidental release of radioactivity can take place. These
components are also contained within the fuel storage building which
further reduces the chance of a "leak" and assists in maintaining
the guidelines set up by 10CFR100. Furthermore, Gamma Radiation
levels in the fuel storage building itself are continuously moni-
tored by a local (R-5) Area Radiation Monitor. The monitoring
serves to warn the operator of impending high radiation levels'
for such cases as low water level, contaminated water or improper
handling of irradiated equipment or fuel elements. If the set
point is reached, it is alarmed locally and in the Control Room.

On high radiation alarm, the following actions automatically take
place:

1., building ventilation supply fans are secured
2. dampers at ventilation supply fan close
3.- inlet and outlet dampers to-charcoal filters open-
.4. bypass damper around charcoal filter closes
5. exhaust fans continue to run

Under these conditions, the maximum calculated in-leakage to the
building (as a result of non-air tight construction) would be 20,000
cfm with a one-half inch of water negative pressure inside the



building. Thus, following the release of radioactivity in the
Fuel Storage Building, there will be zero air leakage from the
building proper, .and the entire exhaust from the building will
pass through roughing HEPA and charcoal filters before passing
into the plant vent.

A spent fuel pit cooling loop which is a part of the auxiliary
coolant system is provided to remove from the spent fuel pit the
heat generated by the stored fuel elements. Both the water level
and temperature are continuously monitored. High and low levels
in the pit (6" above or below the 93'-8" norm) are alarmed in
Control Room, as is high temperature of the water in the pit
(125 0 F).

Two 1,000 gallon waste condensate tanks are provided to collect
liquid wastes that are suitable for direct release to the river.

When a waste condensate tank is full, it will be isolated and
the second tank will be placed in service. The isolated tank
is then recirculated via valve 1780 and a sample is taken from
the. pumps discharge via valve 1770.

The sample taken will be analyzed for gross activity. If t:-,e
water is considered unsuitable for discharge, it will be returned
via valve 1784 to the waste holdup tank for reprocessing.

A direct measurement of the activity can be made by means of the
radiation detector R-018 which is in the path of the fluid being
recirculated. The activity level will be indicated on the Waste
Disposal Panel and in the Control Room (on the Radiation Monitoring
System Cabinet located behind the Flight Panel). If the activity
exceeds 2.1 x 10-4 ci/cc (7 x 103 cpm), a category alarm "Plocess
Monitor Hi Radiation" will be annunciated in the Control Room (on
the SB-2 Safeguards Panel) and an alarm will be actuated at the
waste disposal panel, "WDS Liquid Monitor Hi Radiation". -, addi-
tion, if the activity reaches the alarm point, the control valve
RCV-018 in the waste release line will be tripped shut via an
electrical interlock. This radiation detector thus provides a
backup to the sample analysis in preventing the accidental release
of high activity liquid.

If sample analysis indicates the fluid is suitable for discnarge
to the river, the allowable release rate will be determined and a
radioactive waste release permit will be filled out for the parti-
cular tank to be dumped. RCV-018 will be opened from the waste
disposal panel and locked closed valve 1785 will be opened. The
pump discharge valve will be throttled to maintain the f!c rate,
as indicated by FT-1064, below the allowable. Actual flow rate
is indicated on the waste disposal panel. During liquid releases
the valve in the recirculation line (1780) should be slightly
open to protect the waste condensate pumps from operating against
a dead head should RCV-018 trip shut. The released liqui_'9 -!aste
enters the discharge canal via the service water line from com-
ponent cooling heat exchanger No. 21.



The activity of the fluid being released is continuously monitored
by R-018 so that in the event that high activity water inadvertently
entered the fluid being released, it would be detected and RCV-018
would be tripped closed. This valve cannot be reopened until the
high radiation condition is corrected and the alarm is reset from
the Control Room.

Four 525 cubic foot tanks are provided to hold radioactive waste
gases for decay.

The gas decay tanks are sampled periodically by a gas analyzer.
Only the tank in the process of being filled will be sampled; the
other tanks will be bypassed. (Operation of the large gas decay
tank sample discharge valves, PCV-1036B to 1039B, are controlled
by the gas analyzer during this sampling process.) A radiation
monitor, RT-020 in the gas analyzer line, will indicate its reading
on the Waste Disposal Panel and will alarm when the gaseous activity
in the tank reaches 1.5 x 104 uCi/cc. This alarm is annunciated
on the waste disposal-boron recycle panel as "Gas Activity Monitor
Hi-Activity" and also in the. Control Room ("Process Monitor High
Radiation" on the SB-,2 Safeguards Panel). The alarm is provided
so the operator can stop the filling operation before the 16,500
curie limit on the tank is reached. A maximum of 16,500 curies
or equivalent xenon-133 is allowed in any one tank so that the
site boundary limits of 10 CFR 20 will not be exceeded if the tank
fails.

For the drumming station area radiation monitor, R-8, is provided
at the operator's station to warn the operator and/or personnel
handling solid wastes that an operating error has been made or
conditions have changed and increased the hazards associated with
this area. The set point for the alarrm is set at 50 mr/hr.

References:

1) IP3-FSAR, p. 11.2-2



Criterion 64 - Monitoring Radioactivity Releases. Means shall be
provided for monitoring the reactor containment atmosphere, spaces
containing components for recirculation of LOCA accident fluids,
effluent discharge paths, and the plant environs for radioactivity
that may be released from normal operations, including anticipated
operational occurrences, and from postulated accidents.

RESPONSE:

The containment atmosphere, the plant vent, the containment fan-
cooler's service water discharge, the Waste Disposal System gas
and liquid effluent, the condenser air ejectors, the component
cooling loop liquid, and the steam generator blowdown are moni-
tored for radioactivity released during normal operations, from
anticipated transients, and from accident conditions.(1)

All gaseous effluent from possible sources of accident releases
of radioactivity external to the reactor containment (e.g., the
spent fuel pit and waste handling equipment) will be exhausted
from the plant vent. An air particulate monitor is provided to
detect air particulate gamma radioactivity discharges through
the plant vent to the atmosphere. All accidental spills of
liquids are maintained within the auxiliary building and collected
in a drain tank. Any waste disposal system liquid effluent dis-
charged to the condenser circulating water canal is monitored.
For the case of leakage from the reactor containment under acci-
dent conditions, the plant area radiation monitoring system supple-
mented by portable survey equipment are provided for monitoring
of accident releases. (2)

All fuel and waste storage facilities are contained and equipment
designed so that accident releases of radioactivity to the atmos-
phere are monitored.(3)

Instruments for monitoring radioactivity releases are located at
selected points in and, around the plant to detect, indicate and
record the radiation levels. The system consists of the channels
detailed below. (4)

The Containment Air Particulate Monitor measures air particulate
gamma radioactivity in the containment and ensures that the re-
lease rate through the containment vent during purging is main-
tained below specified limits.

High radiation level for the channel initiates closure of the
containment purge supply and exhaust duct valves and pressure
relief line valves.

A Containment Radioactive Gas Monitor is provided to measure
gaseous gamma radioactivity in the containment, to ensure that
the radioactivity release rate during purging is maintained
below specified limits. High gas radiation level initiates
closure of the containment purge supply and exhaust duct valves
and pressure line relief valves.



The Plant Vent Air Particulate Monitor detects air particulate
gamma-radioactivity discharged through the plant vent to the
atmosphere. This monitor is provided to ensure that particulate
activity releases from the plant vent are below the specified
limits.

The Plant Vent Gas Monitor detects radiation passing through the
plant vent to the atmosphere.

Remote indication and annunciation are also provided on the Waste
Disposal System control board. On high radiation level alarm
the gas release valve in the Waste Disposal System is automatically
closed, thus assuring that gaseous releases from the Waste Disposal
System are within the specified limits.

The Condenser Air Ejector Gas Monitor measures the discharge from
the air ejector exhaust-header of the condensers for gaseous
radiation which is indicative of a primary to secondary system
leak. The normal gas discharge is routed to the turbine roof
vent. On high radiation level alarm, the condenser exhaust gases
are diverted to the containment through a blower.

A gamma sensitive Geiger-Mueller tube is used to monitor the
gaseous radiation level.

Waste Disposal System Liquid Effluent Monitor continuously moni-
tors all Waste Disposal System liquid releases from the plant.
Automatic valve closure action is initiated by this monitor to
prevent further release after a high-radiation level is indicated
and alarmed. A scintillation counter and holdup tank assembly
monitors these effluent discharges. Remote indication and
annunciation are also provided on the Waste Disposal System
control board.

The measurement ranges of these monitors are given in Table 11.2-7

of the FSAR.

References:

1) IP3-FSAR, p. 11.2-1
2). pp.11.2-1 and 11.2-15
3) pp. 1.3-29, 9.5-3 and 11.2-3
4) pp. 11.2-9 through 11.2-19



10 CFR 50 Appendix B - Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants

This appendix states in part: This appendix establishes quality
assurance requirements for the design, construction, and operation
of those structures, systems and components...

RESPONSE:

The Authority's Quality Assurance policy is to control those acti-
vities needed to provide assurance that quality objectives are
satisfied during the operation phase of the IP3 nuclear power plant.
To achieve this end, the Authority has established a Quality Assurance
Program. This program has been developed to comply with NRC require-
ments delineated in Appendix B to 10 CFR 50, "Quality Assurance
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants" and is organized in 18 sections to
correspond with the criteria of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50.

The program also complies with the guidance set forth in: WASH-1283
(Guidance on Quality Assurance Requirements During the Design and
Procurement Phases of Nuclear Power Plants, Rev. 1), dated May 24,
1974; WASH-1309 (Guidance on Quality Assurance Requirements During
the Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants), dated May 10, 1974;
WASH-1284 (Guidance on Quality Assurance During the Operation Phase
of Nuclear Power Plants), dated October 26, 1973, and the related NRC
Regulatory Guides referenced in the WASH documents or with an acceptable
alternative.

The Authority's Quality Assurance Program was also developed using the
criteria set forth in the NRC, Standard Review Plan (NUREG - 75/087),
Section 17.2, "Quality Assurance During the Operation Phase." The
NRC reviewed the Authority's Quality Assurance Program and concluded
that the program contained the necessary controls to comply with the
requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 and was therefore acceptable
for implementation for the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant.

Attached herewith, for your information, is the index to the Authority's
Quality Assurance Program for the Operations Phase.
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10 CFR 50 Appendix E, Section III: Emergency Plans for Production
and Utilization Facilities, III - The Final Safety Analysis Report.

The Final Sefety Analysis Report shall contain plans for coping with
emergencies. The details of these plans and the details of their
implementation need not be included but the plans must include a -
description of the elements set out in Section IV to an extent suffi-
cient to demonstrate that the plans provide reasonable assurance that
appropriate measures can and will be taken in the event of an emergency
to protect public health and safety and prevent damage to property.

RESPONSE:

In its March 16, 1977 application to transfer the Operating License
from Consolidated Edison Co. to the Power Authority of the State of
New York, The Authority submitted an Emergency Plan to the Commission.

On March 8, 1978 the Commission issued Amendment 12 to the Facility
Operating License which, among other things, concluded that the
Emergency Plan was acceptable. However, the Commission requested that
the Emergency Plan be revised to be consistent with the content and
format of Regulatory Guide 1.101. The Authority provided the re-
quested revision in March of 1979.

On November 9, 1979 The Authority submitted Revision 7 of the
Emergency Plan based on, "Emergency Planning Review Guideline Number
One-Revision 1, Emergency Planning Acceptance Criteria for Licensed
Nuclear Power Plants", dated September 7, 1979, in accordance with
the Commission's letter of October 10, 1979. In response to Commission
comments to the Plan made at the December 18, 1979 emergency planning
meeting, The Authority submitted revised pages to the Emergency Plan
on February 21, 1980.

Finally, The Authority is presently upgrading the Emergency Plan to
the requirements of NUREG-0654 based on proposed rulemaking to revise
10 CFR 50. Upon issuance of the IP3 updated FSAR pursuant to 10 CFR
50.71(e), the Emergency Plan shall either be included or referenced in
the FSAR.



10 CFR 50 Appendix E, Section IV: Content of Emergency Plans

The emergency plans shall contain, but not necessarily be
limited to, the following elements:

A. The organization for coping with radiation
emergencies, in which specific authorities,
responsibilities and duties are defined and
assigned, and the means of notification in the
event of an emergency of:

(1) Persons assigned to the licensee's
emergency organization, and

(2) Appropriate State and Federal agencies
with responsibilities for coping with
emergencies.

RESPONSE:

The Shift Supervisor or, in his immediate absence, the Senior
Reactor Operator, has the'authority to declare any emergency classi-
fication. The Shift Supervisor has been designated as the individual
who will immediately coordinate all emergency response actions. In*
the event of a site or general emergency, he will initially function
as the Emergency Director until relieved by a-higher ranking individual.

Plant staff emergency assignments are made using both Power Authority
and Con Edison personnel. The functional areas for which theassign-
ments are made are as follows: plant systems operation, radio-
logical survey and monitoring (off-site and on-site), fire fighting,
search and rescue operations, first aid and medical support, de-
contamination, plant security and access control, re-entry and recovery,
personnel accountability and data accumulation, reduction, assessment
and notification.

During day shift operations, each functional area is filled using on-
site personnel. If necessary, as directed by the Emergency Director,
additional personnel can be called in.

During night shift operations, the required emergency personnel will
be called in, as directed by the Shift Supervisor (Acting Emergency
Director) in accordance with the Emergency Procedures.

Section 5.4 of the Emergency Plan identifies the coordination of
participating agencies having planning and/or action responsibilities
for emergencies in the area around the Indian Point Unit 3 site.
These agencies include: The State of New York, Westchester, Rockland,
Orange, and Putnam Counties, United States Department of Energy, NRC
and U. S. Coast Guard. (1)



B. Written identification by position or function of
other employees of the licensee with special quali-
fications for coping with emergency conditions which
may arise. Other persons with special qualifications
who are not employees of the licensee and who may be
called upon for assistance shall also be identified.
The special qualifications of these employees and .
persons shall be described.

RESPONSE:

In the event of a Site or General Emergency, the IP-3 Resident
Manager will act as the Emergency Director and will direct all
emergency operations and actions. If and when he is not available,
additional plant staff individuals, as well as each of the Shift
Supervisors, have been trained to assume the Emergency Director
responsibilities. The Indian Point Unit 3 Emergency Plan,
Section 5.2.1 details the Emergency Director plant positions and
the established rank of order.72)

C. Means for determining the magnitude of the re-
lease of radioactive materials, including criteria
for determining the need for notification and par-
ticipation of local and State agencies and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and other Federal
agencies, and criteria for determining when pro-
tective measures should be considered within and
outside the site boundary to protect health and
safety and prevent damage to property.

RESPONSE:

Assessment actions for Site and General Emergencies are essentially
the same. The declaration of either of these emergency classifica-
tions would activate specific assessment measures. The method-
ologies and techniques used to assess the emergency situation are
contained in the Implementation Procedures. A description is as
follows:

a. Determining the magnitude of releases and estimate
of exposure to affected persons:

In the event of a Loss-of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA),
two methods have been developed to permit the
Emergency Director to expeditiously determine the
magnitude of release and to estimate the expcz>uz
of affected persons. This assessment is then
communicated to the appropriate State authorities,
which would enable them to make the necessary deci-
sions to protect off-site populations in the affected
areas. Both methods use meteorological dispersion



overlays developed for the site based on the
Pasquill categories and differing wind speeds
and directions.

Method 1: This method is used to provide a
rough estimate of the magnitude of release
and exposure to affected personnel based on the
vapor containment design leakage rate, the con-
tainment accident monitor reading (R-10) and the
meteorological conditions (Pasquill category and
wind speed) as obtained from the Unit No. 1
"flight panel". By referencing the correct over-
lay for the defined conditions, an isopleth ralue
(Xu/Q) is determined that would result in a 25
Rem dose to the adult thyroid during two (2) and
eight (8) hour periods for a TID* classification
accident or 2.5 Rem dose for the same periods for
a GAP** classification accident. The estimated
thyroid dose for the specified isopleth value is
used to project the exposure at other on-site or
off-site points having a different isopleth value
as shown by the overlay.

* TID - Loss of coolant accident based on
Technical Information Division No. 14844
paper on standard design basis accidents
(DBA). Fuel element meltdown releasing
fission products to containment and assuming
maximum design leakage allowance from con-
tainment.

** GAP - Fuel element cladding breach which
releases halogens and noble gases to con-
tainment with the fuel pellets remaining
intact.

Method 2: This method is used to provide a more
definitive estimate of the magnitude of release
and exposure to affected persons. Upon declara-
tion of the emergency, notifications are made to
activate the off-site monitoring teams. These
teams report to the Emergency Director. Equipped
with the emergency assessment equipment maintained
in their vehicles, they evaluate radiological con-
ditions as they proceed to specified sampling points.
At the sampling point, they initiate air sampling
equipment and setup analyses instrumentation. In
certain cases, environmental monitoring sample loca-
tions with continuously operating sampling devices
are used to provide samples immediately for measuring
activity values. The observed data is then communicated
by radio to the Emergency Director. Using the measured



activity and/or activity-concentrations, the
Emergency Director projects the total expected
thyroid dose versus one hour breathing time at
that location and can relate that value to other
locations surrounding the site, including the
site exclusion area boundary using the overlays
and other graphs and curves contained in specific
implementation procedures.

The Iodine-131 activity obtained from the air
samples can also be used to estimate the Iodine-131
release rate in curies per second from the plant in
an analagous manner if a plant vent or release point
sample cannot easily'be obtained.

b. Determining the magnitude of resulting radioactive
contamination.

The evaluation of resulting radioactive surface con-
tamination is primarily performed by trained indi-
viduals using the necessary monitoring devices.
These individuals may be site personnel or Civil
Defense and radiological assistance personnel supplied
by various off-site emergency organizations. The
evaluations are normally performed by either direct
measurement using sensitive survey instruments or
by obtaining representative swipe or smear samples
in the appropriate detecting equipment. Criteria,
located in implementation procedures IP-1007 and
IP-1014, have been established for on-site evalu-
ation of whether or not further controls shall be
implemented. Off-site control values have similarly
been established.

A Site Emergency is a class which involves a potential
for or actual releases beyond the IP-3 protected
area of amounts of radioactive materials of sufficient
magnitude to warrant consideration of protective
measures within the site exclusion area and possibly
off-site, but less than the consequence of a General
Emergency. The projected doses, over the expected
period of release to an individual outside the Indian
Point Station exclusion area would be less than one
(1) Rem to the individual's whole body and less than
five (5) Rem to the individual's thyroid. Radiological
conditions outside of the IP-3 protected area, but with-
in the exclusion area, could possibly present a radio-
logical hazard to personnel and-in this instance, -the
IP-3 Emergency Director may assume control of the
emergency actions on both sites, including shutdown
and evacuation as required. Appropriate Federal, State
and local authorities would be notified advising them
of the status of the emergency and projected consequences..



A General Emergency is declared by the Shift Super-
visor, Senior Reactor Operator or the Emergency
Director following an occurrence at IP-3 which
causes extensive damage to irradiated fuel either
in'the reactor core or in storage and results in
a projected dose over the expected period of re-
lease to an individual at the site boundary, out-
side'of the exclusion area which could exceed one
(1) Rem to the individual's whole body or five (5)
Rem to the individual's thyroid. The Emergency
Director of IP-3 may assume control of emergency
operations of IP-I, IP-2 and IP-3 and mobilization
of emergency teams would be initiated. The New
York State Department of Health would be notified
and provided with information to aid in planning
and initiating protective actions for the low
population zone and other areas, as appropriate.

Protective actions for the populations at risk
involve either shelter, evacuation or other actions
under the jurisdiction and direction 'of the off-site
response agency, principally the New York State
Department of Health. Off-site warnings or instruc-
tions are provided by the appropriate agency accord-
ing to its specific emergency plan. This may in-
clude radio and/or television announcements or,
if required, voice, loudspeaker equipment, tele-
phone, etc. as provided by local law enforcement
units. (3)

D. Procedures for notifying and agreements reached with
local, State and Federal officials and agencies for
the early warning of the public and for public evacu-
ation or as other protective measures become necessary
or desirable, including identification of the principal
officials by title and agencies.

RESPONSE:

The Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant Emergency Procedures Document
(EPD) contains instructions for notifying local, State and Federal
agencies of emergencies at IP-3. An emergency notification check
sheet is located in the EPD. It contains the names of agencies that
get mandatory notification and notification as needed.

Agreements have been made with several State and local agencies
having planning and/or action responsibilities for emergencies in
the area around the IP-3 site. These agreement letters 'are main-
tained in Appendix 10.1 of the Emergency Plan. (4)

E. Provisions for maintaining up-to-date:

1. The organization for coping with emergencies;
2. The procedures for use in emergencies; and 3.
the lists of persons with special qualifications
for coping with emergency conditions.



RESPONSE:

In order to ensure that all emergency planning requirements are
adequately evaluated and implemented in a timely manner, an
individual on the normal plant operating staff has been designated
as the Emergency Planning Coordinator (EPC). This individual is
responsible for coordinating off-site emergency planning efforts
including those associated with Con Edison, maintaining the IP-3
Emergency Plan and Implementation Procedures, developing emergency
training programs and associated manuals, coordinating the de-
velopment and conduct of emergency drills and exercises and main-
taining awareness of emergency planning requirement changes and
notifications. The EPC reports directly to the Radiological and
Environmental Services Superintendent and participates with the
Corporate Radiological Engineer in emergency planning efforts at
the corporate level. (5)

F. Emergency first aid and personnel decontamination
facilities including:

1. Equipment at the site for personnel monitoring.

2. Facilities and supplies at the site for de-
contamination of personnel.

3. Facilities and medical supplies at the site
for appropriate emergency first aid treatment.

4. Arrangements for the services of a physician
and other medical personnel qualified to handle
radiation emergencies and

5. Arrangements for transportation of injured or
contaminated individuals to treatment facilities
outside the site boundary.

RESPONSE:

General first aid-equipment, oxygen breathing apparatus and an
examining table are housed in a first aid room located on elevation
33 feet in the IP-3 Turbine Building. Subjects with contamination
free injuries can be treated here prior to being transferred, if
necessary, to either the local hospital or Con Edison Medical
Department.

Additional first aid supplies and equipment are maintained in two
highly portable "trauma" kits, that are located in the conventional
and radiologically controlled portions of the plant. These kits can.
provide an individual trained in priority first aid, with all the
necessary items to render immediate attention to an injured individual
or group of individuals.



If an individual becomes substantially radioactively contaminated,
with or without injury, several assistance alternatives are avail-
able.

For a non-serious injury involving contamination, first aid attention
is provided at the scene, as necessary, and the individual is then
taken to the IP-3 decontamination area located at the Controlled Area
.Control Point which is equipped with two stainless steel showers, deep
sinks and necessary decontamination and first aid supplies. There,
following decontamination of the individual, further medical attention
can be provided.

For more serious injuries involving contaminated individuals, which
may eventually require hospital attention, the injured individuals,
following initial first aid attention, would be transported to the
First Aid Decontamination Facility located at elevation 72 feet in
the IP-l Nuclear Services Building. At the IP-I facility, initial
decontamination, life support and minor surgery may be performed as
required, prior to transferring the individual to the appropriate
off-site medical facility.

Arrangements have been made with Consolidated Edison for both routine
and emergency medical services. Two physicians are available (on call)
on a twenty-four hour basis to provide the medical expertise that may
be required following an industrial accident. The two physicians
have received additional training by the Con Edison Medical staff to
acquaint them with the special precautions and techniques required
for care of patients with radioactive contamination.

Additionally, six other physicians, located in the New York City area
and associated with the Con Edison Medical Department, are on the
Emergency Roster and can be contacted if necessary.

In the unlikely event that a patient should suffer an acute life
threatening radiation exposure, a specialist from Brookhaven National
Laboratories serving as a consultant to the Consolidated Edison Medical
Department would be available to supervise the call, and to assist in
specialized training of medical personnel.

The Peekskill Community Hospital has agreed to accept an injured/
contaminated/irradiated patient from IP-3. This is a modern 116 bed
hospital with facilities that include a complete emergency room
laboratory, radiology department and Nuclear Medicine Department.
Through in-depth training, consultation, periodic drills and critiques,
the hopsital emergency staff is prepared to initially handle the addi-
tional precautions and limitations involved with a radiologically
related injury until special care/monitoring is arranged. A Letter
of Agreement with the hospital is located in the Appendix to the IP-3
Emergency Plan.



The Brookhaven National Laboratory Hospital has a specialized
facility for the care and definitive treatment of highly irradiated/
contaminated patients. It has a sophisticated surgery/decontamination
suite as well as a reverse isolation ward. This hospital may be
utilized with the authorization of the Brookhaven Medical Department
Chairman in the highly unlikely situation of a massive exposure or
an unusually difficult contamination case.

Arrangements have been made for transporting injured persons via the
Verplanck Ambulance Association who provide 24 hour service with
backup from other local communities. The Verplanck Ambulance drivers
are invited to participate each year in the annual medical emergency
drill. In addition, a training program is provided at least every
other year. (6)

G. Arrangements for treatment of individuals-at
treatment facilities outside the site boundary.

RESPONSE:

In the unlikely event that a patient should suffer an acute life
threatening radiation exposure, a specialist from Brookhaver National
Laboratories serving as a consultant to the Consolidated Edision
Medical Department would be available to supervise the call, and to
assist in specialized training of medical personnel.

The Peekskill Community Hospital has agreed to accept an injured/.
contaminated/irradiated patient from IP-3. This is a modern 116
bed hospital with facilities that include a complete emergency room,
laboratory, radiology department and Nuclear Medicine Department.
Through in-depth training, consultation, periodic drills and critiques,
the hospital emergency staff is prepared to initially handle the
additional precautions and limitations involved with a radiciogically
related injury until special care/monitoring is arranged. • Letter
of Agreement with the hospital is located in the Appendix to the IP-3
Emergency Plan. (7)

H. Provisions for training of employees of the licensee
who are assigned specific authority and responsi-
bility in the event of an emergency and of other
persons whose assistance may be needed in the event
of a radiation emergency.

RESPONSE:

Emergency Planning Training will be performed for all personnel
assigned specific responsibilities in the Emergency Plan. Adcditionally
general employees will be provided with the necessary informa'tion that
explains how they are required to respond to any emergency situation at
IP-3.



An Emergency Planning Training procedure and manual has been de-
veloped that further defines the training program and specifies
the training requirements and responsibilities.

All emergency training of personnel performed by Con Edison, that
in any manner relates to the Power Authority Emergency Plan pro-
cedures for emergency preparedness, is subject to audit by the
Power Authority. (8)

I. Provisions for testing by periodic drills of
radiation emergency plans to assure that em-
ployees of the licensee are familiar with their
specific duties and provisions for participation
in the drills by other persons whose assistance
may be needed in the event of a radiation
emergency.

RESPONSE:

In order to evaluate the emergency organization's preparedness,
various types of drills and exercises are developed and conducted.
The primary objective of these drills and exercises are to test
the adequacy and content of implementation procedures and methods
to evaluate and test emergency equipment to provide simulated ex-
periences, so that emergency organization personnel become and
remain familiar with their assigned responsibilities or duties and
to provide opportunities for State and local government agencies to
participate in simulated emergencies to develop and analyze their
skills and response techniques.

Several types of drills will be conducted on the IP-3 site on an
annual basis. These exercises may involve f brigade activation,
re-entry and recovery, evacuation accountability, search and rescue,
radiological monitoring and dose assessment. Additionally, exercises
designated to test various aspects of the Emergency Plan, will be
conducted between the annual drills. These drills will be held no
less than nine (9) months or greater than fifteen (15) months since
the previous year's drill in the same category. (9)

J. Criteria to be used to determine when, following
an accident, re-entry of the facility is appropriate
or when operation should be continued.

RESPONSE:

In order for the recovery phase of the emergency to commence, the
conditions which caused the emergency to be declared must no longer
be contributing to any off-site hazards.



Once the hazard potential has passed, steps will be taken to recover
from the incident. All actions will be thoroughly preplanned. Each
specific action will be thought out in advance and discussed with
the most responsible and knowledgeable personnel available.

Every reasonable effort will be made to limit, radiation exposure of
personnel involved in the recovery operation. Other than the ex-
posure guidelines discussed in Section 6.5.1 for assisting injured
persons and undertaking corrective actions, the criteria of 10 CPR
20 will apply during the re-entry phase. Affected areas will be
mapped off and adequately posted. Shielding will be employed to the
fullest extent possible. Access to the areas will be controlled and
exposure of personnel documented.

Current operating records, survey results and other pertinent infor-
mation will be collected from logs, records or indicators in the
Control Room and for the ECC for evaluating the advisability and
timing of re-entry to the affected areas. (10)

REFERENCES:

1) Indian Point Unit 3 Emergency Plan, ,Sections 5.2.1,
5.2.2 and 5.4

2) Indian Point Unit 3 Emergency Plan, Section 5.2.1

3) Indian Point Unit 3 Emergency Plan, Sections 4.1.4,
4.1.5, 6.2.4 and 6.4

4) Indian Point Unit 3 Emergency Plan, Section SE-6 and
Appendix 10.1

5) Indian Point Unit 3 Emergency Plan, Section 8.1.3

6) Indian Point Unit 3 Emergency Plan, Sections 6. 5.2,
6.5.3, and 6.5.4

7) Indian Point Unit 3 Emergency Plan, Section 6.5.4

8) Indian Point Unit 3 Emergency Plan, Section 8.1.1

9) Indian Point Unit 3 Emergency Plan, Section 8.1.2

10) Indian Point Unit 3 Emergency Plan, Section 9.0



10 CFR 50, Appendix G: Fracture Toughness Requirements.

This Appendix specified minimum fracture toughness requirements for
ferritic materials of pressure retaining components of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary of water oooled power reactors.

To demonstrate compliance with the minimum fracture toughness re-
quirements of Sections IV and V of Appendix "G", ferritic materials
shall be tested in accordance with the ASME Code Section NB2300.

Section IV states in Part:

A. The pressure retaining components of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary that are made of ferritic
materials shall meet the following requirements for
fracture toughness during system hydrostatic test and
any condition for normal operation, including anti-
cipated operational occurrence:

1) Materials per NB2330 of the ASME Code,

2) For vessels, exclusive of bolting or other
fasteners:
a) "Calculated Stress intensity factors

shall be lower than the references
stress intensity factors by the margin
specified in the ASME Code Appendix G ...

B. Reactor Vessel beltline materials shall have
minimum upper-shelf energy as determined from
Charpy V-notch tests on unirradiated speciments ...

Section V - The properties of reactor vessel beltline region materials,
including welds, shall be monitored by a material surveillance program
conforming to the "Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program Re-
quirements" set forth in Appendix H.

RESPONSE:

The design of the Indian Point Unit 3 Plant has taken into account
minimum fracture toughness requirements for ferritic materials of
pressure containing components. This is evidenced by reference to the
FSAR for IP-3, Section 4.2.2.

For Indian Point Unit 3, the FSAR discusses materials considerations
in Section 4.2.5, Materials of Construction.

Each of the materials used in the reactor coolant system is selected
for the expected environment and service conditions. The major com-
ponent materials are listed in'Table 4.2-1.



Section 4.2.2, "Reactor Vessel" states, "The vessel is designed
in accordance with Section III (Nuclear Vessels) of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code." In further responses to compliance to
Appendix G, Fracture Toughness, the FSAR under Section 4.2.5 states:
Assurance of adequate fracture toughness of the reactor vessel is
provided by compliance insofar as possible with the requirements of
the Summer 1972 Addenda to Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code.



10 CFR 50 Appendix H: Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Requirements.

The purpose of the material surveillance program required by this
appendix is to monitor changes in the fracture toughness properties
of ferritic materials in the reactor beltline region neutron irradia-
tion and the thermal environment. Under this program, fracture
toughness test data are obtained from material specimens withdrawn
periodically from the reactor vessel. These data will permit the
determination of the conditions under which the vessel can be operated
with adequate margins of safety against fracture throughout its
service life.

RESPONSE:

In the Indian Point Unit 3 FSAR, Supplement 7 under 4.2.5 states:
"Chahges in fracture toughness of the core region plates or forgings,
weld metal, and associated heat-treated zones due to radiation damage
will be monitored by a surveillance program which conforms with ASTM
E-185, Recommended Practice for Surveillance Tests for Nuclear Reactor
Vessels."

There is such a program in effect at the Indian Point Unit 3 Power
Plant. IP3-FSAR Section 4.5, Inspection and Tests, summarizes the
nondestructive inspection of materials and components (Supplements 9
and 32) prior to operation and describes the Reactor Pressure Vessel
Surveillance Program in compliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix H. It
has been in fact implemented as described below:

The program was submitted to the NRC as WCAP-8475 "Indian Point 3
Reactor Vessel Radiation Surveillance Program: January 1975" and the
required number of samples, location, withdrawal schedules, schedule
and type of fracture toughness tests, testing and reporting of re-
sults are in accordance with 10 CFR 50 Appendix H. At the 1978 re-
fueling outage for Indian Point Unit 3, test Capsule "T" was removed
in accordance with the Program WCAP-8475 and tested. Results were
reported to NRC in WCAP-9491, April 1979, Analysis of Capsule "T"
from the Indian Point Reactor Vessel Radiation Surveillance Program."
Because of the results, the operating pressures and temperature
limitations established for the period of operation of the reactor
vessel was specified in a report to the NRC. The basis for these
limitations were previously established by WCAP-7924, Basis for Heat-
up and Cooldown Limit Curves, July.1972, also approved by the NRC.
Thus, compliance with implementation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix H. is
achieved.



10 CFR 50 Appendix I - Numerical Guides for Design Objectives and
Limiting Conditions for Operation to meet the Criterion- "As Low
as Is Reasonably Achievable" for Radioactive Material in Light-
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor Effluents

... This Appendix provides nuimerical guides for design objectives
and limiting conditions for operation to assist applicants for ...

RESPONSE:

Appendix B to Facility Operating Licenses for Consolidated Edison
Company of New York and the Power Authority of the State of New
York was issued on December 12, 1975 and is entitled, "Environmental
Technical Specification Requirements for Once-Through Cooling"
Sections 2.4 and 3.4 on radioactive discharges, specifically address
the limitations on discharge which will assure compliance with
Appendix I of 10 CFR Part 50.



10 CFR 50 Appendix J - Primary Reactor Containment'Leakage Testing
for Water-Cooled Power Reactors

Primary reactor containments shall meet the containment leakage test
requirements set forth ... verification by tests of the leak-tight
integrity of the primary reactor containment, and systems and com-
ponents which penetrate containment ... the tests are to assure that
(a) leakage through the primary reactor containment and systems and
components penetrating primary containment shall not exceed allow-
able leakage rate values as specified in the technical specifications...

RESPONSE:

In accordance with this part, A, B, and C type tests are performed at'
required intervals to assure the leak-tight integrity of the primary
reactor containment. This testing is performed on.the containment in
asclose to the "as is" condition as practical. All tests are con-
ducted in accordance with ANSI N45.4-1972, "Leakage Rate Testing of
Containment Structures for Nuclear Reactors".

N

A general inspection of the accessible interior and exterior surfaces
of the containment structures and components is performed prior to any
type A tests.

After conducting all required tests, a summary technical report is
submitted to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission approximately three
months after conducting the test.

The summary report contains all required schematics, methods, pro-
cedures, test programs and analyses. Results and analyses of the
supplemental verification test employed to demonstrate the validity of
the leakage rate test measurements are included.



10 CFR Appendix K, ECCS Evaluation Models (Section I - Required
and Acceptable Features of Evaluation Models, and Section II -
Required Documentation).

RESPONSE:

A.1 The current Appendix K ECCS analysis of record was trans-
mitted to the NRC on January 29, 1980. This analysis was
performed with the current NRC approved Westinghouse Elec-
tric Corporation Methodology designated the February 1978
Model (WCAP-9220-P-A). The analysis was performed with a
4% steam generator tube plugging level to reflect plant
conditions.

A.2 In response to concerns raised originally in Draft NUREG-
0630, a sensitivity study was performed to evaluate some
apparently new fuel clad rupture and flow blockage effects.
This study submitted with the latest ECCS analysis demon-
strated that the net impact of these effects and some new
approved model improvements was zero.

A.3 A further modification of the impact of the ECCS reanalysis
resulted from the NRC order of February 11, 1980 reducing
the peak clad temperature after a LOCA from the 10CFR50 -
Appendix K limit of 2200OF to 20000 F. This was accommodated
by a reduction in allowable peak linear power density. This
is reflected in a decrease in the Technical Specification
Peaking Factor (FQ) limit of 0.04. The current limit is
therefore, 2.13. Since the Final Acceptance Criteria
analysis for the current Indian Point 3 operating cycle
revealed sufficient margin, no power reduction was neces-
sary.

A.4 Table 1 presents the 10CFR50.46 five acceptance criteria
for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for LWR's as published
in the Federal Register on January 4, 1974. The results
of the latest ECCS analysis for the Indian Point Unit 3
Plant are presented to show compliance.

The criteria also include requirements for maintaining (1) a core
geometry amenable to cooling and (2) a capability for long-term
core cooling. The first is satisfied by performing the analysis
for the hottest rod in the core. Changes in geometry are calcu-
lated in the LOCTA analysis (ref. 4). These regions are shown
to be coolable and thus meet this criterion. To reflect the con-
cerns raised by data presented in draft NUREG-0630, a further
adjustment was included along with certain model improvements.
The net impact of these effects was shown to be zero. This study
was submitted to the NRC on January 29, 1980. The second criterion,
long-term cooling, is satisfied by consideration of the core
mechanical design (FSAR Sect. 14.3.3) to assure the core will
remain in place and substantially intact with its essential heat



transfer geometry preserved. Core decay heat is removed by a
continuous supply of water from the ECCS. This water supply
comes from the refueling water storage tank. After this is
emptied, the ECCS pump enters a recirculation mode when water
is taken from the containment sump and cooled'in the residual
heat removal heat exchangers. Long-term cooling is maintained
with borated water circulated by the ECCS.

Table 2, extracted from WCAP-8339, Westinghouse Emergency Core
Cooling System Evaluation Model-Summary, June 1974, presents a
summary comparison of the 10CFR50-Appendix K model requirements
and the acceptable features of the Westinghouse Evaluation Model.
The actual model description is presented in references 3 through
14. Reference 2 presents a point by point comparison of Appendix
K Evaluation Model requirements and features of the Westinghouse
Model. The Indian Point Unit 3 ECCS analysis has been performed
in accordance with this NRC approved model and is consistent with
the acceptance criteria provided in reference 1.



TABLE 1

Indian Point Unit 3

Conformance with lOCFR50.46
Acceptance Criteria

IOCFR50.46 Criteria

Peak Clad Temp. 2200°F

Less than 17% cladding -
water/steam
Reaction in the core

Less than 17 local oxidation

Calculated changes in core
geometry shall be such that
the core remains amenable to
cooling.

Long-Term Cooling Capability
Maintenance

Indian Point Unit 3 Results

2000 0 F*

Less than 0.3%

6.18%

(a)

(a)

* NRC Order, February 11, 1980
(a) discussed in A.4
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REQUIRED AND ACCEPTABLE FEATURES OF THE EVALUATION MODEL

Appendix K
Paragraph

I.A

Requirement

Core Power Rating and Shapes

I.A.1

I.A. 2,

I.A. 5

I.A. 6

I.A. 7

I.B.

I.C.1

.3, .4

Initial Stored Energy

Fission and Decay Energy

Metal/Water Reaction

Metal Heat Transfer

Primary-to-Secondary Heat
Transfer

Swelling and Rupture

Break Characteristics

Westinghouse Evaluation Model

Power Level >1.02 Licensed Power

Worst Shape and Peaking Factor

Worst Time in Life. Fuel Densification

ANS+20% + Infinite Life

Inside/Outside Reaction. Baker-Just Kinetics

Lumped Parameter Model

Secondary Side Modeled

Clad Deformation Modeled

Spectrum of Sizes. Zaloudek & Moody Models

End of Blowdown Calculated

Harwell

PressureChange Included

Time to DNB Calculated

No Rewetting. Westinghouse Transition
Boiling Correlation

2-Phase Homologous Model

Hot Assembly Flow and Crossflow Calculated

I.C. 2

I.C.3

I.C.4

I.C. 5

I.C. 6

I.C.7

2-Phase Friction Factors

Momentum Flux

Critical Heat Flux

Post DNB Heat Transfer

Pump

Core Flow Distribution
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REQUIRED AND ACCEPTABLE FEATURES OF THE EVALUATION MODEL

Appendix K
Paragraph

I.D.1

I.D.2

I.D.3

Requirement

Single Failure

Containment Pressure

Reflood Rate

Westinghouse Evaluation Model

Effects included

Conservatively Low Value Calculated

Locked Pump Rotor resistance.
FLECHT heat transfer

Pressure Drop and Condensation Modeled

FLECHT, Steam and Radiation Heat
Transfer used.

I.D.4

I.D. 5

Steam/Water Mixing

Refill/Reflood Heat Transfer
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RELIABILITY AND FAILURE
MODES EVALUATION

POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
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AUGUST 11, 1980



ITEM F.4 EVALUATION OF THE RELIABILITY AND FAILURE MODES OF

SELECTED SYSTEMS/COMPONENTS

F.4a. Failure Mode and Effects Analysis of Active Components

on the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary:

A failure mode and effects analysis of all active com-

ponents on or within the reactor coolant boundary has
been performed. The review included: reactor coolant
pumps; pressurizer relief and safety valves; pressurizer

spray valves; control'rod drive mechanisms and housings;

drain valves; and check, air operated and motor operated
valves interfacing with other systems. No failure modes
were identified during the review which have not been
considered and/or analyzed in previous plant reviews.

In particular, Chapter 14 of the FSAR addresses the
following items: Control Rod Withdrawal; Control Rod

Mechanism Housing Ruptures; Reactor Coolant Pump Trips;
Startup of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Pump; and Primary
System Pipe Ruptures that Bound Ruptures in Active
Components on the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary.
In addition, Westinghouse has performed post-TMI
generic reanalyses for both Small Break LOCAs (WCAP-9600)
and all FSAR transients (WCAP-9691) which are applicable
to all Westinghouse nuclear plants. Furthermore, the
issue of ATWS has been analyzed by both the NRC and the
NSSS vendors on a generic basis and the results of these

analyses are in the process of being applied to individual

plantLs including Indian Point Units 2 and 3.

It has therefore been determined that existing analyses
bound the effects of failures on the reactor coolant

pressure boundary, including the effects of coincident
limiting single failures, and have satisfactorily demon-
strated acceptable system performance following such failures.

Existing analyses have neither evaluated the likelihood
of failures )on the reactor coolant system boundary nor the
impacts of such events when compounded by other plant

failures beyond the regulatory single failure criterion.
The long term risk assessment study being performed by
Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc. (PLG), will provide

a detailed assessment of the dominant contributors to
risk from the Indian Point Units 2 and 3 nuclear power
plants. Failures on the reactor coolant pressure boundary

are considered in that work along with equipment and human
failures in all other areas of the plant. We believe that

a plant risk assessment is the proper vehicle for assessing
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the effects on risk of specific plant failures.

The PLG study will apply th:.; basic techniques of WASI--1400
to determine the public risk due to operation of the Indian
Point Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactors. The analysis will be
site specific: the hardware systems in place at each unit
are being analyzed using fault tree techniques; modeling
of human interaction is based on the existing plant pro-
cedures; local terrain, meteorology, and demography are
being used in the consequence assessment. Actual operating
and maintenance histories from the units will be used to
update generic industry data to obtain plant specific
data. Causes of equipment failure are being examined
in detail and the final analysis will include random failures,
human interaction, test and maintenance, environmental
factors, and various combinations of these. Results
of the study will include identilfication of dominant con-
tributors to risk--systems, components, causes, etc. The
work is presently scheduled to be completed in October,
1980 and will be reviewed in detail by the NRC as it,
progresses.
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F.4b. Failure Mode and Effects Analysis for Minor Departures
from Operating, Maintenance and Emergency Procedures:

Detailed review of the effects of these procedures on
power plant risk is included in the PLG risk analysis.
Minor departures from operating and maintenance pro-
cedures can lead to early equipment failures and to
plant trip, but more often only to abnormal conditions
that can be corrected before components or systems are
lost. The more severe problems manifest themselves in
the plant specific failure rate and initiating event
frequency data developed for the plant risk study. Detailed
review of that data, especially where it differs sub-
stantially from generic data, should provide clues to
help identify problems that have developed due to de-
partures from procedures and, more importantly, indicate
ways in which procedures can be modified to help avoid
problems.

Departures from emergency procedures have potentially
more" serious effects since the plant is in a degraded
condition when these procedures are in use. However,
most critical actions described.in the emergency pro-
cedures occur automatically and are backed up by the
human operator. Before minor departures from emergency
procedures could, have great significance, some failures
in the automatic equipment must have already occurred.
Errors such as securing an automatic function (ECCS for
example) when still required must be considered major
departures from emergency procedures and are handled
explicitly in the forthcoming PLG risk assessment. Once
again, review of plant data (specifically LERs and reactor
trip records) can provide valuable information.

The emergency procedures are receiving considerable detailed
attention at this time. Both Consolidated Edison and
the Power Authority are reviewing the procedural re-
commendations of the Westinghouse Owners' Group whose
desire, was to restructure the emergency procedures in
a way that will significantly enhance the likelihood
of successful diagnosis and recovery. Furthermore,
in response to 120-day Interim Action Item E.2, the
Essex Corporation has recently completed an extensive
review of the Indian Point Unit 2 and Unit 3 control
rooms and emergency procedures. Significant improvements
may be expected to follow in-house review of that work.

The review of plant data is progressing. For example, in
our review of LERs (see response to Item F.1), the human
event and procedural event subcategories identified
a number of cases in which minor departures from pro-
cedures occurred--either people deviating from written
procedures or written procedures deviating from intended
actions. The identified items have been of minimal sig-
nificance. As discussed in response to Item F.1, the
identified occurrences have been corrected by revising
procedures, improving training or improved testing.
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F.4c. Explore Ways to Improve Reliability of the Components
With a Particularly High Failure Rate as Delineated
in NUREG/CR-i205:

The question is most properly addressed in the context
of the complete plant risk assessment study. "Particularly
high failure rate" of a component has no real. meaning
except in the context of system performance. When used
in combination with other equipment, a component with a
seemingly low reliability, may provide an essential and
acceptably reliable system function. Moreover', redundancy
and repairability can compensate for high failure rate
leading to a high reliability group of low reliability
components. A major result of the PLG risk study will
be a ranking of components with respect to each one's con-
tribution to overall risk.

High failure rate is not necessarily linked to safety
importance. However, it is at least an operational
problem and is addressed when identified.

The plant specific LER review presented in the response.
to Item F.1 and the generic LER review of NUREG/CR-1205
have identified service water pumps and charging pumps
as components experiencing higher than expected opera-
tional malfunctioning. Both Consolidated Edison the
Power Authority have accordingly implemented modification
programs to improve pump reliability as follows:

o Service Water Pumps--IP2 is currently performing
bearing, bearing sleeve, and bearing cooling
water modifications on a priority basis; IP3
is evaluating similar changes. IP3 is installing
a new discharge strainer design; IP2 is evalua-
ting this change.

o Charging Pumps--IP2 is planning to install
suction stabilizers and discharge pulsation
dampeners during the next refueling outage;
IP3 has installed suction stabilizers and is
planning to install pulsation dampeners during
the next refueling outage.

Consolidated Edison and the Power Authority cooperate
to reduce equipment repair times by sharing spare parts..
Complete spare rotating internals for all safety related
equipment--reactor coolant pumps, RHR pumps, SI pumps, etc.--
are maintained available. Finally, the new ISI test re-
quirements for pumps and valves (ASME code Section XI)
should help ensure that maintenance errors and equipment
degradation are detected early on.
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PART I

Capability of the AFW System to
Withstand Internally Generated Missiles

Plant specific recommendation (long term) number 1 (part b) of
the Commission's November 7, 1979 letter, regarding auxiliary
feedwater systems, required that the Authority evaluate the
capability of the Indian Point Unit 3 Auxiliary Feedwater System
(AFWS) design to withstand internally generated missiles.

In the December 21, 1979 letter, the Authority had committed to
evaluate the capability of design of the AFW system to withstand
internally generated missiles and to provide the results of this
analysis.

In compliance with your recommendation and our commitment, the
Authority and Consolidated Edison jointly contracted EDS Nuclear,
Inc. to evaluate the capability of the auxiliary feedwater system
to withstand internally generated missiles. The purpose of the
study was to:

1. Determine if a missile could be generated from the
steam driven AFW pump drive line components or turbine,
and

2. If a missile could be generated, to determine the potential
impact of the missile on vital AFWS components within the
AFWS pump room.

Preliminary investigation has indicated that the auxiliary feedwater
pump turbine could be the only potential source of a destructive
missile and, therefore, a detailed -analysis of auxiliary feedwater
pump turbine was undertaken. The rated speed of the turbine is
3,570 RPM with a trip speed following a governor failure, of
approximately 4,500 RPM. For conservatism, the missile analysis
assumed the worst case condition consisting of simultaneous loss
of load, governor -failure and trip valve failure. Consequently,
the turbine disc was assumed to reach the destructive overspeed of
14,047 RPM.

The turbine disc has only one keyway and, therefore, it was considere(
necessary to perform a parametric study of various disc sizes
ranging from 100 to 170 segments. The results of the study showed
that, at the burst speed of 14,047 RPM, a.300 segment would cause
a casing failure due to stage 1 perforation. Other size missiles
would also cause casing failure, with the worst stage 2 failure
being a 1340 segment.

The results of this analysis indicate that a turbine missile
generated at destructive overspeed of 14,047 RPM could escape
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the auxiliary feed pump turbine casing.

To determine the effect of the missile, a detailed study of the
AFW pump room was conducted to identify critical components of
the AFWS which could be potential targets. The method used
involved superimposing of 500 angle of revolution (Reg. Guide
1.15) about the turbine midplane on applicable piping, instru-
ment and-electrical layout drawings. This information was verified
by actual plant walk-throughs after a target was identified, the
failure of the equipment was assumed and the impact on impairment
of the AFWS was analyzed.

The results of the study show that there is sufficient amount of
vital equipment within the target area such that a missile could
disable the AFWS.

Based on the above, the Authority and Consolidated Edison are
presently considering implementing one of the following corrective
measures:

1. The installation of a protective missile shield around the
pump turbine for protection against destructive overspeed
missiles. A preliminary investigation shows a shield thickness
of approximately 3 inches of steel is required.

2. Upgrading of the auxiliary feed pump turbine overspeed
protection system by equipment modifications and/or inspection
and testing so that credit may be taken for its functionability.

3. Rerouting of all safety-related equipment which could be the
potential target of a pump turbine missile.

The Authority will notify the Commission as to which alternative
will be implemented as soon as the evaluation of the above alternativE
is completed. At that time, a full description of the evaluation
will be provided for review. It is our intention to make necessary
modifications, compatible with a planned plant outage, but no later
than our next scheduled refueling outage.



PART II

Basis for AFWS Flow Requirements

Question 1

a. Identify the plant transient and accident conditions considered
in establishing AFWS flow requirements, including the following
events:

1) Loss of Main Feed (LMFW)
2) LMFW w/loss of offsite AC power
3) LMFW w/loss of onsite and offsite AC power
4) Plant cooldown
5) Turbine trip with and without bypass
6) Main steam isolation valve closure
7) Main feed line break
8) Main steam line break
9) Small break LOCA
10) Other transient or accident conditions not listed above.

b. Describe the plant protection acceptance criteria and correspondin
technical bases used for each initiating event identified above.
The acceptance criteria should address plant limits such as:

1) Maximum RCS pressure (PORV or safety valve actuation)
2) Fuel temperature or damage limits (DNB, PCT, maximum fuel

central temperature)
3) RCS cooling rate limit to avoid excessive coolant shrinkage
4) Minimum steam generator level to assure sufficient steam gen-

erator heat transfer surface to remove decay heat and/or
cool down the primary system.

RESPONSE to l.a:

The Auxiliary Feedwater System serves as a backup system for
supplying feedwater to the secondary side of the steam generators at
times when the feedwater system is not available, thereby maintaining
the heat sink capabilities of the steam generator. The Auxiliary
Feedwater System is directly relied upon to prevent core damage and
system overpressurization in the event of transients such as a loss
of normal feedwater or secondary system pipe rupture, and to provide
a means for plant cooldown following any plant transient.

Following a reactor trip, decay heat is dissipated by evaporating
waterin the steam generators and venting the generated steam either
to the condensers through the steam dump or to the atmosphere through
the steam generator safety valves or the power-operated relief valves.
Steam generator water inventory must be maintained at a level
sufficient to ensure adequate heat transfer and continuation of the
decay heat removal process. The water level is maintained under these
circumstances by the Auxiliary Feedwater System which delivers an
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emergency water supply to the steam generators. The Auxiliary
Feedwater System must be capable of functioning for extended periods,
allowing time either to restore normal feedwater flow or to proceed
with an orderly cooldown of the plant to the reactor coolant
temperature where the Residual Heat Removal System can assume the
burden of decay heat removal. The Auxiliary Feedwater" System flow
and the emergency water supply capacity must be sufficient to*
remove core decay heat, reactor coolant pump heat, and sensible heat
during the plant cooldown.

DESIGN CONDITIONS

The reactor plant conditions which impose safety-related performance
requirements on the design of the Auxiliary Feedwater System are as
follows for Indian Point Unit No. 3

Loss of Main Feedwater Transient
- Loss of main feedwater with offsite power available
- Station blackout (i.e., loss of main feedwater without

offsite power available)

- Rupture of a Main Steam Line

- Loss of all AC Power

- Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)

- Cooldown

Loss of Main Feedwater Transients

The design loss of main feedwater transients are those caused by:

-Interruptions of the Main Feedwater System flow due to a mal-
fuction in' the feedwater or condensate system

Loss of offsite power or blackout with the consequential shutdown
of the system pumps, auxiliaries, and controls

Lcss of main feedwater transients are characterized by a rapid re-
duction in steam generator water levels with results in a reactor
trip, a turbine trip., and auxiliary feedwater actuation by the pro-
tection system logic. Following reactor trip from high power, the
power quickly falls to decay heat levels. The water levels continue
to decrease, progressively uncovering the steam generator tubes as
decay heat is transferred and discharged in the form of steam either
through the steam dump valves to the condenser or through the steam
generator safety or power-operated relief valves to the atmosphere.
The reactor coolant temperature increases as the residual heat in
excess of that dissipated through the steam generators is absorbed.
With increased temperature, the volume of reactor coolant expands
and begins filling the pressurizer. Without the addition of sufficier
auxiliary feedwater, further expansion will result in water being
discharged through the pressurizer safety and relief valves.
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Hence, the timely introduction of sufficient auxiliary feedwater is
necessary to arrest the decrease in the steam generator water levels,
to reverse the rise in reactor coolant temperature, to prevent the
pressurizer from filling to a water solid condition, and eventually
to establish stable hot standby conditions. Subsequently, a decision
may be made to proceed with plant cooldown if the problem cannot be
satisfactorily, corrected.

The blackout transient differs from a simple loss of main feedwater
in that emergency power sources must be relied upon to operate vital
equipment. The loss of power to the electric driven condenser
circulating water pumps results in an undervoltage condition on the
associated 6-9 Kv lines which trips the affected circulating water
pumps with loss of operability of the condenser steam dump valves.
Over time, condenser vacuum is lost. Hence, steam formed by decay
heat is relieved through the steam 'generator safety valves or the
power-operated relief valves. The calculated transient is similar
for both the loss of main feedwater and the blackout, except that
reactor coolant pump input is not a consideration in the blackout
transient following loss of power to the reactor coolant pump bus.

The station blackout transient serves as the basis for the minimum flo
(400 gpm) required for Indian Point Unit No. 3. The system is
designed so that a minimum of 600 gpm is provided against the steam
generator safety valves pressure (with 3% adcumulation) to prevent
water relief from the pressurizer. This is accomplished in the
Indian Point Unit No. 3, even considering the effect of the throttling
of the individual flow control valves and assuming a coincident
single failure.

Rupture of a Main Steam Line

Because the rupture of a main steam line may result in the complete
blowdown of one steam generator, a partial loss of plant heat sink
is a concern. The main steamline rupture accident conditions are
characterized initially by-plant cooldown, and hence, auxiliary
feedwater flow is not needed during the early stage of the transient
to remove decay heat from the Reactor Coolant System. Emergency

procedure and the necessary equipment exists to allow termination of
flow to the faulted loop and provide flow to the intact steam
generators during the controlled cooldown following the steamline
break accident.

Loss of All AC Power

The loss of all AC power is postulated as resulting from accident
conditions wherein not only onsite and oft-site AC power is lost
but also AC emergency power is lost as an assumed common mode failure.
Battery power for operation of protection circuits is assumed
available. The impact on the Auxiliary Feedwater System is the
necessity for providing both an auxiliary feedwater pump power and
control source which are not dependent on AC power and which are
capable of maintaining the plant at hot shutdown until AC power is
restored. The steam driven AFW pump No. 32 provides such a
capability. (See Note 1 of Table 1B-1)
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Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA)

The loss of coolant accidents do not impose on the auxiliary
feedwater system any flow requirements in addition to those
required by the other accidents addressed in this response. The
following description of the small LOCA is provided here for the
sake of completeness to explain the role of the auxiliary feedwater
system in this transient.

Small LOCA's are characterized by relatively slow rates of decrease in
reactor coolant system pressure and liquid volume. The principal
contribution from the Auxiliary Feedwater System following such small
LOCA's is basically the same as the systems function during hot
shutdown or following supurious safety injection signal which trips
the reactor. Maintaining a water level inventory in the secondary
side of the steam generators provides a heat sink for removing decay
heat and establishes the capability for providing a buoyancy head for
natural circulation. The auxiliary feedwater system is utilized in
system cooldown and depressurization following a small LOCA while
bringing the reactor to a cold shutdown condition.

Cooldown

The cooldown function performed by the Auxiliary Feedwater System is a
partial one since the reactor coolant system is reduced from normal
zero load temperatures to a hot leg temperature of approximately 3500 F.
The latter is the maximum temperature recommended for placing the Resid
ual Heat Removal System (RHRS) into service. The RHR system completes
the cooldown to cold shutdown conditions..

Cooldown may be required following expected transients, following an
accident such as a main feedline break, or it may be normal cooldown
prior to refueling or performing reactor plant maintenance. If the
reactor is tripped following extended operation (maximum decay heat)
at rated power level the AFWS is capable of delivering sufficient

'AFW to remove decay heat and reactor coolant pump (RCP) heat
following reactor trip maintaining the steam generator (SG) water level
Following transients or accidents, the recommended cooldown rate is
consistent with expected needs and at the same time does not impose
additional requirements on the capacities of the auxiliary feedwater
pumps, considering a single failure. In any event, the process consist
of being able to dissipate plant sensible heat in addition to the
decay heat produced by the reactor core.
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Response to 1.b

Table 1B-1 summarizes the criteria which are the general design bases
for each event, discussed in the response to Question l.a, above.
Specific assumptions used in the analyses to verify that the design
bases are met are discussed in response to Question 2.

The primary function of the Auxiliary Feedwater System is to provide
sufficient heat removal capability for heatup accidents following reac-
tor trip to remove the decay heat generated by the core and prevent
system overpressurization. Other plant protection systems are designed
to meet short term or pre-trip fuel failure criteria. The effects of
excessive coolant shrinkage are bounded by the analysis of the rupture
of a main steam pipe transient. The maximum flow requirements deter-
mined' by other bases are incorporated into this analysis, resulting in
no additional flow requirements.

6599A



TABLE 1B-1

Criteria for Auxiliary Feedwater System Design Basis Conditions

Condition
or

Transient
Additional Design

CriteriaClassification*

Condition II

Criteria*

Loss of Main Feedwater Peak RCS pressure not to
exceed design pressure. No
consequential fuel failures

Station Blackout Condition II (same as LMFW) Pressurizer does not fill with 400
gpm delivered to 2 SGs.

Loss of all A/C Power N/A Note 1

Loss of Coolant Condition III

Condition IV

10 CFR 100 dose limits
10 CFR 50 PCT limits

10 CFR 100 dose limits
10 CFR 50 PCT limits

Cool down N/A 100OF/hr
547 0F to 350°F

*Ref: ANSI N18.2 (This information provided for those transients performed in the FSAR).

Note 1 Although this transient establishes the basis for AFW pump powered by a diverse power source, this is not
evaluated relative to typical criteria since multiple failures must be assumed to postulate this
trans ient.
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Question 2

Describe the analyses and assumptions and corresponding technical
justification used with plant condition considered in 1.a above
including:

a. Maximum reactor power (including instrument error allowance) at the
time of the initiating transient or accident.

b. Time delay from initiating event to reactor trip.

Co

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

J.1

k.

1.

m.

n.

Plant parameter(s) which initiates AFWS flow and time delay between
initiating event and introduction of AFWS flow into steam
generator(s).

Minimum steam generator water level when initiating event occurs.

Initial steam generator water inventory and depletion rate before
a 'd after AFWS flow commences -- identify reactor decay heat rate
used.

Maximum pressure at which steam is released from steam generator(s)
and against which the AFW pump must develop sufficient head.

Minimum number of steam generators that must receive AFW flow; e.g.
1 out of 2? 2 out of 4?

RC flow condition -- continued operation of RC pumps or natural

circulation.

Maximum AFW inlet temperature.

Flollowing a postulated steam or feed line break, time delay assumed
tio isolate break and direct AFW flow to intact steam generator(s).
IAFW pump flow capacity allowance to accommodate the time delay and

maintain minimum steam generator water level. Also identify credit
iaken for primary system heat removel due to blowdown.

Volume and maximum temperature of water in main feed lines between
steam generator(s) and AFWS connection to main feed line.

Operating condition of steam generator normal blowdown following
initiating event.

Primary and secondary system water and metal sensible heat used for
cooldown and AFW flow sizing.

Time at hot standby and time to cooldown RCS to RHR system cut in
iemperature to size AFW water source inventory.

:I
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Response to 2

Analyses have been performed for the Loss of Main Feedwater and the loss
of offsite AC power to the Station, the transients which define the AFWS
performance requirements. These analyses have been provided for review
and have been approved in the Applicant's FSAR.

In addition to the above analyses, calculations have been performed
specifically for Indian Point Unit No. 3 to determine the plant cooldown
flow (storage capacity) requirements. The LOCA analysis, as discussed
in response 1.b, incorporates the system flow requirements as defined
by other transients, and therefore is not performed for the purpose of
specifying AFWS flow requirements. Each of the analyses listed above
are explained in further detailin the following sections of this
response.

Loss of Main Feedwater (Blackout)

A loss of feedwater, assuming a loss of power. to the reactor coolant
pumps, was performed in FSAR Section 14.1.9 for the purpose of showing
that for a station blackout transient, with a minimum of 400 gpm
delivered to two steam generators does not result in filling the pres-
surizer. Furthermore, the peak RCS pressure remains below the criterion
for Condition II transients and no fuel failures occur (refer to Table
IB-1). Table 2-1 summarizes the assumptions used in this analysis. The
transient analysis begins at the time of reactor trip. This can' be done
because the. trip occurs on a steam generator level signal, hence the
core power, temperatures and steam generator level at time of reactor
trip do not depend on the event sequence prior to trip. Although the
time from the loss of feedwater until the reactor trip occurs cannot be
determined from this analysis, this delay is expected to be 20-30 sec-
onds. The analysis assumes that the plant is initially operating at
102% (calorimetric error) of the Engineered Safeguards design (ESD)
rating shown on the table, a very conservative assumption in defining
decay heat and stored energy in the RCS. The reactor is assumed to be
tripped on steam/feed mismatch coincident with low steam generator
level, allowing for level uncertainty. The FSAR shows that there is a
considerable margin with respect tofilling the pressurizer. A loss of
normal feedwater transient with the assumption that the two smallest
auxiliary feedwater pumps operate with the reactor coolant pumps running
results in even more margin.

this analysis establishes the minimum flow requirements and also estab-
lishes train association of equipment so that this analysis remains
valid assuming the most limiting single failure.

Plant Cooldown

Minimum flow requirements from the previously discussed transients meet
the flow requirements of plant cooldown. This operation, however,
defines the basis for tankage size, based on the required cooldown
duration, maximum decay heat input and maximum stored heat in
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the system. As previously discussed in response 1A, the auxiliary feed-
water system partially cools the system to the point where the RHRS may
complete the cooldown, i.e., 350oF in the RCS. Table 2-i shows the
assumptions used to determine the cooldown heat capacity of the auxil-
iary feedwater system.

The cooldown is assumed to coninence at the maximum rated power, and
maximum trip delays and decay heat source terms are assumed when the
reactor is tripped. Primary metal, primary water, secondary system
metal and secondary system water are all included in the stored heat to
be removed by the AFWS. See Table 2-2 for the items constituting the
sensible heat stored in the NSSS.

This operation is analyzed to establish minimum tank size requirements
for auxiliary feedwater fluid source which are normally aligned.

6599A
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Question 3

Verify that the AFW pumps in your plant will supply the necessary
flow to the steam generator(s) as determined by items 1 and 2 above
considering a single failure. Identify the margin in sizing the
pump flow to allow for pump recirculation flow, seal leakage and
pump wear.

RESPONSE to 3:

Figure 3-1 schematically shows the major features and components of
the Auxiliary Feedwater System for Indian Point Unit 3. Flow rates
for all of the design transients described in Response 2 have been
met by the system for the worst single failure. The flows for those
failures considered are tabulated for the various transients in
Table 3-1, including the following:

A. Turbine Driven Pump Failure
B. Motor Driven Pump Failure
C. AFWS check valve failure (failure to close on reverse flow).

There is approximately 15% margin for the turbine driven AFW pump
which allows for a continuous recirculation flow and bearing cooling
flow, as well as any real leakage and pump wear. The motor driven
auxiliary boiler feed pumps are provided with 100 gpm recirculation
up to a total pump suction flow of about 170 gpm when recirculation
is stopped.

Table 3-1 includes the effect of throttling of the auxiliary feed-
Water system. As can be seen in all cases the minimum flow re-
quirement of 400 gpm is clearly exceeded.



Summary of Assumptions Used

Transient

a. Max reactor power

b. Time delay from
event to Rx trip

c. AFWS actuation sig-
nal/time delay for
AFWS flow

d. SG water level at
time of reactor trip

e. Initial SG inventory

Rate of change before
& after AFWS actuation

decay heat

f. AFW pump minimum
delivery pressure

g. Minimum # of SGs
which must receive
AFW flow

h. RC pump status

i. Maximum AFW inlet
temperature

j. Operature action

k. MFW purge volume/temp.

1. Normal blowdown

m. Sensible heat

n. Time at standby/time
to cooldown to RHR

o. AFW flow rate

TABLE 2-1

in AFWS Design Verification Analyses

Loss of Feedwater
(station blackout) Cooldown

102% of ESD rating 3269 MWt
(102% of 3216 MWt)

2 sec 2 sec

Lo-Lo SG level
1 minute

(Lo SG level +
steam-feed mismatch)
30% NR span

42,650 lbm/SG (at
initiation of event)

See FSAR Section

14.1.9

ANS + 20%

1133 psia

2 of 4

Tripped @ reactor

100oF

none

190 ft3/440oF

none assumed

Table 2-2

2 hr/4 hr

400 GPM - constant
(min. requirement)

NA

NA

55,860 lbm/SG
@ 511.6oF

N/A

1112 psia

N/A

Tripped

100oF

N/A

100 ft3/SG

@ 425.4oF

none assumed

Table 2-2

2 hr/4 hr

variable



TABLE 2-2

Summary of Sensible Heat Sources

Primary Water Sources (initially at rated power temperature and inventory)
- RCS fluid
- Pressurizer fluid (liquid and vapor)

Primary Metal Sources (initially at rated power temperature)-
- Reactor coolant piping, pumps and reactor vessel
- Pressurizer
- Steam generator tube metal and tube sheet
- Steam generator metal below tube sheet
- Reactor vessel internals

Secondary Water Sources (initially at rated power temperature and
inventory)

- Steam generator fluid (liquid and vapor)
- Main feedwater purge fluid between steam generator and AFWS piping.

Secondary Metal Sources (initially at rated power temperature)
- All steam generator metal above tube sheet, excluding tubes.



TABLE 3-1

Initial Throttled Auxiliary Feedwater Flow(i) to Steam Generators
Following an Accident/Transient with Selected Single Failure - GPM

Single Failure

TD Pump
FailureAccident/Transient

MD Pump
Failure

B

CV (2)

Failure

CA

1. Loss of Main FW

2. Blackout

3. Cooldown

600

600

600

900

900

900

1200

1200

1200

Notes:

(1) Items 1 thru 3 are minimum expected flows to intact loops.

(2) Including obly tho~e CVs in the AFWS. "Failure" is interpreted
as failure to close on reverse flow; failure of the CV to open
to permit flow in the normal direction is not considered.
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M-L) - MOTOR DRIVEN

T-D - TURBINE DRIVEN CITY

- NORMALLY OPEN WATER

f - NORMALLY CLOSED

c..3 - MOTOROPERATED

- AIR OPERATED

- PARTIALLY OPEN

SG - STEAM GENERATOR T-D
t.11,111 - POWER DIVISIOUS

A - ALTERNATING CURRENT

0 - DIRECT CURRENT

Tn - TUHBINE

FO - FAIL OPEN ATMOSPHERE

Fr - FAIL CLOSE A

'Auxifiary Foedwater SVyte,n



PART III

Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFWS)
Pump Tests

A. Motor-Driven AFW Pump Test

An endurance test has recently been performed on the motor driven
auxiliary feed water pumps in accordance with your revised
recommendations. The following is a summary of the conditions and
results of the test.

1. The test was conducted in accordance with PASNY Surveilliance
Test 3PT-M20 Rev. 3, "Auxiliary Boiler Feed Pump Functional
Test", dated January 1, 1980, as modified by SV-15-80,
"Temporary Procedure Change Notice for 3PT-M20 Rev. 3", dated
April 10, 1980. These documents-provide a detailed description
of the test method including how the test was instrumented.

The Motor Driven Auxiliary Feed Pumps, Numbers 31 and 33,
were operated to maintain normal hot standby steam generator
levels as shown in the test flow schematic diagram on Figure No.1.

Both motor driven auxiliary feed pumps were operated sim-
ultaneously to maintain normal hot standby steam generator levels
in all steam generators. The pumps were operated for a period
in excess of 48 hrs during which the pump speed, discharge and
suction pressure, flow, vibration data, bearing temperatures and
room ambient conditions were recorded at regular intervals.
Following this period, the pumps were temporarily secured for at
least eight hours, at which point they were again restarted and
operated in the above mode and the data as previously mentioned
was again collected.

2. A table of the test results during the endurance test is
provided in Figures No. 2 and 3 for pumps No. 31 and 33
respectively.

The motor driven auxiliary feed pump endurance tests were perform
in accordance to the pump manufacturer's requirements and limita-
tions. The pumps were operated at rated speed developing a
higher than rated pressure at a reduced flow but not exceeding th
pump manufacturer's maximum permitted discharge pressure value
for this mode of operation. The test conditions are as close to
design operating conditions as can be achieved while maintaining
normal hot standby steam generator levels.

3. Plots of bearing and casing temperatures vs. time demonstrate
that design limits were not exceeded and are shown on Figures
No. 4 and 5 for pumps No. 31 and 33, respectively.
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4. Plots of pump room ambient temperature and humitity vs.
time demonstrate that design limits were not exceeded as
shown on Figure No. 6.

5. Pump and motor vibration measurements taken during the test
did not exceed allowable limits.

B. Turbine Driven AFWS Pump Test

As stated in our response dated April 11, 1980 "NRC Requirements
for Auxiliary Feedwater Systems", the steam driven auxiliary
feedwater pump was operated in the recirculation mode for 48 hours
in accordance with the pump manufacturer's requirements and limita-
tions for flow conditions. To operate this pump at or near full
flow conditions would require injecting cold condensate from the
Condensate Storage Tank into the hot steam generators while the
reactor is in service. There is concern that such a test might create
thermal stresses, and ultimately cracking, in the piping connecting
to the main feedwater line prior to entry into the steam generator and
in the piping connecting to the steam generator.

For this reason it is felt that the test previously performed is
sufficient to ensure operability of the pump while not affecting
plant operation or systems.
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PART IV

POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

10 COLUMBUS CIRCLE NEW YORK. N. Y. 10019

t212) 397-6200

TRUSTEES

JOHN S DOYSO14
C.A10MAN

GEORGE L. INGALLS
sit9 C..AIROAN

RICHARD M. k'LYNN

ROBERT I. MI!LLONZI

FREDERICK R. CLARK

GEOnGE T. BEARY
POESIDENT a CHIF

JOHN W. BOSTON
1xacullvE V:Ci
P.1C1310(114T 6 P ECTCR
of POwER CoptTIONI

JOSEPH R. SCHMIEDER
I[A ZUt 1'I'• VICK

9,t S, LENT & C (EF

LEROY WN. SiNCLAIR
at-,0. lwic., P.E'SIZIC•T
A C-IF FIkI.C!AL

THOMAS A FREY

SC ,N 0 . -t, F.tVOI[ T

August 11, 1080
IPN-80-76

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
V. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention:

Subject:

Mr. Steven A. Varga, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 1
Division of Operating Reactors

Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50-286
Proposed Change of the Auxiliary Feedwater System
Technical Specifications

Dear Sir:

Enclosed for filing are three (3) signed originals and
nineteen (19) copies of a document entitled, "Application for
Amendment to Operating License," and attachments thereto.

This application seeks to amend Section 3.4 of Appendix A
of the Operating License in accordance with the Commission's
March.5 and July 15, 1980 letters which requested Technical
Specifications for the valves in the single line from the Con-
densate Storage Tank.

In accordance with 10 CFR 170.22, the Authority has classified
this application 'as Class III because acceptability for this
change has been clearly identified by the Commission's July 15,
1980 interim safety evaluation report for the auxiliary feedwater
system. Therefore, as required by the regulation, enclosed is a.
check for $4,000 for the filing fee, which the Authority pays under
protest pending a final determination of the legality of the
fee schedule.

In support of this application we are enclosing forty (40)
copies of the Safety Evaluation corresponding to these proposed
changes to the Technical Specifications.

/

Very truly yours,

J. P. Bayne
Senior Vice President
Nuclear Generation

cc: attached



cc: Mr. T. Rebelowski
Resident Inspector
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P. 0. Box 38
Buchanan, New York 10511

Mr. R. Remshaw
Consolidated Edison
4 Irving Place
New York, New York 10003



BEFORE THE UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO1.iMTSSICU1

In the Matter of

POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NE-4 YORK ) Docket No. 50-286

Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant

APPLICATION FOR AMFNDMENT TO
OPERATING LICENSE

Pursuant to Section 50.90 of the requlations of the Nuclear[

Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Power Authority off the State of

New York, as holder of Facility Oer)ratincj License No. DPR-64,

hereby applies for an Amendment to the Technical Specifications

contained in Appendix A of this license.

The proposei, change to the indian Point 3 T,:chnicaL- S'peciifi-

cations seeks to ),mend Section 3.4 of Appendix A to incorporate

'rechnical Specifications for the valves in the sigle line fr1C the

Condensate Storage Tan;.k in accordance with the Ccr.mission's .arch 5

and July 15, 1980 letters.

The proposed chancge to the Technical Specifications are presented

in Attachment I to this Application. The Safety Evaluation is

included in Attachment II.

POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE
OF NEW YORK(

By t -it
J. P. Bayne
Senior Vice President

f- Nuclear Generation

Subscribed and Sworn tQ befor
me this / day of /',.-. 1980

/'Notary rPubl;•,C'V

PUT1I G. ZA F j- ",

Notary Pujlic, £ f Now York
- No. 30.-. .,

o uam lind ii Ij-las ',,- C ounlt
Conrnjiss'f E iý,MOnh3~,1



ATTACHMENT I

PROPOSED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

CHANGE

RELATED TO

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM

POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
INDIAN POINT 3 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

DOCKET NO. 50-286
AUGUST 11 , 1980



B. If during power operations any of the conditions of 3.4-A

above, except Item (2), cannot be met within 48 hours, the

operator shall start to shutdown and cool the reactor' below

350OF using normal operation procedures. If Item (2) cannot

be met within 72 hours, the reactors shall be in hot

shutdown within the next 12 hours.

C. The gross turbine-generator electrical output at all time shall

be within the limitation of Figure 3.4-1 or Figure 3.4-2 for

the application conditions of turbine oversreed setpoint, number

of operable low pressure steam dump lines, and condenser back-

pressure as noted thereon.

D. The reactor shall not be heated above 350°F unless b6th valves in

the single auxiliary feedwater supply line from the Condensate

Storage Tank are open. If, during power operations, it is

discovered that one or both of the valves are closed, the

following action shall be taken:

1) Immediate place the auxiliary feedwater system in the

manual mode,

2) Within one hour either:

a) reopen the closed valve(s), or

b) open the valves to the alternate city water supply,

and

3) Once a water supply has been restored, return the system

to the automatic mode.

If the above action cannot be taken, then:

a) within the next 24 hours be in the hot shutdown mode, and

b) within an additional 24 hours bring the Reactor

Coolant System to below 350 0 F.

Amendment No. 3.4-2



Basis

A reactor shutdown from power requires removal of core decay heat. Inmediate

decay heat removal requirements are normally satisfied by the steam bypass to

the condensers. Thereafter, core decay heat can be continuously dissipated

via the steam bypass to the condenser as feedwater in the steam generator is

converted to steam by heat absorption. Normally, the capability to feed the

steam generators is provided by operation of the turbine cycle feedwater system.

The twenty main steam safety valves have a total combined rated capability of

15,108,000 lbs/hr. The total full power steam flow is 12,974,500 lbs/hr.;

therefore twenty (-20) main steam safety valves will be able to relieve the

total steam flow if necessary.

Amendment No.

3.4-2a



ATTACHMENT II

SAFETY EVALUATION

RELATED TO

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM

POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
INDIAN POINT 3 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

DOCKET NO. 50-286
AUGUST 11, 1980



Section I - Description of Modification

The auxiliary feedwater System (AFS) Technical Specifications are
being changed by adding specifications to ensure that the two
valves in the single line from the Condensate Storage Tank remain
open during power operations. This change was requested by the
Commission in their M~arch 5 and July 15, 1980 letters.

Section II - Purpose of Modification

The purpose of this modification is to provide additional protection
against damage to the AFW pumps due to a loss of suction supply.

Section III - Impact of the Change

These modifications will not alter the conclusions reached in
the FSAR and SER accident analysis.

Section IV - Implementation of the Modification

The modifications as proposed will not impact the ALARA or Fire
Protection Program at IP3.

Section V - Conclusion

The incorporation of these modifications: a) will not increase
the probability nor the consequences of an accident or mal-
function of equipment important to safety as previously evalu-
ated in the Safety Analysis Report; b) will not increase the
possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type
than any evaluated previously in the Safety Analysis Report; and
c) will not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the basis
for any Technical Specification, and d) does not constitute an
unreviewed safety question.

Section VI - References

(a) IP3 FSAR

(b) IP3 SER


